Chapter One
1.1.

Introduction

Section 72 (01) of Municipal Finance Management Act (56 of 2003) states that the
accounting officer of the municipality must by 25 January of each year:
(a) assess the performance of the Municipality during the first half of the financial year,
taking the following into account:

(i)

The monthly statements referred to in section 71 for the first half of the
financial year.
(ii)
Municipal’s service delivery performance during the first half of the
financial year and performance indicators set in the Service Delivery and
Budget Implementation Plan.
(iii)
The past year Annual report and progress on resolving problems
identified in the annual report.
(iv)
Performance of every Municipal entity under the sole or shared control of
the Municipality, taking into account reports in terms of section 88 from
any such entities, and.
(b) Submit a report on such assessment to the:
(i)
Mayor of the Municipality,
(ii)
National Treasury and
(iii)
The relevant provincial treasury
It is within this context that this half-yearly performance report has been compiled. It is
based on the five key performance areas as identified in the IDP, Budget and SDBIP;
namely Service Delivery and Infrastructure Development, Local Economic Development,
Sustainability, Municipal Transformation and Institutional Development, Good
Governance and Public Participation. This report contains half-yearly performance
information of the following directorates:
•
•
•
•




Planning and Development
Technical Services
Corporate Services
Office of the Municipal Manager
Community Services
Office of the Chief Financial Officer.
2010 Directorate
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1.2.

Executive Summary of 2008/09 Half Yearly Report

Council has approved 2008/11 IDP and 2008-11 Budget on the 19th June 2008. In
implementing the 2008-11 IDP and 2008-11 Multi Year Budget Council has developed
2008/09 Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan which outline 2008/09 annual
targets. The SDBIP gives effect to both 2008-11 IDP and 2008-11 Multi Year Budget. It
serves as a contract between the administration, council and community expressing the
goals and objectives set by Council as quantifiable outcomes that can be implemented
by the administration over 12 months. It provides the basis for measuring performance in
service delivery against both in-year and end -of year targets and implementing the
budget.
It is on the basis of 2008/09 SDBIP that this mid year performance report provide f
progress made in the first six months (01 July 2008 -31 December 2008). It will further
provide summary of challenges encountered during the first six months of this financial
year. This report will contextualize the progress and challenges within five key
performance areas of Municipality namely;
•
•
•
•
•

Service Delivery and Infrastructure Development
Local Economic Development
Municipal Transformation and institutional Development
Good Governance and Public Participation
Sustainability.

Achievements made and challenges encountered during the first six months will be
measured against the above-mentioned strategic priorities.
1.2.1. Service Delivery and Infrastructure Development
The new status of municipalities went hand in hand with considerable responsibility,
particularly for basic service delivery, which includes the provision of bulk infrastructure
for water, sanitation, electricity, refuse removal and roads and stormwater. Conditions of
municipal infrastructure in South Africa are a crucial element to ensure service provision
to all communities. In line with this, Council has noted the fact that delivery of basic
services ad provision of infrastructure is the most important element of poverty
eradication. Polokwane municipality allocated R813 351 000 for service delivery and
infrastructure development for this financial year. This refers to services rendered
directly to the communities, such as water, sanitation, electricity, waste management,
roads, sport, recreational and community facilities.
To accelerate service delivery and infrastructure development Council has approved 385
capital projects, with the cost of R813 351 000. Service Delivery and Budget
implementation Plan projected that by the end of December 2008 actual expenditure on
capital projects should be R218, 850,780. In line with the projected amount, only R101,
887,486 has been spent, which is not good in terms of projections with the fact that there
are still 46 projects in which service providers need to be appointed.
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Half Yearly Capital Projects Financial Performance per Directorate
Table1: New projects
Directorate

Number of2007/08 Budget
Projects

SDBIP Projection

Actual
Expenditure

Technical Services
Community
Services

166
176

R 490 680 000
R 257 352 200

R 200 570 767
R 15 684 013

R 95 175 701
R 2 915 616

Corporate Services 16
Planning
and 22
Development

R 8 291 200
R 52 647 700

R0
R 596 000

R 649 995
R 1 545 246

Office of Municipal 3
Manager

R 4 032 000

R 2 000 000

R 1 367 032

2010
CFO

0
2

R0
R 347 900

R0
R0

R0
R 233 896

Total:

385

R 813 351 000

R 218 850 780

R 101 887 486

Table 2: Roll over projects
Directorate

Number of2007/08 Budget
Projects

SDBIP Projection

Actual
Expenditure

Technical Services

84

R 151 608 583

R 125 453 617

R 65 997 533

Community
Services

38

R 407 278 607

R 189 389 172

R 247 496 075

Corporate Services

9

R 10 864 950

R 3 751 710

R 2 222 760

R 33 334 400

R 4 746 620

R 14 509 403

Office of Municipal 2
Manager

R 1 180 000

R0

R 964 912

2010

0

R0

R0

R0

CFO

0

R0

R0

R0

Planning
Development

and 22
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Total:

155

R 604 266 540

R 323 341 119

R 331 190 684

The SDBIP projections was based on the fact that the first and second quarter of this
financial year will only be used to finalize planning phase and implementation phase at
30% of all Capital Projects.
The planning phase of capital projects in the first quarter includes activities such as
approval of individual project report, establishment of projects steering committee for
community consultation process, advertisement, evaluation and adjudication of tenders
and appointment of service provider for actual implementation. The implementation
phase in the second quarter includes preparation of terms of reference for appointment
of consultants for 2009/10 financial year capital projects. It further includes the
completion of all 2007/08 roll over projects.
In line with SDBIP targets as outlined above 336 capital projects reports were submitted
to council for approval and 297 of the reports were approved. Out of 297 approved
reports 196 were advertised to find qualified service providers. Currently service
providers were appointed for 164 capital projects, which are under implementation
process.
In terms of SDBIP targets all 2007/08 rollover projects should be completed by
November 2008 including all payments to service providers. It is clear that the target
could not be achieved because the expenditure by the end of December 2008 was
R331, 190,684 out of R604, 266,540 of all roll over projects. We have rolled 155 capital
projects to 2008/09 financial year and up to date only 50 capital projects are completed.
In terms of legislative compliance all capital projects especially regional water schemes
that required DWAF technical report have technical reports and environmental impact
assessment have been conducted. Occupational health and safety specification form
part of approved tender document.
In line with IDP/Budget Review process various strategic frameworks have been
reviewed to inform effective and efficient provision of services. The reviewed strategic
frameworks include water services development plan, spatial development framework,
environmental management plan, waste management plan, housing sector plan and
indigent policy.
While we acknowledge improvement and progress made regarding the provision of
services and infrastructure development it is very important to highlight some of key
challenges experienced over the first six months of this financial year. One of key
challenge is regarding the projects that are still on hold pending the decision of Council
to proceed with the implementation. In some instant we experience challenges because
of contractors and consultant who are not committed in completing the projects as per
schedule. This in most cases lead to termination of contract and re-advertisement of
tender, which delay in terms of the completion of project and service delivery process.
The late appointment of service provider is also a challenge that leads to nonachievement of the set targets.
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It is also noted that there are various service delivery policies and frameworks which are
circulating as draft and were supposed to be adopted by Council during the first six
months but not yet adopted. This includes policies such as housing policy, policy on
building rubbles, social housing policy, and informal settlement management strategy.
This has negative impact to service delivery. In dealing with deficiency it is proper that
audit conducted for all draft policies circulating for comments to speed up the process.
1.2.2. Local Economic Development
The transformation in the country should not focus on social upliftment objectives
exclusively, since such upliftment can only be achieved through the sustainable
economic growth and development. In line with this, Council noted the fact that
provision of social and economic infrastructure to communities facilitates the local
economic development. It is clear that all projects implemented to provide services and
infrastructure development has a positive impact on local economic development within
municipal area. This includes multiplicity of projects in various sectors such as electricity,
water, sanitation, roads, cultural, waste, sports and environmental management. See
the table 02 below for economic composition of Polokwane municipality and its
contribution to GVA.

Sector

Sectors involved

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Primary Sector
Total
contribution
Mining
3.3%
Secondary Sector
Contribution: 7.7%

Manufacturing

Tertiary Sector
Contribution: 89%

Construction

Electricity and Water
Finance and Business Services

Contribution
2.8 %
0.5%
5.1%
2.6%
2.4%
32.3%

Wholesale & Retail Trade, Catering 14.7%
and Accommodation

Transport and Communication

13.1%

Community Services

26.5%

Table 03: Source: Global Insights: Polokwane Municipality: 2008

The IDP/Budget Review process has commenced and amongst other strategies the LED
strategy is under review and at final stage.
1.2.3. Good Governance and Public Participation
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This key performance area focuses primarily on the development and implementation of
the systems and procedures that will ensure that the municipality promotes good
governance and public participation in terms of constitutional mandate. We have
developed a risk management strategy which includes a municipal wide risk register. In
line with risk management strategy risk surveys have been conducted at Mankweng
Cluster offices and established risk management committee. In line with our half yearly
target we have successfully developed fraud and anti corruption strategy and whistle
blowing policy. All this policies and strategies will be serving to Council for approval
during the third quarter as per SDBIP.
Audit Committee has adopted audit coverage plan as stated in the SDBIP. In line with
the audit coverage plan, the audit was conducted at number of SBU such as sports and
recreation, supply chain management and financial services. Financial audit were also
conducted at a number of SBU such as environmental management, stores and
procurement, Mankweng and Sebayeng offices and traffic and licensing. The
compliance audit was conducted number of legislations including NERMA, MSA, DORA,
and MFMA. Compliance Audit Report will be submitted to audit committee in the next
meeting. The internal audit and audit committee charter has been reviewed and
approved by audit committee and are submitted to council for approval.
The draft 2008/09 financial statement was submitted to Office of Auditor General for
auditing purpose and hope the opinion of auditor general. The draft 2007/08 annual
performance report is finalized and will be submitted to Council for cognizance and for
appointment of oversight committee during the third quarter as required by legislation. All
the Directors has signed 2008/09 performance agreements and all managers has
developed and signed Service delivery and Budget Implementation Plan.
In line with the 2008/09 SDBIP and performance agreements the 2008/09 first quarter
report has been submitted to Council. The first quarter report was submitted to
Performance audit Committee which still needs to provide Council with opinion on the
first quarter performance. Committee. The Council has also participated in the 2007/08
National Vuna Awards and 2007/08 Demarcation Board Municipal Powers and
Functions Capacity Assessment Process. The 2007/08 fourth quarter report has been
presented to Premiere/Mayor’s Forum.
As part of celebrating special national calendar days, we have hosted seminar on the 16
Days of Activism on no violence against women and children on the 09 December 2008
at Perskebuilt. Further organised transport for 450 women to attend and participate in
the women‘s day celebration at Maruleng municipality and also for women to participate
in the District Women Parliament in the Capricorn District Municipality
In terms of communicating programs to community during the first half of the financial
the targets has been achieved:

•
•

•
•
•
•

Issuing 49 press statement
Issuing 100 articles to both local and national media
Organizing 3 press conference
Making several radio announcements
29 slots arranged on SABC and community radio stations
Ensuring timeous response to all media enquiries
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In managing our ward committee system effective and efficient we have convened 80
ward committee meetings and established 10 sector forums. We have established
Project Steering Committee for 65 capital projects that require public participation
process. Two open council meetings were convened during the first six months to deal
with all important and strategic issues including the adoption of IDP/Budget review
process plan, approval of 2008/09 capital projects.
Despite the achievements made in this key performance area, there were challenges
that encountered such as not finalizing the municipal communication strategy and 2010
communication and marketing plan. The other problem is in terms of the updating of
information on municipal website which it was not as required due to current
restructuring process Information Services. The annual audit report is not yet submitted
to council.
1.2.4. Municipal Transformation and Institutional Development
The South African public service is experiencing a paradigm shifts on its attempt to
govern effectively and efficiently. This emerging paradigm is marked by:
•
•
•
•

the desire to provide high quality services valued by citizens
increased autonomy from centralized control
a shift to performance measurement of both individuals and institutions with
corresponding towards structures
the provision of human and technological resources needed to meet performance
target

In line with this the Council has adopted this key area to focus on the availability and
implementation of programs and projects that transform the municipality to cope with the
ongoing and ever changing community needs as well as being a learning organization.
In line with this area we have commenced with the 2008/09 IDP/Budget Review
Process. We have successfully completed the analysis phase and will be submitting
2009-11 draft IDP and Multi Year Budget to Council for approval to commence with IDP/
Budget Review community consultation process.
As part of IDP/Budget Review process all the important overarching strategies aimed at
transforming the organization were reviewed including performance management
framework, human resource development strategy, succession and retention strategy,
HIV/Aids strategy, ICT strategy, audit plan, risk management strategy, fraud and anti
corruption strategy. The process was not only looking at the reviewing of the strategies
but also the integration of strategies, taking into accounts all available resources and
participation of communities.
In terms of skills development we were able to achieve our set target of inducting new
employees, computer training for both the new and old employees, and various courses
attended. Courses aimed at improving capacity of employees attended as follows:
Course Attended
Project management
Time Management

Number of Employees
30
30
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Conflict Management
Diversity Management
Financial Management
Disciplinary Procedures
Computer Courses
Train the Trainer’s Workshop
Working for fire
Working for Fire
Payroll best practice
AIDS in the workplace and law
Record Messenger Workshop
Executive
Management
Skills
Secretaries
Children’s Library Workshop
Advance Archives Management
Main Collective Agreement Workshop
Experiential Training for Students
Adult Basic Education Training
Total:

30
30
30
04
75
12
03
06
02
03
04
for 09
02
02
08
39
139
428

It should be noted that the above number does not include employees that are in the
employee bursary scheme which commenced during the beginning of the 2006/07
financial year.
In terms of performance management system all section 57 managers have signed
performance agreements and the first quarter performance evaluation has been
conducted. In line with performance management system we have submitted job
descriptions to job evaluation centre. The appointed consultant to review organizational
structure has submitted the final report which should serve to council for approval.
As part of our disaster management process we have developed municipal disaster
management forum to oversee disaster issues in the municipality. In line with this our
half yearly target was to conduct hazard and vulnerability study in conjunction with
Department of Local Government and Housing through external service provider. The
terms of reference were finalized and the first workshop on hazard identification and
assessment was conducted.
1.2.5. Sustainability
This key performance area put emphasis on the interconnection between the
institutional, social, environmental and financial arrangement of the implementation of
any program and project in the municipality. Sustainability in terms of the abovementioned aspects informs the action plans of the municipality to ensure the provision
and maintenance of sustainable infrastructure to communities.
2. Half Yearly Financial Performance
2.1.

Analysis of the past six months and projection for the remainder of the
year
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Operating Budget
Operating Revenue
A total amount of R477 576 249(53.40%) has been collected which is
R30 376 249
more than the amount budgeted for the first six months. No problems are foreseen in
respect of revenue collection as revenue collection on all main services is on target.
It is projected that the budgeted amount of R894 400 000 will be collected and will be
exceeded by additional revenue as mentioned in paragraph 3.2 here under. Therefore,
there is no need to adjust expenditure downwards.
Operating Expenditure
A total amount of R366 522 966 (46.06%) has been spent which is R31 361 534 less
than the amount budgeted for the first six months. This is mainly due to the non-filling of
several vacant positions and under spending of up to 17% on general expenses and
repair and maintenance. It is foreseen that the financial year will again close on a
significant surplus.
It is projected that of the R795 769 000 operating expenditure budgeted for, 91% or
R724 149 790 (maximum) will be spent by year-end resulting in an under expenditure of
approximately R71 619 210. These savings can be utilized to fund additional operating
expenses as requested by different SBU’s
Capital Budget
Council approved a capital budget totalling R1 244 109 000 for the financial year
2008/09. The year-to-date expenditure to 31 December 2008 was
R433 078
170(34.81%) of the approved amount. During the first six months of the year a lot of time
was taken in the planning of the projects, community consultations and final costing and
specification of the various projects. A rapid increase in expenditure in the latter part of
the financial year is anticipated.
A comparison of spending by Directorate between the first 6 months of the 2007/08 and
2008/09 financial years is as follows:
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Directorate

Technical
Services
Community
Services
Corporate
Services
Planning &
Development
Total

Budget
2007/08
R342 801
100
R368 581
550
R12 994
410
R138 551
330
R862 928
390

Expenditur
e 1st 6
Months
2007/08
R41 671
782
R217 343
379
R356 080

%

Budget
2008/09

12.1
6
58.9
7
2.74

R 656 047
713
R 502 034
387
R 23 570 800

R26 237
720
R285 608
961

18.9
4
33.1
0

R 62 456 100
R 1 244 109
000

Expenditur
e 1st 6
Months
2008/09
R 161 166
842
R 250 411
692
R 5 444 987
R16 054
649
R 433 078
170

%

24.5
7
49.8
8
23.1
0
25.7
1
34.8
1

400000000

350000000

300000000

250000000

Budget 2007/2008

200000000

Expenditure 31/12/07

150000000

100000000

50000000

0
Technical Services

Community Services

Corporate Services

Planning and Development
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700000000

600000000

500000000

400000000
Budget 2008/2009
Expenditure 31/12/08
300000000

200000000

100000000

0
Technical Services

Community Services

Corporate Services

Planning and Development

% ANALYSIS
70

60

50

40
% 2007/2008
% 31/12/08
30

20

10

0
Technical Services

Community Services

Corporate Services

Planning and Development
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ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURE
300000000

250000000

200000000

Expenditure 31/12/07

150000000

Expenditure 31/12/08

100000000

50000000

0
Technical Services

Community Services

Corporate Services

Planning and Development

It is projected that the bulk portion of the budgeted amount will be spent during the last
quarter of the financial year. Any unspent funds will result in rollover capital expenditure,
which will be completed in the next financial year.
Additional Revenue

Department of Minerals and Energy
In accordance with DORA (Government Gazette 31708 dated 18 December 2008) an
additional amount of R7 986 000 has been added as an Indirect Grant to Eskom (from
R3 040 000 to 11 026 000)
National Treasury
In accordance with DORA (Government Gazette 31708 dated 18 December 2008) under
the Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant, the original allocation of R3 000
000 has been reduced by R1 000 000 to R2 000 000. The Indirect Grant was also
reduced by R100 000 from R1 500 000 to R1 400 000
Department of Provincial and Local Government
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In accordance with DoRA (Government Gazette 31708 dated 18 December 2008) an
additional amount of R7 187 000 has been allocated by the Department as Equitable
Share (from R181 350 000 to R188 537 000)
Department of Sport and Recreation South Africa
In accordance with DoRA (Government Gazette 31708 dated 18 December 2008) an
additional amount of R195 000 000 has been allocated by the Department under the
2010 FIFA World Cup Stadiums Development Grant. (from R91 000 000 to R286 000
000)
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry
In accordance with DoRA (Government Gazette 31708 dated 18 December 2008) an
additional amount of R5 000 000 has been allocated by the department under the Water
Services Operating Subsidy Grant to Polokwane Municipality (from R13 654 000 to R18
654 000) An additional amount of R400 000 has also been added as an Indirect Grant to
DWAF (from R18 624 000 to R19 024 000).
Department of Provincial and Local Government
An amount of R23 526 000 has been received from the Department during August 2008
to finalize the planning stage of the International Convention Centre. No provision was
made on the 2008/09 budget for the expenditure.
Capricorn District Municipality
An amount of R 1 500 000 has been received from Capricorn District Municipality for the
jointly upgrade of the Houtriver water treatment works. A further amount of R2 700 000
has been received for

Additional Expenditure on Capital Budget
Additional Funds and New projects identified
Various Directorates submitted request for additional allocation due to under budgeting,
price escalations and unforeseen needs identified. Section 19 of the Local Government
Municipal Finance Management Act stipulates the following:
“A municipality may spend money on capital projects only if –
(a) the money for the project, excluding the cost of feasibility studies
conducted by or on behalf of the municipality, has been
appropriated in the capital budget referred to in section 17 (2)
(b) the project, including the total cost has been approved by the
council
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(c) section 33 has been complied with, to the extent that that section
may be applicable to the project; and
(d) the sources of funding have been considered, are available and
have not been committed for other purposes.
Funds will be available to add to projects under-budgeted for (including roll- over
projects) and also for new critical projects which were identified. The projects already
started needs additional funds and those identified are very critical and funds need to be
allocated.
Additional funds needed for Capital Projects
SBU

PROJECT NAME

Sport&Recreation
Sport&Recreation
Sport&Recreation
LED
LED
LED
LED
Roads
Roads

2010 stadium
Stadium precinct
FIFA fan park
Convention Centre
Hawkers cooking facility A159
Limpopo Mall
Neighbourhood Development
Programme
Car wash facility
Intersect Biccard & L Mare

VOTE NUMBER

Budget
2008/09

Additional
Request

TOTAL

45300 47 093 206

389 098 000

195 000 000

New project
New project
64200 14 021 205

0
0
0

2 000 000
3 000 000
23 526 000

64200 14 018 205

1 600 600

600 000

584 098
000
2 000 000
3 000 000
23 526
000
2 200 600

61200 14 368 208

3 000 000

-1 000 000

2 000 000

New project
New project
32300 32 041 208

0
0
10,000,000

250 000
7 300 000
4 000 000

New project

0

11 500 000

32300 32 039 208

5,000,000

7 500 000

New project
32300 32 045 208
32300 32 036 208

0
5,000,000
10,000,000

7 000 000
2 000 000
1 100 000

32300 32 042 208
52100 21 361 208
52100 21 360 208
33400 36 087 208
33400 36 102 208
33350 34 055 207
33350 34 049 207

5,000,000
220 000
100 000
3 100 000
1,000,000
200,000
2,641,400

3 500 000
900 000
200 000

250 000
7 300 000
14 000
000
11 500
000
12 500
000
7 000 000
7 000 000
11 100
000
8 500 000
1 120 000
300 000

700 000
500 000
1000 000

1,700,000
700,000
3,641,400

33400 36 092 208
34300 38 164 208
34300 38 105 207

1 500 000
3 000 000
3 520 000

1 500 000
1 200 000
530 000

3 000 000
4 200 000
4 050 000

34300 38 088 207

10 861 000

7 500 000

34300 38 135 208

16 500 000

3 000 000

18 361
000
19 500

N Mandela Seshego C - Stad
Roads
Biccard - Jorissen to Hospital
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
IT Services
IT Services
Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service

N Mandela / N1 T Circle
Suid Ext Kerk to Marshall
N Mandela - Kerk to Marshall
Suid Str Compens - Webster
Houtbosdorp -Mankweng
Switches
Firewall/DMZ
Water connections
Upgrade water City
Sewer Line Servitudes
Bulk sewer lines & pump
station SDA3
Houtrivier RWS
Cables – To Peter Mokaba
Blood River
Electrification
Electrification
Eskom area
Iota Substation
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Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electrical
Services
Waste
Management
Waste
Management
Total

SBU

Stadium Precinct
Fibre Optic
Installation
Surge Generator
Eskom Check Meters
Service connections
Supply and installation of
Elster Server
Customised trailer

34300 38 165 208
34300 38 090 207

1 000 000
0

2 000 000
1 125 673

000
3 000 000
1 125 673

34300 38 074 206
34300 38 159 208
34300 38 129 208
34300 38 075 206

0
244 000
1 000 000
0

360 000
1 000 000
42 500
115 200

360 000
1 244 000
1 042 500
115 200

43400 59 281 208

60 000

40 000

100 000

240L Bins

43400 21 269 208

100 000

41 500

141 500

PROJECT NAME

Sport & Recreation

SOURCE
Nat Sport

CRR
NDF
PTIF
PTIF
PTIF
PTIF
PTIF
CRR
MIG

32300 32 035 208
32300 32 037 208
32300 32 038 208
32300 32 043 208
32300 32 044 208
52100 21 144 207
33400 36 096 208

MIG
MIG
CDM

33400 36 105 208
33350 34 150 206
Contribution from
Capricorn District
Municipality
43400 21 266 208
43400 21 265 208
34300 38 153 208
34300 38 001 204
34300 38 155 208

560,000
600 000
1 500 000

34300 21 124 208
34300 38 151 208
34300 38 102 207
34300 38 162 208

1 000 000
625 673
360 000
157 700

Prov Govt

Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
Roads
IT Services
Water&Sanitation

Convention Centre
African Market
NeighbourhoodDevelopment
Programme
Webster Marshall to Dorp
Magasyn Ext to Burger
Intersect Dorp & L Mare
Rabe str - Joubert to Kerk
Stadium Access Routes
Cadasral data
Mankweng RWS

Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation
Water&Sanitation

Mankweng Unit G
Rural Sanitation Household
Houtrivier RWS

Waste Management
Waste Management
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service

Skip containers
Skip containers
Second Eskom Supply
Feeder Cable Zone 8
Electrification: Rural Low
Income
Supply – Generator Sets
Supply - Nirvana Extension 3
Nirvana Extension 3
Contingency Capital
Expenses

LED
LED

Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service
Electricity Service

AMOUNT

Contribution from
Sport & Recreation
Contribution from
Provincial Govt
64200 27 383 208
61200 14 368 208

2010 stadium
LED

VOTE NUMBER

195 000 000
23 526 000
850 000
1 000 000
3,000,000
250,000
1,000,000
4,000,000
973,000
1 100 000
1,400,000

40 000
41 500
6 700 000
530 000
7 500 000

Total Savings
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The impact of abovementioned adjustments on the Capital Budget will be as follows:
Original Budget
Plus 2010 Stadium Project i. t. o DoRA
Plus Cont Prov Govt/Convention Centre
Plus Cont Capricorn District Mun/Houtriver
Minus Neighbourhood development ito
Dora
Plus Additional requests by SBU’s
Sub Total
Less Savings equal to additional requests
Total Capital Budget

R1 244 109 000
R195 000 000
R23 526 000
R1 500 000
R-1 000 000
R
R
R

The Capital Expenditure to the amount of R1 195 485 190 will be funded as follows:
Source of Funding
Municipal Infrastructure Grand (MIG)
Public Transport Infrastructure Grant
(PTIF)
National Electrification Program (NERSA)
Dept of Recreation SA
Finance Management Grant (LGFMG)
Provincial & Local Govt
Capital Replacement Reserve (own funds)
Accumulated funds (own funds)
Total

Amount
R116 899 000
R50 000 000
R16 839 000
R613 600 000
R3 394 410
R102 000 000
R250 974 980
R12 467 800
R1 166 175 190

Additional Expenditure – Operating Budget
3.4.1 Council’s Expenses
Description
Salaries
Councilors

Vote
number

Budget
amount

10000

16 730
120

Expend
until 31
Decembe
r 2008
6 601 310

Total

Shortfall
(Amount
required)
731 000

Reason/Motivation

In terms of Govt
Gazette 31687
dated 8/12/2008,
upper limits have
been increased by
11% while only
8.3% was
budgeted.

731 000

Table 3
3.4.2
Description Vote

Housing Services
Budget Expend

Shortfall

Reason/Motivation
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Relocation
Cost

number

amount

62100 02
550 000

200
000

until 31
Decembe
r 2008
714 614

Total

(Amount
required)
1000
000

The relocation
of
beneficiaries
from
Greenside and
Rainbow Park
to Ext 76
exceeded the
budget amount
by far.

R1 000
000

Table 4
3.4.3

Descriptio
n
Chemicals

Water & Sanitation
Expend
until 31
Budget
Vote number
Decem
amount
ber
2008
33300 02 160
208,00 193
000
0 206

Store/Mat
erial

33300 02 420
000

31,000 24 823

Sanitation
Drainage

33300 02 600
020

315,00 75 150
0

Plant/Equi
pment

33300 03 090
000

800,00 256
0 589

Shortfall
(Amount
required)

Reason/Motivatio
n

200,000 As a result of the
extension of the
sewage
purification plant
we under
estimated the
chemical needs
for the extended
plant.
20,000 As a result of the
above said
additional funds
are required on
this vote
80,000 We experience
increasing
requests to drain
septic tanks and
pit toilets in rural
areas. These
extra funds are
needed to pay
the service
provider.
150,000 As a result of the
extension of the
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Overtime

33300 01 060
000

595,00 546
0 225

Chemicals

33500 02 160
000

250,00 40 925
0

Plant/Equi
pment

33500 03 090
000

25,000 21 056

Maintenan
ce
Distributio
n System

33300 03 225
000
33350 03 225
000
33400 03 225
000
33500 03 225
000
33600 03 225
000

751
950
1 503
900
9 023
400
1 503
900
2 255
850

165
795
83 168
2 298
041
353
535
1 700
671

sewage
purification plant
additional funds
are required on
this vote.
150,000 As a result of
increased
overtime
additional funds
are required.
150,000 As a result of the
poor quality of
the water
received we had
to increase our
chemical dosage
to ensure safe
water from all our
sources.
2,000 As a result of the
increased
demand and age
of the plant and
equipment extra
funds are
needed for
maintenance.
5 000
In
accordance
000
with
DoRA,
additional
amount of R5
000 000 has
been
allocated
by
the
department
under the Water
Services
Operating
Subsidy Grant
5 752
000

Total
Table 5

Descriptio

3.4.3 Waste Management
Vote number
Budget Expend

Shortfall

Reason/Motivatio
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n

until 31
Decem
amount
ber
2008
1 200 628
000 375

Refuse
removal

43400 02 940
100

Street
sweeping

43500 02 555
000

Street
cleaning

43500 02 535
005

700 33 257
000

Toilet
cleaning

43600 02 555
500

600 214
000 490

1 000 405
000 258

Total
Table 6
3.4.4 Financial Services
Expend
Budget
Vote
until 31
Description
amoun
number
Decembe
t
r 2008
Subsist &
70100
80 000 96 792
travelling
02560000

Audit Fees

70100
02510000

740
000

719 687

n
(Amount
required)
430 000 The cost of
refuse removal in
Mankweng &
Sebayeng
amounts to R1
630 000
840 000 A second
sweeper will be
rented from Dec
2008 until June
2009 and the first
sweeper will be
required daily
and not only
Mondays to
Saterdays
784 000 A report was
submitted to
overhaul street
cleaning. There
are a shortfall of
R784 000
300 000 4 New contracts
to clean public
toilets has been
awarded. There
are a shortfall of
R300 000
2 354
000

Shortfall
(Amount
required)
120 000

1 143
000

Reason/Motivation

Due to the
implementation of
the new policy and
increased training
programmes, the
budgeted amount
is insufficient.
The 2006/7 and
2007/8 audits by
the Auditor
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General was
recently finalised.
Due to the two
audits in one year,
there are
insufficient funds.
Total

1 263
000
Table 7

3.4.5 Community Security
Expend
Budget
Vote
until 31
Description
amoun
number
Decembe
t
r 2008
Subscription 42200
630
616 206
fees
02400000
000

Guard
Services

42200
02665100

6 000
000

4 130 843

Total

Shortfall
(Amount
required)
30 000

3 500
000

Reason/Motivation

The subscription
fees for the
Tracker
monitoring system
is more than
budgeted for.
Due to requests
from different
SBU’s, additional
31 security guards
have to be hired.
The service
provider also
increased its tariff
with 10% from 1
January 2009

3 530
000
Table 8

3.4.6 Municipal Manager’s Office
Expend
Budget
Vote
until 31
Description
amoun
number
Decembe
t
r 2008
Subsist &
10000
27 000 39 969
traveling
02560000

Shortfall
(Amount
required)
73 000

Reason/Motivation

Due to the
implementation of
the new policy and
the commitments
of the Director
2010, the
budgeted amount
is insufficient.
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Total

73 000
Table 9

Above additional Operating expenditure to the amount of R14 550 000 can be funded by
the following contributions and savings:
SBU
National Treasury
DWAF
Financial Services

DESCRIPTION
Additional Equitable Share
Additional water services subsidy
Valuation roll

VOTE NUMBER
11000 70 000 001
11000 70 000 008
70200 02 950 000

Total
Contributions
/Savings

AMOUNT
7 187 000
5 000 000
2 363 000

14 550 000

The impact of the changes on the different categories of the Operating Budget as the
result of the adjustments will be as follows:
Categories
Employee costs
Remuneration
Councilors
Bad debts
Collection costs
Depreciation
Repairs &
maintenance
Interest paid
Bulk Purchases
General expenses
Total

Original Budget
276 462 962
16 727 038

Net Adjustment
150 000
578 000

Budget after adjustment
276 612 962
17 305 038

20 000 000
2 800 000
12 911 785
86 265 745

0
0
0
5 152 000

20 000 000
2 800 000
12 911 785
91 417 745

14 900 000
231 749 000
133 952 470
795 769 000

0
0
8 670 000
14 550 000

14 900 000
231 749 000
142 622 470
810 319 000
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Progress Report on 2010 FIFA World Cup Preparations
1.

Integrated Infrastructure

1.1

Stadium & Stadium Precinct
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

60% actual building progress.
Major concrete work due for completion in mid-February 2009
Roof hoisted and to be completed by March 2009.
Design is 99% complete, awaiting further changes that FIFA may suggest,
particularly on overlay.
Spent 80% of the initial budget of R907 000 000. Budget has escalated by
R418 million. Received R157 and R195 million in 2008 to cater for the
overrun. We have applied for additional R50 million from the DBSA after
Council granted permission.
25% of this budget went to the LED component whilst 56% of the overall
project spend went to the BEE component.
Recent subcontracts awarded for stadium lights, pitch installation, access
flooring, warm up area nets, CCTV camera
Advertised bids ICT cabling, retractable tunnel, warm up area nets, reserve
players cover benches, video screens, sound system, facade & sun control
louvers, pitch installation, hard landscape, furniture & equipment and
signage.
The project is now standing at 58 days delays due to factors like initial rock
found in the place, rain and electricity. The delays caused by the strike have
added 19 days which the contractors have been granted on a non-financial
basis.
Currently working on programme review no.4
Main contractor is in the process of demobilising, half of the initial workers’
contracts have come to an end.

What still needs to be done
•
•
•

Appointment/secondment of Assistant Manager: Peter Mokaba Stadium
Appointment of the stadium management company
Get the insurance cover for the stadium during the tournament

Challenges
•
•
•
•

Lack of participation of internal streams in the process of stadium activities
(Finance and Legal as well as Integrated Infrastructure in particular)
Delays in supply chain processes – a number of subcontractor’s validity
period which is 90 days have had to be extended
The delays may cause the extension of the completion deadline to move to
September 2009 unless the contractor is asked to accelerate progress which
may also come at a cost.
The lack of finalisation of overlays, roles and responsibilities with the LOC
and FIFA hampers on the final estimates of the stadium budget.
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1.2

Training Venues
o
o

o

o

Plans for Seshego stadium upgrade and the construction of Mankweng
stadium are complete
FIFA issued Technical Specifications for Venue Specific Training Sites
(VSTS) – stretch the budget from the intended R18 million to about R34-44
million because of some of the new requirements. These costs could even
escalate further for Seshego and Mankweng, a provision would have to be
made on this.
Mankweng would still need to be developed for legacy purposes, but poses
challenges because of the distance required - Stadium Complex “should be
located no more than 20 minutes bus drive from Venue Specific Team Hotel
(VSTH)”–
Budget allocation for 2008/09 has been made through the R243 million
operating grant

What still needs to be done
•

1.3

Finalise the appointment of contractors by March 2009 so that the projects
are completed by April 2010. Adverts are already out and briefing sessions
have been held

Fan Park
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The Fan Park has been identified to be on the site between Potgieter Avenue
and Landros Mare Street (Opposite Tom Naude High School)
FIFA has earmarked that each Fan Park may cost up to R22 million, but this
would be confirmed after the assessment.
FIFA has also offered $1 000 000 for the operation of the fan park and the
host cities are expected to fund the rest. FIFA would also pay additional
$50 000 for the events management company that the host city would use.
FIFA have visited the area twice and agree on its location. Their comments
about amenities are being factored in as consultants are getting appointed.
Advertisement for the appointment of consultants has been issued and
appointment has been done.
Budget allocation (construction) for 2008/09 has been made through the
R243 million operating grant.
Public participation process started and we are considering inputs received
from various stakeholders and sending responses back.

What needs to be done
•
•
•
•

Finalise business plan to access funding once the consultants have started
working.
Develop terms of reference for the management of the fan park by February
2009.
Contract the performers, vendors for the running of the fan park.
Begin marketing the opportunities offered by the fan park for business to
participate or form partnership
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•
•

Publicity drive to explain the function of the fan park, its location and other
related issues by December 2008/January 2009.
Development of infrastructure alongside the route to the fan park – roads,
pedestrian walkways and city beautification

Challenges
•

Still have to provide feedback on the outcome of the stakeholder consultation
through the media/other form – Need to meet stakeholders – churches,
schools.

1.4 Transport Infrastructure

•

•
•

Involved in 15 roads construction projects – 10km in total to ease flow
of traffic and link main venues, fan parks, training venues, and
accommodation places and to prevent conflict and congestion.
o We have clustered 15 roads projects and have appointed
contractors. Sites have been established.
o Construction has begun in all sites and is expected to be
complete by 19 June 2009
Non-Motorised Transport Plan is being reworked to align it to proper
themes.
The implementation of park and ride facilities at Bodenstein Street,
opposite the civic centre, Gateway Airport and selected school grounds
to serve as temporary parking during the tournament;

What needs to be done
•
•
•

1.5

Stringent supervision of construction work as most of them have tight
deadlines.
Consultations with schools to use their grounds as temporary parking
facilities.
Need to finance the cost of construction on three year budget – to borrow
from existing funds which can be replaced once the PTIS allocation has been
made

Transport Operation
•

Intelligent Transport Plan - The project is complete. Detailed status quo
assessment completed, strategic interventions and projects with costing
identified and analysed.

•

Park ‘n Ride facilities
- Near Airport – Park 1
- Nirvana – Park 2
- Intersection of R71 and R81 – Park 3
- Seshego – Park 4
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•

Transport Hubs
- Central Transport Hub (CTH) – Municipal Parking Area
- Accommodation Hub – Savannah Mall
- Accommodation Hub – Corner of Vermikuliet and Witklip

•

Fan Walk
- Dorp Street

•

Shuttles
- Airport to CTH
- Airport to Stadium
- Railway Station to CTH
- Park ‘n Rides to Stadium (Match Days)
- Park ‘n Rides to CTH
- Ring Road Shuttle around Polokwane (servicing Fan Park)
- Park 1 to Fan Park and CTH (Non Match Days)
- Accommodation Hubs to CTH
- Travel Demand
- Park ‘n Ride facilities (Identification)
- Transport and Accommodation Hubs (Identification)
- Entrance and Exit to Stadium Precinct
- Routes
- Security and Law Enforcement (relating to Transport)
- Traffic Control
- Fleet Management
- Transport Ticketing Strategy
- Signage and Way Finding
- Freight Management
- Waste Management
- Workforce Management
- Input to Communication Team

What needs to be done.
•

Park ‘n Rides
- Scope Upgrades

•

Fleet Management
- Research and confirm Operating Licence Issues
- Compile Tender

•

Workforce Management
- Compile Security Tender
- Compile Supervisors, Marshalls and Ambassadors Tender
- Compile Waste Management Strategy
- Compile Ticketing Strategy

Challenges
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•
1.6

Need to raise the R120m for transport operation.

Water & Sanitation
•

•

2010 water projects (projects worth R84 million)
o Supply of bulk water to the stadium
o

50 megalitre resevoir

o

Upgrading of bulk sewer lines

o

Refurbishment of water lines

o

Supply of bulk water to strategic develop areas

o Greening
We are further negotiating with DWAF for possible increase in funding for
projects that are 2010 related

Challenges
• Inconsistent supply of water from Lepelle-Northern Water
1.7

Electricity
•

Upgrading of beta-substation – additional transformer on schedule. To be
completed by 2009 (R15 m)

•

Supply cables between the sub-station & Peter Mokaba stadium have already
been installed

Challenges
•

2.

Procurement of land for the Bakone Supply line. Legal SBU in the process of
looking at steps of expropriating the land because of the failure of the
landlord to reach agreeable terms on the use of his land.

Safety and security
•
•
•
•
•

Disaster Management Plan for stadium and stadium precinct has been done.
Working on the city’s disaster management plan with Dept of Local Govt &
Housing and their consultants.
Have received R5.5 million funding the Department of Local Government and
Housing to assist with purchase of fire fighting equipment
Hosted the safety and security summit which dealt with integration of plans
for disaster management, health and emergency medical services, safety and
security, role of private security companies.
Have to deal with issues of security companies and the role of stewards
during the tournament – function of stewards has been delegated to the
provinces.
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•

3.

Legacy and sustainability
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
4.

5.

6.

Health, medical and emergency services plan as well to be further
streamlined – work has already begun.

Established sub-committees – volunteers, tourism, cultural plan, economic
beneficiation & city beautification
Hosted a successful 2010 Business Opportunities Conference attended by
500 people
Made provision for 800 volunteers – but numbers may change.
• Opened portals for volunteers to register for the Confederations
Cup
• Possibility of including more volunteers from the province
Allocated funds for city beatification to develop the three parks and city
entrances.
Cultural plan has been developed but would also like to take advantage of
big cultural events like Mapungubwe to promote City of Polokwane as a
destination of choice
Visitor information centre to be built
Tourism growth strategy & implementation plan is in place – link with other
partners
Currently working on the greening plan, a workshop has been held to
develop the business plan – Draft available and being reviewed.
Finance and legal
•

By-laws have been taken out for public participation but the response has
been weak. They are going to council for promulgation

•

In the process of providing LOC venue offices.

Information Technology & Telecommunications
•

Submitted stadium survey for IT requirements

•

Work has begun on the website, a portal has been created and still needs to
be updated regularly

Marketing and Communications
•

Host city poster was launched in Mangaung in January 2009

•

Focussed on promoting the destination – Polokwane and Limpopo

•

Increasing awareness of the City of Polokwane brand to global markets
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•

Increasing tourist volume and spend destination

•

Increasing the number of new businesses and investments to the city

•

Developing new retail trends for the CBD

•

Determining precise training and development needs for the community of
Polokwane to meet business demands

•

Strategic Focus

•

•

-

Implementation plan management

-

Stakeholder relations management

-

Contact Development and management

-

Creative concepts and designs

-

Audio visual production

-

Core messages and copy writing

-

Campaign themes

-

Sponsorship

Target Market
-

Internal structures of Municipality

-

Community of Polokwane

-

Limpopo Province

-

Domestic (SA)

-

SADC

-

African continent

-

Global

Media Relations
-

Print, broadcast, mobile and radio advertising

-

Outdoor advertising

-

PR including issues and crisis management
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•

•

•

-

Documentaries video distribution

-

E-marketing

-

Polokwane video downloads

-

Strategic National Tourism Information Centres

Branding
-

Municipality buildings

-

City strategic locations

-

Taxi and bus ranks

-

Polokwane entrances and streets

-

Illumination of buildings and street

-

Destination impressions

Events and Exhibitions
-

Mapungubwe Arts Festival

-

Keep Polokwane Clean Campaign

-

Be A Good Host Campaign

-

Polokwane Soccer Festival

-

Annual Entrepreneurship Conference

-

Wildlife Expo

-

Polokwane Arts festival

Destination Collaterals
-

City of Polokwane website

-

Publications – monthly newsletter

-

Annual DVD magazine

-

Brochures

-

Polokwane CCTV channel
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7.

-

Contact call centre

-

Information brochures

-

Banners, air ball, etc.

-

City maps

•

Have made update presentations to over 10 stakeholders in the past 6
months.

•

Website portal has been established and in the process of being updated

•

Draft marketing and communication strategy in place

•

Began churning out publications by September 2008

•

Media relations has been going on well with the local and national print
media. We have secured regular slots on SABC Limpopo radio stations,
Capricorn FM and community radio stations.

2010 Master plan

•

We are in the process of finalising appointment of consultant to have the plan
ready at the end of the 1st quarter. We still have to address the budgetary
needs that have not been filtered in when the allocations were made.

Challenges
•

8.

The cost of doing the Master Plan which are higher even after cutting down
on the scope of work

Staffing

•

We have appointed three managers on a contract basis: 2010 Integrated
Infrastructure (Mr Frik van der Merwe), 2010 Legacy & Sustainability (Mr
Mokete Masilo) and 2010 Marketing & Communications (Ms Nomfundo H.
Mbaba+Tshabalala).

What still needs to be done
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•

9.

Finalise the secondment of other needed staff: 2010 Safety and Security,
2010 Transport Operations, Volunteer Coordinator,

Internal Coordination

•

Meetings of the project steering committee were held but not as regular as
required due to clashing schedules of attendees

•

Meetings with various managers were also held but a number of managers
were not available
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Chapter Two

2 Functional Area Service Delivery Reporting
2.1. Summary of Capital Projects Progress Report
SBU: Admin and Maintenance (New projects)
Project Name
Civic centre alterations
Upgrading of Municipal
hostels
1 x 1 Ton LDV's
Furniture & Fittings
Plant & Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Tender documentation and
advertisement
Appointment of a
contractor and site
handover
Bid evaluation and
adjudication
Bid evaluation and
adjudication
Bid evaluation and
adjudication

Progress in
%
5%

Detailed Progress
to date
Project approval granted
Busy with project approval

3%
5%
5%
5%

Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted

Comments
Project is behind
schedule.
Project is behind
schedule.
Project is behind
schedule.
Project is behind
schedule.
Project is behind
schedule.

SBU: Admin and Maintenance (Rollover Projects)
Guest house

Facility to be 100%
complete
70%

Council chamber
Civic centre alterations

Facility to be 100%
complete

95%

Facility to be 100%
complete

95%

Contractor is terminated new
Contractor will be appointed to
Complete the work.

Project is on practical completion
Project is on practical completion

Project to be complete
by the end of March
2009 provided the new
contractor will be
appointed before the
end of December 2008.
Project to be complete
by the end of January
2009.
Project to be complete
by the end of January
2009.
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Equipment /master plan
Itsoseng centre

Facility to be 100%
complete

5%

Civic centre alterations
Phase 3

Facility to be 100%
Complete.

95%

Cluster offices fencing

Facility to be 100%
Complete.

100%

Facility to be 100%
Complete.

95%

Facility to be 100%
Complete.

90%

Public toilets
refurbishment
Barrier Free Access
Phase II

Waiting for appointment of
consultant

Project is behind
schedule.

Project is on practical completion

Project to be complete
by the end of January
2009.
Project is complete and
final claim paid.

Project is complete.
Project is on practical completion
Contractor is busy with furnishings

Project to be complete
by the end of January
2009.
Project to be complete
by the end of January
2009.

SBU: Transport Workshop (New Projects)

Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

1 x Sedan 1.6 cc

80% complete Bid awards.

Progress in
%
50%

1 x Compressor

80% complete Bid awards.
13%

1 x Plasma Cutter

80% complete Bid awards.

1 x C02 Welder

80% complete Bid awards.

Plant & Equipment

Purchase of equipment

5%
100%
5%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Tender awarded.
Waiting for delivery of car

Project to be complete by
the end of January 2009.

Tender closed for the appointment
Project to be complete by
of service provider.
Mid February 2009 provided
it is awarded before the end
of December 2008.
Waiting for purchase order from Project to be complete by
Procurement.
the end of January 2009.
Project complete.

Project complete and car
delivered.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule.
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SBU: Transport Workshop (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

3 x Sedan Vehicles
for Traffic

Completion of the project

4 x Water tanker
trailers

Completion of the project

3X Motor vehicle
equipment

Completion of the project

1x LDV
1xTrailer
1xTrailer
1xTrailer

Completion of the project
Completion of the project
Completion of the project
Completion of the project

Progress in %

100%
100%
100%
5%
100%
100%
100%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Tender awarded to BB Auto.

Project to be complete by the
end of January 2009.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.
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X Refuse
Compactors for
Waste
1 x Roll on roll
Vehicle for skips Waste SBU
Grabs for Waste

Completion of the project

15%

Waiting for project approval
And Additional funding.

Project is behind schedule.

Completion of the project

100%

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.

Completion of the project

100%

Project complete.

Cars delivered and registered.
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SBU: Roads and Storm water (New Projects)
Project Name
1 x Tipper truck

SDBIP Second Quarter
Targets
Supply and delivery 100%
completed

Progress in %

Detailed Progress to date
Busy with project report

3%
1 x Storm water pipe
cleaning machine

Supply and delivery 100%
completed

Busy with project report
3%

1 x BW 60 Bomag
roller with trailer

1 x 140G Grader with
accessories

Supply and delivery 100%
completed

Busy with project report
3%

Supply and delivery 100%
completed

Busy with project report
3%

Structural layers 100%
Polokwane drive
intersection (EMDO X
29)

85%

The clearing ,grubbing,
Selected layers
Culverts, Gravel pavement are
complete base = 60%

Comments
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The contract has been
extended to the previous
contractor and the project is
estimated to be completed
end of April 2009. The
progress to date is still on
track.
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Construction roads
SDA1

Widening of roads in
town

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%
Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%

Roads and storm
water master plan

Data processing and
modeling

Tarring streets in
Mankweng

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion30%

Tarring of streets in
Seshego

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%

Construction of
roads in Sebayeng

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%

Tarring of streets in
Westenburg

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%

Upgrading of Witklip
and Railway
intersection

Planning and design. To be
implemented with PHA
Phase 2

3%

The SBU is still busy preparing
the project approval report and
the report will serve on the 6th
November 2008
Submitted to Mayoral Committee
for approval

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

0%

The consultant (Aphane/Arup) is
busy with the report and the
status quo is at 50%.
The report is approved and the
planning at 100% and the SBU is
busy with the bid document.
The report is serving of the 6th
November 08 and the planning at
100% and the SBU are busy with
the bid document.
The project report was forwarded
to MC but is referred back and the
SBU is busy with the report
The project report was forwarded
to MC but is referred back and the
SBU is busy with the report
The project is subjected to PHA
project

The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The project is behind
schedule is SBU is currently
attending to the matter.
The bid document is
scheduled to be advertised
before the end of December
08.
The bid document is
scheduled to be advertised
before the end of December
08.
The bid document is
scheduled to be advertised
before the end of December
08.
The bid document is
scheduled to be advertised
before the end of December
08.
The project can only kick in
when the PHA project is
running.
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Arterial roads

Excav & roadbed Ave
Completion
30%

11%

Contribution to
Private
Developments
EPWP

Excav & roadbed at 100%

0%

Excavation and roadbed
100%
Average 40%
15%

Upgrading of Road
signs, Directional
road signs and
Village Names

Manufacturing of signs
60%.

All consultants appointed for
arterial projects are busy
completing the detail designs and
the tender documents which are
due on the 7th November 2008.
The project report is approved.

The funds are subject to private
development but the need has not
yet been identified.
The extension of the learner ship
contractors programme is been
approved by the municipality. All
the learnership contractors has
submitted their priced bills and
waiting for the municipality to
validate and appoint.
Project report is approved

5%

Extension of Church
Street to Hospital
Street

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
21%

The budget initially
estimated is not enough to
implement the whole scope
for all the arterial roads. But
the consultants have revised
the scope to meet the
rational budget. The
municipality must increase
fund for the next MTEF
period since the estimated
budget is insufficient to
complete the projects.
N/A

The learner ship contractors
are still waiting for the
municipality to formally
appoint. The appointment of
the contractors will be
finalized on the 11th
December 2008.
The SBU must urgently
attend to the project
approval report and
advertised as soon as
possible.
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating and negotiating
the priced bills
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Taxi Holding Area behind Cemetery

Storm water culvert,
kerbing & all
50%.

The report was submitted to MC
for additional funding.
15%

Marshall Street
widening - Kruger to
N1

Excav &, roadbed 100%
Structural layers 10%

Webster Street
widening - Thabo
Mbeki to Dorp

Excav 100% Road layers
30%

15%

39%

Suid Street widening
- CompensatieWebster

Establishment, relocation of
services & excav. 80 %.

The municipality is currently
finalizing the extension of the
contract but in principle the
contactor has been given the go
ahead with the implementation
Earthwork –Selected layers (lower
& Upper) = 69%, Layer works
(Sub-base - Lower and upper) =
0%. Crushed stone base
G4=0% ,Storm water system=
68% done.

The contract has been
extended to the previous
contractor and the project is
estimated to be completed
end of April 2009. The
progress to date is still on
track.

Contractor is busy with site
establishment

The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating and negotiating
the priced bills
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills

20%

Magasyn Street
extension - Suid to
Webster

Estabmnt, relocation of
servives & excav 100 %.

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

The municipality must fast
track the pre-implementation
and extend the contract of
the contractor. Also to make
funds available to counter
fund the shortfall of R2.7
million.
The municipality must fast
track the pre-implementation
and extend the contract of
the contractor.
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Dorp/Landros Mare
Intersection
upgrading

Estabmnt, relocation of
servives & excav 100 %.

Nelson Mandela - N1
traffic circle

Establmt, excavation 100%,
road layers 30%

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

Westenburg / Nelson
Mandela Intersection
and Risik / Nelson
Mandela intersection
Nelson Mandela
Drive - Seshego
Circle - New Era

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
Relocation of services &
excav 80%, road layers 30

Houtbosdorp Road
upgrading - R71 to
Mankweng Stadium

Relocation of services,
excav 100%
Road layers 40%

Rabe Street link Joubert to Kerk

Relocation of services,
excav 80%, road layers
30%

20%

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

The project on hold

0%

The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills
Due to budget constrains
the project is kept on hold
until further notice. The
budget is being used to
counter fund other 2010
roads projects which are
currently under preimplementation
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Stadium Access
Routes

The project on hold

0%

Nelson Mandela Link
- Marshall to Kerk

Establmt, excavation 100%,
road layers 30%

Contractor is busy with site
establishment
20%

Upgrade of Parking
facilities Thabo Mbeki
& Market Street
Upgrade Fan Park

30% complete

Upgrade Bus Depot

30% complete

Existing Signage
Upgrade

30% complete

Event Signage

Assessment and data
collection
Excav & laying of paving &
kerbing 20%.

Urban Design for
NMT network

Verify Terms of Referrence
9%

30% complete

Due to budget constrains
the project is kept on hold
until further notice. The
budget is being used to
counter fund other 2010
roads projects which are
currently under preimplementation
The close tender was used
on this project and the
contractor’s identified have
forwarded their offers and
the municipality is currently
validating the priced bills.
The project is behind
schedule

5%

Consultant is busy with the
scoping report
Consultant is busy with the
scoping report
Consultant is busy with the
scoping report

The project is behind
schedule
The project is behind
schedule
The project is behind
schedule

5%

Consultant is busy with the
scoping report

5%

Consultant is busy with the
scoping report

The project is behind
schedule
The project is behind
schedule

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report is approved. Busy
with the designs

5%
5%

Pedestrian Signage /
Way finding
Devenish Street Nelson Mandela to
Dorp

30% complete

This is subject to the scoping
report from Aphane/Arup.
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Schoeman Excelsior to Suid

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved. Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved .Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

Railway maintenance grass
cutting & weed control 30%

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved .Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

30% complete

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved .Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved .Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

30% complete

10%

Consultant was appointed and the
project report was approved .Busy
with the designs

Busy with the appointment
of service providers

Urban Design
Upgrade

The project is put on hold
30% complete

5%

Upgrading public
transport routes and
facilities

Establmt, excav 100%.
Roadbed & S/water 50%.

5%

30% complete

5%

Due to budget constrains the
project is put on hold until
further notice.
Project behind schedule and
the SBU to conclude Terms
of Reference for the
appointed service providers
Project behind schedule

Market Street Devenish to SDA 1
Landdros Mare to
Railway Station
Thabo Mbeki - Hans
van Rensburg to
Grimm
Grobler - Hans van
Rensburg to Church
Suid Street - Church
to Webster (Including
Marshall Street)

Seshego Park and
Ride Facility
Interlinking Bridge
Hospital Street

Provision and
upgrading of Storm
Water Infrastructure

30% complete

30% complete

30% complete

Project report is approved

Busy with project report
Service provider appointed

Design 100% complete. Bid
invitation & appointment

15%

Excavations 50 %, laying &
backfilling 20%

0%

Pending the storm water master
plan when the project can be
identified

Service provider appointed
as a turnkey project where
all implementation will be the
sole responsibility of the
consultant.
Project behind schedule
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Provision and
upgrading of Storm
Water
Infrastructure(Mankw
eng)

Project is progressing
Excavations 100 %, laying
& backfilling 70% complete

Project behind schedule

55%

SBU: Roads and Storm Water (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Taxi holding Area

Public transport
facilities (Bus
Terminus Phase 4 first year)
Road network
upgrade( Widening of
Marshall street)

Airport City
link( Widening of
Webster street)

100% project completed

100%

The scope for phase 1, 2
and 3 is practically
completed.

100% project completed

100%

Project complete. Waiting
for final claim.

100% project completed

70%

100% complete

100%

Removal of obstacles &
trees done ,Removal of
existing pavements layers
and recycling at 79%
,Earthwork -Selected layers
( Lower & Upper at 79%
,Layer works (Sub-

Project complete.

Comments
The phase 1,2 & 3 is complete and
the municipality is currently in
negotiation with Limpopo Taxi
Council together with Capricorn Taxi
Association about the leasing of the
holding area.
Claim to be submitted

The contractor is behind schedule
but the municipality has intervened
and the contractor is currently being
assisted by a subcontractor who
has enhanced the main contractor’s
performance. The project is also
earmarked to be completed before
June 2009. The second phase is in
principle being approved by
extending contract of the previous
main-contractor after performance
improvement.
The project is complete and the
contractor is currently with the
second phase of the project and the
extension of the contract was done.
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Public transport
Operational planning
Public transport
Operational planning
Non-motorised
transport
infrastructure
Intelligent Public
transport system

100% project completed

15%

100% project completed

100%

Planning widening of
roads in town
Labour intensive
Gravel Roads
Mankweng

100% project completed

100%

The consultants are busy
revising the scope.

100% project completed

100%

Planning by the consultants
is complete

The SBU must urgently attend to
the project report and approve the
detail designs so that the
municipality can invite contractor for
tendering.
The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding

100% project completed

100%

Planning by the consultants
is complete

The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding

100%

Planning by the consultants
is complete

The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding

100% project completed

100% project completed

9%

Planning sidewalks
100% project completed
Labour intensive
gravel roads: Moletji
Cluster

The planning phase is
complete

Project is behind schedule as it is a
roll over
Project complete

100% project completed

Planning arterial
road (rural)

Planning tar roads
Mankweng,
Seshego&
Westenburg
Planning SDA1
construction new
roads network

service provider appointed

100% project completed

9%

9%

The consultants are busy
revising the scope. The
consultants are currently
being paid around 30% for
the preliminary designs.
The project report is
approved and the SBU is
currently busy with the Bid
documents
The consultants are busy
revising the scope . The
consultants are currently

The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding
The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding
The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the
implementation is outstanding
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being paid around 30% for
the preliminary designs.
Labour intensive
gravel roads:
Mankweng Cluster
Labour intensive
gravelroads:Maja/
Chuene/Molepo
EPWP
Polokwane Drive
Intersection (Emdo
Ext 29)
Taxi holding Area
Parking Seshego
Stadium phase 3
Bus Terminus Phase
3
Public Transport
Infrastructure
System(PTIF)
Upgrading of Road
Signs
Tsebela Taxi Rank

The planning part of the project is
complete. Only the implementation
is outstanding

100% project completed

9%

The consultants are busy
revising the scope.

100% project completed

100%

The project is complete

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete.

The project is complete

project completed

100%

Project 100% complete

Project 100% complete.
Project 100% complete.
Project 100% complete.
Project 100% complete.
Project 100% complete.
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SBU: Water and Sanitation (New Projects)
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Project Name

Furniture & Fittings
Office Equipment
1 x 4 x 4 LDV
Furniture & Fittings
Plant & Equipment
Office Equipment

SDBIP First Quarter
Target.
Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment
Evaluate tenders and
purchase vehicle
Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment

Consumer
Connections

Progress in %

5%
5%
13%
5%
5%
5%
3%

Mothapo RWS

Implementation Phase
at 80%

65%

Moletjie East RWS

Implementation Phase at
80%

20%

Moletjie North RWS

Implementation Phase at
80%

93%

Moletjie South RWS

Implementation Phase at
80%

93%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since it has not yet
started

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since it has not yet
started

Tender closed for appointment of
service provider

Tender closed 27/11/2008. waiting for BAC to
appoint

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since it has not yet
started

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since it is not yet
started, still waiting for quotations

Project approval granted.

Awaiting quotations for the purpose of
purchasing

Busy with approval report

Project behind schedule since there is no
appointment yet
Progress satisfactory, Project will be
complete by 31/01/2009

Reticulation work proceeding and
stand pipes erection to
commence
Service provider's contract
extended

Project is moving well and is not behind
schedule

Contractor on site.

Progress satisfactory, will be complete by
31/01/2009

Work in progress.

Progress satisfactory, will be complete by
31/01/2009
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Project Name
Houtrivier RWS
Chuene/ Maja RWS
Molepo RWS
Laastehoop RWS
Mankweng RWS

Boyne RWS
Segwasi RWS
Badimong RWS
Sebayeng/ Dikgale
RWS
Upgrade water
reticulation Seshego
Zone 2&3
Upgrade water
reticulation City

SDBIP First Quarter
Target.
Implementation Phase
at 40%
Implementation Phase
at 10%
Implementation Phase
at 80%
Implementation Phase
at 100%
Implementation Phase
at 80%
Implementation Phase
at 40%
Implementation Phase
at 80%
Implementation Phase
at 80%
Implementation Phase
at 10%
Implementation
Phase at 10%
Planning Phase at 100%

Progress in %
93%
20%
75%
100%
50%
45%
95%
80%
14%
15%
8%

Detailed Progress
to date
Contractor on site. Work
progressing.
Contractor appointed and site
handed over
Steel fixing on reservoir done.
Water lines installation
completed.
Snag list outstanding

Comments

Scope of work extended for
project. Installation of a further
2000m of reticulation is
outstanding
Contractor is busy with pipe
laying
Yard connections completed.
Pipe laying done. Testing
outstanding
Pipe laying completed. Busy
with stand pipes.
Waiting for appointment of
contractor.
Project approval granted.
Consultant appointed

There was a construction delay due to the change
in the specifications of meters to be installed.
Project activities must be fast tracked.

Tender documents received
from consultant

Project awaiting funds to commence. Additional funds reque
from DWAF

Progress satisfactory, will finish on time
Project to be completed by end May 2009.
Project progressing well
Progress satisfactory, Project will finish on time

Project activities currently undertaken
Project activities currently undertaken
Project activities currently undertaken
Consultant to supply new estimates.
Tender to be re-advertised.
Project activities are expected to move since the
Contractor is appointed
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Project Name

Reservoir SDA3
Water supply to
SDA3
Water Reticulation
Unit G Mankweng
(Yard Connection)
Master plan Water
Servicing of stands
Bendor & Seshego
Zone 5

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Planning phase
completed
Implementation at 0%
Implementation at 50%
Implementation Phase at
60%
Implementation at 20%

Dap Naude dam
safety

Planning phase
completed
Implementation at 10%
Implementation
Phase at 80%

Refurbishment
DWAF infrastructure

Implementation phase
at 10%

2x Incubators
5x Chlorinators

Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment

1x Extraction fan for
Laboratory

Purchase equipment

1x Spectro
photometer

Purchase equipment

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

7%

Tender for design and
construction to be advertised

Consultant to follow up on delivery of
materials

7%

Steel pipes ordered waiting for
delivery

Consultant to follow up on delivery of
materials

Contract extended for service
providers

Project behind schedule

15%

First phase almost complete

Progress satisfactory

busy with house connections

Project activities currently undertaken

Busy with approval report

Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet

Awaiting appointment from BAC

Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet

Purchased waiting for delivery

Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet
Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet

Progress in %

95%
70%
3%
3%
50%
13%
50%
50%

Quotations done. Waiting for
finances
Purchased waiting for delivery

Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet

Purchased waiting for delivery

Project behind schedule since there’s no
appointment yet
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Project Name

Furniture & Fittings
Plant & Equipment
Office Equipment
Upgrading of ablution
facilities

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment
Implementation phase at
20%

10X Telecon
Containers

Purchase equipment

2x Automatic
samplers for
industrial effluent

Purchase equipment

1x Blower for SSTP

Purchase equipment

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

8%

Busy with extension of contract
for contractor

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

5%

Quotations done. Waiting for
approval of transfer of funds

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

5%

Quotations done. Waiting for
approval of transfer of funds

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

5%

Insufficient funds. Waiting for
budget adjustment

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

5%

Quotations done. Waiting for
order to purchase

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Progress in %
5%
5%
5%

2x Replacement of
old pumps SSTP

Purchase equipment

100 m2x Concrete
slab Polokwane STP
nightsoil dumping site
1000m2x Concrete
slab Seshego drying
beds

Approve quotations &
cast concrete slab

5%

Awaiting approval of drawings
from manager

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Approve quotations &
cast concrete slab

5%

Awaiting approval of drawings
from manager

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Furniture & Fittings
Plant & Equipment

Purchase equipment
Purchase equipment

5%
5%
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Project Name

Office Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Purchase equipment

Consumer
Connections
Rural Sanitation
(House-hold)
Regional purification
plant
Bulk sewer lines
Servicing of stands
Seshego Zone 5

Progress in %
5%
3%

Implementation phase
at 20%
Implementation at 80%
Evaluate tenders and
appoint service providers.
Implementation at 10%
Planning phase complete
Implementation at 60%

15%

70%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted.

Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Busy with approval report

Project behind schedule since there
is no appointment yet

The contracts of 2 contractors
that have performed have been
extended

Three consortiums currently busy
with phase1, urged to fast tract their
project activities to get extension to
phase 2 since backlog is still huge.
Project behind schedule since
there’s no appointment yet

Construction in progress.
Construction in progress.

Project behind schedule

Busy with pipe laying

Project activities currently
undertaken

40%

50%

SBU: Water and Sanitation (Rollover Projects)
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Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Mothapo RWS

Implementation phase at
100%

Progress in
%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments
Progress satisfactory

Moletjie East RWS

Implementation phase
at 100%

95%

All reticulation is complete,
Reservoir roof complete and
currently doing final pipe work.
Site hand over to be done.
Contractual obligations are met
and completion certificate to be
submitted.
Work complete. Waiting for Eskom
connection.

Moletjie North RWS

Implementation phase
at 100%

94%

Work complete. Waiting for Eskom
connection.

Fast track Eskom connection

Moletjie South RWS

Implementation phase at
100%

100%

Project complete.

Final claim paid

Houtrivier RWS

Implementation phase at
100%

Provision of steel tank, upgrade
current pump station complete,
busy with refurbishment of raw
water pumps
Project is on planning stage,
Consultant submitted draft tender
document to specification
committee

current pump station completed, road crossing
outstanding

95%

Chuene/ Maja RWS

Implementation phase
at 50%

95%

7%

Fast track Eskom connection

Project to be completed by end May 2009.
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Molepo RWS

Implementation phase
at 100%

Mankweng RWS

Implementation phase at
100%

95%

Bulk earthworks for the reservoir
have been completed. Foundation
completed.Excavation for pipe
line and pipelaying is at 75%,
blasting is Complete.
Work complete. Waiting for As
built drawings.

Sebayeng/ Dikgale
RWS

Implementation Phase
at 10%

12%

Project is out on tender for
appointment of contractor

Project behind schedule

Planning reservoir
SDA3

Implementation phase at
100%

100%

Planning completed.

Final payment done

Water supply to
SDA3

Implementation phase at
70%

Project behind schedule

Master plan Water

Information gathering
completed for City
Seshego and Perskebult
Implementation phase
at 100%

Contractor experienced problems
with the supply of pipe specials.
Only connections and testing
outstanding
Consultants busy collecting data.

100%

Project complete. All documents
submitted

Final claim paid, As-builds drawings
submitted

Implementation phase
at 100%

N/A

100%

Project complete. All documents
submitted

Investigation completed
100%

20%

Waiting for report and programme
from consultant.

Project behind schedule

70%

Servicing of stands
Bendor & Seshego
Zone 5
Upgrade CBD water
lines
Ground water
investigation

95%

Project behind schedule

Waiting for As build drawings

Project behind schedule

50%
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Moletjie East RWS

Implementation phase at
100%
95%

Upgrading of water
lines in CBD

Implementation
Phase at 100%

Chuene/ Maja RWS

Implementation phase at
50%

100%

45%
Accommodation
Pumpstations

Implementation phase at
60%

100%

Dam safety

Implementation
Phase at 80%

100%

Accommodation
Seshego sewage

Implementation phase at
60%

100%

Accommodation
Polokwane sewage

Implementation phase at
60%

90%

Rural Sanitation
(House-hold)

Implementation phase at
50%
40%

Regional purification
plant

Implementation phase at
20%

80%

All Boreholes have been tested
and the project construction is
complete. Waiting for electricity
connections.

Project behind schedule as all roll overs
were supposed to be completed by end of
November 2008

Project complete
Excavation of sludge is complete.
Formwork is finished on the wall.
Contractor has abandoned the
site. Municipality to appoint
service provider.
Project complete.

Contractor has abandoned the site. Municipality
to appoint service provider

Project complete
Project complete
Project on hold.

Project on hold due to shortage of funds

123 toilets fully completed, 196
units outstanding.120 pits dug to
required level, 65 pits dug not to
the required level due to hard
rock, 30 pits lined up and 50
completed with top struc
Contractor appointed.
Construction in progress.

Project behind schedule

Project behind schedule
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Bulk sewer lines and
pumpstation to SDA3

Implementation phase at
100%

35%

Site handed over and work has
commenced

Project is behind schedule

Bulk sewer lines x73,
75 & 76(SDA1)

Implementation phase
at 50%

95%

Work complete. Waiting for As
built drawings.

Project behind schedule

Servicing of stands
Bendor & Seshego
zone 5
Replace combination
sewer

Implementation phase
at 100%

Work complete. As built drawings
submitted

As built drawings submitted

100%

Implementation phase
at 50%

33%

One combination sewer line
replaced

Project behind schedule

Sewer line servitutes

Survey and supply plans
to Surveyor general

5%

New quotations to be asked

Project behind schedule

Sewer network
contributions

Implementation phase at
100%

5%

project approved by council

Project behind schedule

Sewer network
upgrade

Implementation phase at
50%

70%

Project on hold due to
unavailability of funds

There is a challenge because project needs
additional funding.

Rural Sanitation
(House-hold)

Implementation phase at
50%

90%

Project is complete only fencing is
outstanding.

Project behind schedule

Bulk Sewer lines and
pump station to
SDA3

Implementation phase at
100%

Construction in progress.

Project behind schedule

30%

SBU: Electrical Services (New Projects)
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Project Name.

SDBIP First Quarter
Target.

1 x 4x4 LDV

No set targets

2 x1 Ton LDV

No set targets

1 x Aerial Platform
truck

No set targets

1 x 7 Ton crane truck

No set targets

1 x Closed trailer

No set targets

Furniture & Fittings

No set targets

Plant & Equipment

No set targets

Generator sets for
main stadium

No set targets

Progress
in %
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
5%
5%
3%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Approval report submitted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Approval report submitted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Approval report submitted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Approval report submitted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Approval report submitted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Project approval granted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Project approval granted

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009

Busy with approval report

The project involves purchasing of equipment only so
it should be finished by end of May 2009
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Project Name.

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Office Equipment

No set targets

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted

The project involves purchasing of
equipment only so it should be finished by
end of May 2009
The project involves purchasing of
equipment only so it should be finished by
end of May 2009

5%
Consumer
Connections

No set targets

CBD
Wait
for material
delivery.
SBU:New
Electrical Services
(Rollover
Projects)
developments
Commence with
excavation work
Install SCADA in
Material delivery and
66kv circuit breakers
installation
Service connection
Seshego zone 8 & 5
Electrify low income
houses SDA 1 Ext 44
Electrify low income
houses SDA 1 Ext 71
Sterpark expand HT
systems for new
Developments
Koppiesfontein
Development
(Bendor Sub)
Relays 66 kV (Alpha
Substation)

Invite bidders,
adjudication and bid
acceptance process.
Appoint service provider.
Wait for material delivery.
Commence with erection
of HT and LT systems
Wait for material delivery.
Commence with erection
of HT and LT systems
Project phased to fourth
quarter

15%

15%

Sigma Sub – replace
switchgear

Place order for
switchgear. Switchgear
manufacturing
Annual contractors
execute project

Project is on schedule to be completed by
end February 2009.
Project is ahead of the schedule.

Most of the poles have been planted.

40%

Contractor is on site busy with
Construction

Most of the poles have been planted.

Planning and design is complete.
Busy with excavations.

Project is ahead of schedule.

30%

Cable installation is complete,
Waiting for the delivery of 11 KV
circuit breaker.
The project is on Tender stage
bidders have been invited & it
was closed on 15th Dec 2008.
Project is progressing

Project is ahead of schedule.

13%

Waiting for material
delivery.

Service provider appointed.
Orders placed with service
Provider.
Service provider appointed
.Design and bidding process
complete.

Project to start in January 2009.

Contractor is on site busy with
Construction

Wait for material delivery.

Upgrading 11 kV
system Bo dorp

Waiting for material to be
delivered.

20%

80%

Proceed

Annadale HV replace
XLPE cable

20%

Install cable

Iota substation

Service connections
to indigent customer

Busy with approval report
3%

90%

The cable has been installed
30%

13%

90%

The substation to be commissioning on
23 March 2009.
The project was delayed by non-availability
of material (ring for main switch gear).

The project is on Tender stage
bidders have been invited & it
was closed on 15th Dec 2008.
Material acquisition done

There was a delay during bid invitation
process.

Planning and design complete.
Await material delivery.
Excavation done. Cable being
installed.

Project is ahead of schedule.

20%

Material delivery

There was a delay during bid invitation
process.

Project is behind schedule & our main
challenge is the delivery of the material.
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Project Name

SDBIP Annual
Target.

Feeder Cable to
Seshego, Zone 8
Substation
Meter Server

Complete

Electrify 1100 houses
per year
Electrify low income
houses
Fibre optic cable
network

Complete project

Sigma Sub – replace
switchgear

Switchgear in
manufacturing

Nirvana X3 192 erven
plus cable

Waiting for material.
Start excavating

Electrify low income
houses (Rural)

Project completion

Upgrade Beta Sub

Material manufacturing :
Civil works
Complete

Second Eskom
Supply
High mast light Maja /
Bloodriver
/Mankweng

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project complete
100%

Project Complete

Complete project

Material delivery and
construction
Complete project

80%
30%

30%

15%

Contractor busy erecting system
Contractor is on site.

Sigma sub switchgear is being
manufactured.

To be completed in April 09.

This project will only commence
once the houses are built. Order
for material has already being
placed.
Work in progress.

Annual contractor appointed

Contractor on site. Material and
equipment ordered.
Land surveyor to be appointed.

Project is on schedule.

Bids invited to tender.

Project is on schedule to be completed in
February 09.

70%

Progress pending the
legal settlement.

25%
50%
13%

Project is on schedule to be completed in
February 09.
Project is on schedule to be completed in
February 09.

Project is on schedule to be completed in
February 09.

Project is on schedule.

SBU: Cultural Services (New Projects)
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Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Furniture & Fittings

Purchase of furniture

Plant & Equipment

Purchase of equipment

Plant & Equipment

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

5%

Requisitions to be submitted to
procurement

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

5%

Requisitions to be submitted to
procurement

Purchase of equipment

Project approval granted
5%

Office Equipment

Purchase of equipment
5%

Replacement of
hanging system
Purchasing of
museum art works:
Logo Nirvana

Project approval
Prepare terms of
reference
Bid process
Project approval
Identify and procure 5 art
works

Collection
Development

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

Project approval referred back.
4%

Project is behind schedule.
Requisitions submitted

13%

Installation.

5%

Project completed.

8%

Planning construction an
e-installation.

8%

Selection and
procurement.

5%

Purchase of furniture

5%

Signage - Mankweng
Re-position Info
Kiosk - Seshego

Requisitions to be submitted to
procurement

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

Project approved. Busy with
public participation.
Requisitions started.

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Requisitions started.

Furniture & Fittings

Project is behind schedule.
Project approved. To be
implemented by electrical
services.
Project approved. To be
implemented by electrical
services.

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
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1 x 1Ton LDV
(Bakone Malapa)

Finalizing requisition
Purchase of vehicle.

7%

Execution of the project.

16%

Execution of the project.

7%

Execution of the project.

3%

Signage at heritage
sites

Execution of the project.

5%

Bakone Malapa Braai
facilities

Execution of the project.

85%

Procure items

6%

Execution of the project.

4%

New
exhibition Irish House
Museum:
Multi media exhibition
upgrade:Irish house
museum
Public Sculptures

Project is behind schedule.
Service provider busy with
research and exhibition of
material.
Project approved. Awaiting
finalization of terms of reference.

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Project referred back

Furniture & Fittings
Cultural Precinct

Project is behind schedule.
Project approved. Location of
signage identified. Applied to road
authority for approval
Some material has been
purchased. Submitted requisition
for roof thatching.
Requisitions are being acquired

Project is behind schedule.
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Approval report submitted.
Project is behind schedule.

SBU: Cultural Services (Rollover Projects)
Project Name
Arts & Craft Centre Supply of Equipment
Installation of new
outdoor sculptures:
Purchasing of
museum art works:

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.

Progress in %

3%
15%
70%

Detailed Progress
to date
LED prepared report but in
conflict with the
recommendations. Matter to be
discussed.
SBU in the process of submitting
documents for orders
Art works identified. Requisitions
submitted. In the process of

Comments
Project is running behind schedule.

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
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identifying further works.
Purchasing of
musical instruments
Mankweng Library
Planning &
Construction
Mankweng Library
Furniture &
Equipment
Furniture for Internet
Facilities
Mankweng Library
fence and Parking
Burglar proofing
Mankweng Library

Project to be 100%
complete.

Project abandoned. Funds to be
transferred to outdoor sculptures
project
Waiting for final specifications
from Architect to complete
outstanding work

Project abandoned funds transferred to
outdoor sculptures.

Waiting for burglar proofing
before material can be delivered

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

13%

Waiting for service provider to
finalise the building
Paving has not yet started.
Waiting for delivery of material
Tender closed for the
appointment of contractor

30%

Service provider appointed and
working.

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009
Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided is awarded before
the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.

93%

Requisition of remaining books is
in progress

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted

The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009

3%

Project to be 100%
complete.

95%

Project to be 100%
complete.

85%

Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.

New exhibition Irish
House Museum:

Project to be 100%
complete.

Bookstock
Development

Project to be 100%
complete.

50%
60%

Project to be completed by the end of
January 2009.

SBU: Sports and Recreation Services (New Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Furniture & Fittings

Purchase.

Plant & Equipment

Purchase.

Furniture & Fittings

Purchase.

Progress in %
5%
5%
15%

Project approval granted
Service provider appointed to
purchase chair and tables

The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
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Purchase.
Plant & Equipment

Project approval granted
5%

3 x Floor polishes
and washing
machines for halls

Implementation of the
project

Renovation of Jack
Botes Hall
Tennis Court Burger
Street : Toilets for
Disabilities
2 x Ton LDV’s

Appointment of contractor
Appointment of the
contractor.

1 x 3 Ton Truck

Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process

1 x 80kw New
Holland Tractor
Plant & Equipment

Project approval
Bidding process
Do requisition

1 x Specialized Rideon mower
10 x Stihl brush
cutters
2 x Turfking 750 self
driven Lawn mowers
1 x Scag Turf tigger
ride on mowers
1 x Protea Cricket
Pitch Cutter
1 x Tractor mounted
Scarifier grass cutter
2 x Heavy duty
tractor mounted
Rotary mowers
Office Equipment for
FIFA Offices
Compliance fire
safety regulations PK

Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bidding process
Project approval
Bid specifications
Project 40% complete

The project will be completed by end
of June 2009

Project approval granted
5%
80%

Project is behind schedule.
Contractor is busy with paintwork
and electrical work
Busy with approval report

3%
13%
13%
13%
5%
15%
15%
5%
3%
3%
3%

The project to be complete by the
end of January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Tender closed for appointment of
service provider
Tender closed for appointment of
service provider

The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009

Tender closed for appointment of
service provider
Project approval granted

The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009
The project will be completed by end
of June 2009

Grand stands purchased
Service providers appointed to
deliver various items
Project approval granted
Busy with approval report
Busy with approval report
Busy with approval report
Busy with approval report

3%
3%
3%

Project is behind schedule.
Busy with approval report
Busy with approval report

Project is behind schedule.
Project is behind schedule.
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Stadium
Replacement of
chairs Peter Mokaba
Stadium
Resealing of athletic
track Peter Mokaba
Stadium
Re-establishment of
soccer and rugby
pitch Peter Mokaba
Stadium
Cricket pitch roller
Surface at Stadiums
2010 Peter Mokaba
Construction Phase
2010 Master plan

Project 40% complete
15%
Project 40% complete
15%
Project 40% complete
15%
Implementation of the
project
Implementation of the
project
Project 40% complete

7%
5%
7%

Implementation of the
project

Parking area Ngoako
Ramathlodi Indoor
sport complex

Implementation of the
project

Landscaping around
building Ngoaka
Ramathlodi Indoor
sport complex
16 x Double carports
5.5 x 5.5
Sound system
Ngoaka Ramathlodi

Implementation of the
project
Project approval
Bid specifications
Installation 15%

50%

50%

Consultants appointed, busy
negotiating fee structure before
work can commence
Consultants appointed .busy
negotiating fee structure before
work can commence
Consultants appointed .busy
negotiating fee structure before
work can commence
Consultants appointed. busy
negotiating fee structure before
work can commence
Project approval granted
Consultants appointed. busy
negotiating fee structure before
work can commence
Contractor is busy casting
concrete on the staircase and
seating elements Y-beams.
Started with finishings
Contractor is busy casting
concrete on the staircase and
seating elements Y-beams.
Started with finishings
Busy with approval report

3%
3%
5%

Project is behind schedule.

Project is behind schedule.

Project is behind schedule.

Project is behind schedule.

Project to be completed by the end
of March 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Project is behind schedule.

Project is behind schedule.
Busy with approval report
Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule.
Project is behind schedule.
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Landscaping grass
planting Ngoaka
Ramathlodi

Installation 15%

Shade cloth for
swimmers Ngoaka
Ramathlodi

Installation 15%

Busy with approval report
3%

Project is behind schedule.
Busy with approval report

3%

Project is behind schedule.

SBU: Sports and Recreation Services (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Standby generator for
Peter Mokaba

Project to be 100%
complete.

15%

Ngoako ramathlodi
indoor sport complex
seshego
Ngoako Ramathlodi
indoor Swimming
pool
Development of
Sports Facilities
Mankweng on Erf
613 Phase 2
Renovation of Jack
Botes Hall
Ngoako Ramathlodi
Indoor Sport
Complex Swimming
pool, Change room
2010 Peter Mokaba
Construction

Project to be 100%
complete.

25%

Project to be 100%
complete.

90%

2010 Master plan

Project to be 100%
complete.

Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Service provider appointed.

Project is behind schedule and will
be implemented by Electrical
Services.
Project is behind schedule and will
be complete by the end of January
2009.
Contractor has been terminated, the
new contractor will be appointed to
complete the project.
The project is behind schedule

Contractor is waiting for material
to be delivered.
Contractor has been terminated.
Project approval granted

5%
68%

The Contractor is busy with
carpentry and joinery.
Contractor has been terminated.

90%

50%
13%

Contractor is busy casting
concrete on the staircase and
seating elements Y-beams.
Started with finishings
Tender closed for the
appointment of consultant

The project to be complete by the
end of January 2009.
Contractor has been terminated, the
new contractor will be appointed to
complete the project.
Project to be completed by the end
of March 2009.
Project is behind schedule.
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SBU: Environment Management (New projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Plant & Equipment

50% implementation

Furniture & Fittings

50% implementation

Plant & Equipment
Church street
cemetery road
expansion

50% implementation

5%

Implementation

3%

Identification of the
suitable site/consultant

6%

Replacement of
cemetary New
Pietersburg
Furniture & Fittings

50% implementation

Plant & Equipment

50% implementation

1 x 22 HP Generator

50% implementation

Progress in %

10%
10%

Comments

Waiting for requisitions

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.

Waiting for orders

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Project approval granted
Busy with approval report

Project is behind schedule.
Consultant to be appointed.

5%
5%
15%

50% implementation
Office Equipment

Detailed Progress
to date

Project is behind schedule.
Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule.

Requisition has been placed

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

Project approval granted
5%

1 x Electronic sliding
metal gate

50% implementation

Upgrading of
Infrastructure

Project approval
Invitation of tenders for
new chalets

15%

Project abandoned. Funds
transferred to game reserve
infrastructure
Project approval granted

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Project is behind schedule.

5%
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Furniture & Fittings

50% implementation

Plant & Equipment

50% implementation

Nursery Relocation
and development

Phase 2 starts

1 x 3 Ton truck

50% implementation

1 x 4 x 4 Quad bike

50% implementation

1 x 4 x 4 Tractor

50% implementation

1 x 4 Ton
Truck(Mankweng)
1 x LDV Vehicle

50% implementation

Furniture & Fittings

50% implementation

Plant & Equipment

50% implementation

1 x 22HP Generator
(Parks)

50% implementation

1 x tractor drawn
hydraulic scraper
2 x Fire fighting skid
units (Parks)
1 x 1.8 Slasher

50% implementation

1 x Rotivator

50% implementation

1 x Stump grinder
City Entrances
Development
Boreholes Municipal
Parks
Parking & fencing

50% implementation

50% implementation
50% implementation

5%
5%
7%
12%
12%
12%
12%
12%
5%
5%
3%
5%
12%
12%
12%

20% implementation

12%

Procurement of material
and services

4%

Phase 2 starts

4%

Implementation at 50%

23%

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.

Consultant is busy with designs
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Busy with approval report
Project approval granted
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Tender advertised
Project approval not granted.

Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.
Project is behind schedule since the
implementation has not started.

Project approval referred back.
Project started. Contractor busy

Project is behind schedule.
Project to be complete by the 15th of
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Seshego Dam
Fencing SABC Park
Development
Mankweng Park Unit
A
Development
Mankweng Park Unit
C
Development
Rainbow Park
Development Emdo
Park
Fencing of Clavicolla
& Bullfrog projects
City decoration –
benches, sculptures
and paving
2010 Greening
2010 Public toilets

with site clearing
Procurement of material
and services

9%

Report reffered back

Procurement of material
and services

23%

Project started. Contractor busy
with site clearing

Procurement of material
and services

23%

Project started. Contractor busy
with site clearing

Procurement of material
and services

23%

Procurement of material
and services

23%

Procurement of material
and services

4%

Project started. Contractor busy
with site clearing
Project started. Contractor busy
with site clearing

December 2008 and is implemented
internally.
Project is behind schedule.
Project to be complete by the 15th of
December 2008 and is implemented
internally.
Project to be complete by the 15th of
December 2008 and is implemented
internally.
Project is behind schedule.
Project to be complete by the 15th of
December 2008 and is implemented
internally.

Project approval submitted
Project is behind schedule.
Project approval submitted

Implementation at 50%

4%

Physical implementation
starts

4%

Construction work starts

4%

Project is behind schedule.
Project approval submitted
Project is behind schedule.
Waste SBU to implement the
project

Project is behind schedule.

SBU: Environment Management (Rollover Projects)
Project Name
Church street cemetery
expansion
Internal road upgrading
cemeteries
Infrastructure Upgrading
Game Reserve and Birds

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Project approval
Completion of the roll
over phase
Project approval
Completion of the roll
over phase
Project approval
Completion of the roll

Progress in %

75%

13%
95%

Detailed Progress
to date
Waiting for paving bricks to be
delivered
Project to be abandoned.
Funds are to be used for
establishment of Pietersburg
cemetery
Project on practical
completion.

Comments
Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.

Project behind schedule.
Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
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Sanctuary

over phase

Nursery Relocation and
development phase 2

Project approval
Completion of the roll
over phase
Project approval
Completion of the roll
over phase

Environmental Study:
Polokwane x 80
(Adjacent to Eduanpark
(Bull Frog Reserve)

95%

Project on practical
completion.

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.

Project complete
100%

Project is complete and final claim paid.

SBU: Waste Management (New Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Progress in
%

Plant & Equipment

Requisition to Stores and
purchasing

5%

Skip Containers (30 cubic
meters)
Mankweng,Seshego

Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers

Skip Containers (9 cubic
meters)

Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers

1.1 Cubic Meter Bins

Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Requisition to Stores and
purchasing
Appointment of service
provider

Swivel bins
240 lt bins
Office Equipment
Transfer stations in
Ladanna

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted
Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Service provider appointed
15%
Service provider appointed
15%
Service provider appointed
15%
Service provider appointed
15%
Service provider appointed
15%
9%
13%

Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided.

Specifications submitted.

Project is behind schedule.

Tender closed for appointment
of contractor

Project to be complete by the end of
March 2009 provided it is awarded before
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1 x Roll-on Roll-off
vehicle (Waste)
1 x Grab
1 x 10 Ton Tipper Truck
1 x Front End Loader
1 x Load lugger
1 x 21m3 Compactor
2

x LDV’s

3 x 4 Ton Vehicles with
Cages
1 x 21m3 Compactor
1 x Customized trailer for
small sweepers
Plant & Equipment

Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation, adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Evaluation ,adjudication and
appointment of service
providers
Requisition to Stores and
purchasing

Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
Project approval granted.
5%
5%

Project approval granted

the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of November 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of November 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.
Project is behind schedule.
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SBU: Waste Management (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Skip Containers (30 cubic
meters) Mankweng,
Seshego
1.1 Cubic Meter Bins

Delivery and completion.

Transfer stations
Seshego

Construction.

Mankweng Dumping site
(Mankweng Transfer
Station)
Seshego Dam
(Construction ablution
facilities

Progress in %

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments
Project to be complete by the end of
February 2009 provided it is awarded
before the end of December 2008.

13%

Tender closed for the
appointment of service –
provider.
Project is complete and final
claim paid.
Tender closed for appointment
of contractor

Completion of
construction.

75%

Contractor is busy with road
works

Completion of
construction.

100%

Project complete.

Project is complete and final claim paid.

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project approval granted.

Project is running behind schedule.

15%
Delivery and completion.

100%

Project is complete and final claim paid.
Project to be complete by the end of
March 2009 provided it is awarded before
the end of December 2008.
Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.

SBU: Traffic and Licenses (New Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Plant & Equipment

Procuring processes

Vehicle license drive
through -Phase 2
Furniture & Fittings

Construction processes.

Progress in
%
5%
5%

Procuring processes

Project approval granted

Project is running behind schedule.

Project approval granted.
5%

Project is running behind schedule.
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Furniture & Fittings

Procuring processes

Project approval granted.
5%

1 x 14 Seater Mini bus
(Quantum)

Delivery of 1x 14 seater bus

1 x K78 Trailer for Road
block

Delivery of 1x k78 trailer

10 x 2000 cc Sedans

Delivery of 10x 2000cc

Project is running behind schedule.
Tender advertised

13%
Tender advertised
13%
Tender advertised
13%

2 x LDV’s with tow bars

Delivery of 2x 2000cc LDV

Project is running behind schedule
Tender advertised

13%
2 x 700cc Motor Bikes
Furniture & Fittings

Delivery of 2x 700 cc motor
cycles

Project is running behind schedule
Tender advertised

13%

Procuring processes
Procuring processes

Project is running behind schedule
Project approval granted.

5%
Purchase and installation
of Traffic light sets

Installation

Purchase and installation
of speed & red light
camera
Upgrade of Traffic light
system

Installation

Animal Pound (SPCA)

Upgrading

Project to be complete by mid January
2009 provided is awarded before the 15Th
of December 2008.

Project approval granted.
5%

Plant & Equipment

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009 provided is awarded before
the 15Th of December 2008.
Project to be complete by end of January
2009 provided is awarded before the 15Th
of December 2008.

Project is running behind schedule
Waiting for council approval

4%

Project is running behind schedule
Project approval granted

5%
Upgrading

Project is running behind schedule
Waiting for council approval

4%
5%

Project is running behind schedule
Project approval report
approved

Project is running behind schedule
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SBU: Traffic and Licenses (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Purchase and installation
of 4 x Traffic light sets
2X High density bay
cabinets

Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.

Partitioning of counter
cubicles
Upgrading of information
counter

Progress in
%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

100%

Project complete.

Project is complete and final claim paid.

13%

Tender to be re-advertised.

Project to be complete by mid January
2009 provided is awarded before the 15Th
of December 2008.

Project to be 100%
complete.

13%

Tender to be re-advertised.

Project to be complete by mid January
2009 provided is awarded before the 15Th
of December 2008.

Project to be 100%
complete.

13%

Tender to be re-advertised.

Project to be complete by mid January
2009 provided is awarded before the 15Th
of December 2008.

SBU: Community Safety (New Projects)
Project Name.

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

1x 1600 CC Sedan

Procuring process

Progress in
%
3%

1x 2.5 CC 4 x 4
single cab LDV
2x 2.5 CC 4 x 2
single cab LDV

Procuring process

Furniture & Fittings

Procure items

Plant & Equipment

Procure items

4%

Procuring process

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

waiting for project approval
report submitted to secretariat
for comments
Project approval submitted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted
5%
5%
5%

Project approval granted
Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
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Two way radio
system UHF

Procuring process

4x Portable Aluminium
gate booms

Implementation of project.

Partitioning Offices

Implementation of project

1 x 4x4 LDV’
1 x LDV

Procuring process
adjudication of the project.
Procuring process

Furniture & Fittings

Procure items

Plant & Equipment

Procure items

300 X 30meter x 65mm
Duraline Fire hoses
1 x Portable Pumps

Procuring and completion
of the Project
Procuring and Completion
of the Project
Procuring and Completion
of the Project
Procuring and Completion
of the Project
Purchasing and Completion
of the Project
Purchasing and Completion
of the Project
Procuring and Completion
of the Project
Purchasing and Completion
of the Project
Purchasing and Completion
of the Project
Procure items

Branches and Monitors
Breathing Apparatus
Stabilizing Equipment
Hazardous Equipment
Two way radio system
UHF
Flow Meter
Air Bag Equipment
Office Equipment
Alarm system

Purchasing and Completion
of the Project

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
3%
3%

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Project approval granted
Busy with approval report
Busy with approval report

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.
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Palisade and Gate

Implementation of project

Upgrading of Water
reticulation system

Implementation of project

1 x Water tanker truck

Procurement process

1 x Foam trailer

Procurement process

1 x Rescue vehicle

Procurement process

1 x Medium rescue
vehicle

Procurement process

Furniture & Fittings

Procure items

Plant & Equipment

Procure items

Camera Monitoring
-Internal CCTV

Implementation of project

Expansion of CCTV
Network

Implementation of project

Upgrading of Systems

Implementation of project.

1 X Complete Videx /
Monitoring system
& 12 Cameras Council
Chamber
4X Cameras for
Itsoseng Bus terminus

Implementation of project

3 X Intruder monitoring
alarms
(Molepo-Maja/Council
Chamber/ Itsoseng Bus
Terminus

Implementation of project

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval submitted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

5%
Implementation of project

4%

5%
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Two- way radio
equipment

Implementation process

Surveillance cameras at
Game reserve

Implementation process

5%
3%

Project approval granted

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

waiting for project approval
report submitted to secretariat
for comments

Project is behind schedule as we have not
yet advertised.

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Project complete

Project is complete and final claim paid.

Project is on practical
completion.
Project complete

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Project is complete and final claim paid.

The contractor is busy with
installation
Project complete

Project to be complete by the end of
January 2009.
Project is complete and final claim paid.

Detailed Progress
to date
Busy with project approval
report

Comments

SBU: Community Safety (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Upgrading security at
cluster offices
Fire station &
offices/Mankweng
Camera Monitoring
-Internal CCTV
Access control
Mankweng
CCTV Camera monitoring
system CBD

Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.
Project to be 100%
complete.

Progress in
%
100%
95%
100%
80%
100%

SBU: Spatial Planning and Land use Management (New Projects)
Project Name
Land acquisition

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Appointment of valuers

Layout Plan: Rezoning,
Subdivision.
Consolidation on R293
Townships
Sub division Magnavia

Compilation and
Finalization of TOR

Township development
SDA 1 & 4

Progress in
%
3%
5%

Project approval granted

Compilation and
Finalization of TOR

3%

Busy with project approval
report

Compilation and
Finalization of TOR

5%

Project approval granted

The project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule as service
provider is not yet appointed
The project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule as service
provider is not yet appointed
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Neighbourhood
development Programme

Drafting of TOR and Public
participation

Transport Plans and Bus
Rapid Transit BRT

Initial refinement of the
scoping report in terms of
travel demands
Installation of software and
hardware Phase 2

Implement Controllers
and Upgrade Remote
Monitoring stations
Upgrade Traffic Signal
Hardware
Installation of new
Hardware
Office Equipment

Installation of software and
hardware Phase2
Installation of software and
hardware Phase2
No set targets

Presentations were done to
appoint project managers for
the project

Project will commence once project
managers are appointed

Busy with project approval
report

The project is behind schedule

3%

Busy with project approval
report

The project is behind schedule

3%

Busy with project approval
report
Busy with project approval
report

The project is behind schedule

Equipment to be purchased as
and when needed

Equipment will be purchased when
needed

13%

3%
3%
50%

The project is behind schedule

SBU: Spatial Planning and Land use Management (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Layout Plan: Rezoning,
Subdivision.
Consolidation on R293
Townships
Township Establishment:
Polokwane x 78
(Redesign of New
Pietersburg)
Township Establishment:
Polokwane x 79 (part of
the farm Doornkraal)
Consolidation on R293
Townships

Opening of Township
Register

Township Establishment:
Polokwane x 79

Approval of Layout by LUM

Expropriation procedures in
progress
(10%)
Submission and approval of
S.G
35%
Opening of Township
Register

Progress in
%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Busy with public participation
and comments

Project is behind schedule

Must get an ex propriation and
court order approval from
Council

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule

3%

Township approved. General
plan submitted to surveyor
general
Awaiting submission of
approval report

3%

Awaiting submission of
approval report

Project is behind schedule

30%

40%

80%

Project is behind schedule
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Town establishment Ext
46

Proclamation (100%)

Township establishment
new pietersburg
X72( Disteneng)
Township establishment
Seshego unit F

Submission of Application
to S.G
(15%
Proclamation (50%)

Township establishment
middle income X73
(doornkraal -500 erven)
Re-layout/ subdivision
/consolidation/ plan for
Seshego 1471 zone H
Layout plan subdivision
and rezoning of ERF
8058 Seshego unit F

Proclamation 50%

Ivydale holdings

Proclamation of the
Township

Opening of Township Register
in progress.

Project is behind schedule

Application approved.

Project is behind schedule

100%

General plan approved. Project
complete.

Project is behind schedule

Opening of Township Register
in progress.

Project is behind schedule

90%
100%

General plan approved. Project
complete.

60%
80%

Proclamation
(50%)
Proclamation
(50%)

75%

80%

Application submitted to the
Surveyor general

Project is behind schedule

Final township application
approved by LUM and
approved General plan

Project is behind schedule

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

SBU: Information Technology Services (New Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Furniture & Fittings

No set targets

GIS

SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation

Projects Management
System
IT Infrastructure &
Systems

Progress in
%
15%
13%
5%
13%

Project approval granted.

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis

Project approval granted.
Report to BAC to approve using
existing service provider
Project out on tender for
appointment of service provider

Project is behind schedule

Project approval granted.
Amendment to SLA with
Northern Telecom to be

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
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Content Management
System
VOIP - Switch Upgrade

Council System

SLA Project Plan Start
implementation
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation
SLA Project Plan Start
implementation

Hotspots/Video
Conferencing
Optic Fibre to Stadium
4G

SLA Project Plan Start
implementation
SLA Project Plan Start
implementation

Museum

SLA Project Plan Start
implementation

DOCS
5 x Electrical
Infrastructure/UPS's/Gen
erators
Router/DMZ firewall
Switches

Project Plan Start
implementation
Internal participation
SLA Project Plan Start
implementation
SLA Project Plan Start
implementation
Start implementation

15%
5%

13%

Project approved. Waiting for
discussion with council about
item.
Project out on tender for
appointment of service provider
Project approval granted.
Waiting to discuss matter with
council
Project approval granted.
Tender is at BSC to be
approved by MM before
advertising.
Project approval granted. GAP
analysis to be compiled by S

14%

Project out on tender for
appointment of service provider

13%
5%
5%

5%

8%

5%
Office Equipment

No set targets

finalised, get quotes on
remaining equipment.
Project out on tender for
appointment of service provider
Project approval granted. SLA
to be finalised with Northern
Telekom

15%

Tender closed for appointment
of service provider
Project approval granted. IS
Manager to meet with HP to
purchase direct from HP, wait
for HP’s decision
Project approval granted.

Project is behind schedule
Access to the premises only in February
2009.
Project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule
Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis
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SBU: Information Technology Services (Rollover Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Replace financial system
phase 1

Finalise phase 1 postimplementation system
Statements
Exporting to Microsoft
Products?
Long-term Capital /Opex
Budgeting And submit a
report on the way forward

HR information
system/ups

Project closure

Cadastral data
Aerial Photographs
upgrade

Capture services
infrastructure
60%
Digitising of clusters, ortho
photos and tin

Digital Library Phase 2

Project closure

Progress in %

60%

90%
80%

75%

60%

GIS

Link to financial system and
other systems
90%

Detailed Progress
to date
It is proposed that a
submission be made to
council to either terminate
the project and go out on
tender or implement a soon
to be developed fully
functioning billing system.
Item submitted to CFO for
way-forward.
Busy with the
implementation of the ESS
system.
OSS busy capturing
backlog of infrastructure
and cadastre
Service Provider submitted
low resolution ortho photos
on clusters, continuing to fly
rural areas.
Procurement to submit
order for computers in
Seshego and Polokwane
Municipality. Appointment
has been done for
Server/router. All
equipment and software
procured. Installation to be
done by IT.
All the applications for the
front end for water, sewer,
town planning, roads, storm
water, status quo report,
check cadastre against
deeds office and surveyor
general, etc. is almost

Comments

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
Project is on schedule

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
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DRP, BC,IT Management
systems

Develop/Customise
plan/strategy
Needs analysis and draft
compilation

Projects Management
System
IT Infrast. & Systems

30%

Start implementation
Develop/Customise System
50%
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation

under completion. Busy
with training.
Service provider appointed
for DRP. Quotations to be
evaluated for tape drive and
fire wall. Tender for ICT
policies need to be
evaluated. Report to BAC
to procure tape drive.
Service provider appointed
and currently busy with
development of system.
Service provider appointed

30%

Project is behind schedule

Project is behind schedule
Service provider appointed for the ICT
policies, procedures.

SBU: Project Management Unit (New Projects)
Project Name
Office Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in %
50%

Detailed Progress
to date
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Comments

Detailed Progress
to date
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Comments

Detailed Progress
to date
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Comments

Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

SBU: Disaster Management (New Projects)
Project Name
Office Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in %
50%

Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

SBU: Community Health Services (New Projects)
Project Name
Plant & Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in %
50%

Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis
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Furniture & Fittings

No set targets

Plant & Equipment

No set targets

Plant & Equipment

No set targets

Furniture procured as and
when needed
Equipment procured as and
when needed
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis
Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis
Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

Detailed Progress
to date
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Comments

Detailed Progress
to date
Furniture procured as and when
needed
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Comments

Detailed Progress
to date
To be done as and when
needed
To be procured as and when
needed

Comments

50%
50%
50%

SBU: Human Resources (New Projects)
Project Name
Office Equipment

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in %
50%

Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

SBU: Housing (New Projects)
Project Name
Furniture & Fittings

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Office Equipment

No set targets

Progress in
%
50%
50%

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis
Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

SBU: Building Inspections (New Projects)
Project Name
Renovation of offices

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Filing cabinets

No set targets

Progress in
%
50%
50%

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis
Cabinets to be purchased on a need basis
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SBU: Building Inspections (Rollover Projects)
Project Name
Filing cabinets

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in
%
50%

Detailed Progress
to date
To be procured as and when
needed

Comments

Detailed Progress
to date
Proposals were made regarding
the items that were not included
in the project.

Comments

To be purchased on a need basis

SBU: Communication and Public Participation Unit (New Projects)
Project Name
City Branding

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
Branding municipal assets
(50%)

Progress in
%
3%

Manager to meet with the service provider
to discuss the proposed items.

SBU: Communication and Public Participation Unit (Rollover Projects)
Project Name
City Branding
Display cabinets

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target
Branding strategy and city
LOGO
Displayed promotional and
publicity material at the
rates hall.

Progress in
%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

100%

Project complete

Project complete

100%

Project complete

Project complete

Detailed Progress
to date
Furniture procured as and when
needed

Comments

SBU: Strategic Planning and IDP (New Projects)
Project Name
Furniture & Fittings

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.
No set targets

Progress in
%
50%

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis
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SBU: Financial Services (New Projects)
Project Name

SDBIP Second Quarter
Target.

Furniture & Fittings

No set targets

Office Equipment

No set targets

Progress in
%
50%
50%

Detailed Progress
to date

Comments

Furniture procured as and when
needed
Equipment procured as and
when needed

Furniture to be purchased on a need
basis
Equipment to be purchased on a need
basis

2.2 Municipal Infrastructure Grant and Expanded Public Works Programs
MIG AND EPWP PROGRAMS
Project

Overarching milestones expected for Quarter 2

Progress to date

Monitoring & Evaluation of MIG
Projects

3 monthly progress reports submitted to DPLG/MIG Provincial
office.

The first MIG monthly progress report for quarter 2,
that is, for end October 08 was submitted to the
Department of Local Government and Housing. The
second report will be submitted, on or before the 8th
December 2008.
Two KPI reports have been submitted to the
Department. The third KPI report will be submitted to
DLGH at the end of December 2008.

Submission of KPI report to DPLG/MIG Provincial office.
Legislative compliance

Ensures that 60% of MIG projects received DWAF technical
report approvals and projects that require environmental
investigations received approval

All the Multi-year water and sanitation MIG projects
have received technical report approvals and their
EIA’s have been approved.

Monitoring & Evaluation of EPWP
Projects

3 monthly progress reports submitted to the Department of
Public Works

Learnership project

Projects awarded to learner contractors. Physical progress of

The first EPWP monthly progress report for quarter 2,
that is, for end October 08 was submitted to the
Department of Public Works and the second report will
be submitted to DPW on or before the 15th December
2008.
The Municipality is expected issue out the appointment
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trial projects for learner contractors at 10%
Training

Identifying and Acquiring of quotations for training by
consultants.

letters to learner contractors so that they can proceed
with the site hand over. Construction will start in
January 2009.
Quotations have been received from training service
providers and training service providers have been
appointed in most projects. Two training reports have
been received so far from two projects.

2.3 Detailed Report in terms of SDBIP
Directorate: Planning and Development
SBU: IDP and Strategic Planning
Programme
Project
Annual IDP/Budget
Review

IDP/Budget Review
Half Yearly
Progress to date
Target
First phase of
Draft IDP/Budget
IDP/Budget
Review Stakeholder
Review
Consultation
stakeholder
Program has been
consultation
developed.

Finalization of
Draft IDP and
Budget

Status quo report has
been compiled and
submitted to Portfolio
Committees for
further interrogation.

Achievement of
Target
Not achieved

Not achieved

Reason for non
achievement
It is the
prerogative of the
Executive Mayor
to determine the
date for
Consultation
meetings, and as
such we are
waiting his
endorsement of
the IDP status quo
report
That the status
quo report should
be discussed by
Portfolio
committees and

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency
That Municipal
Manager in liaison with
Acting Director:
Planning and
Development should
meet with the
Executive Mayor to
discuss approach on
the stakeholder and
Community IDP
Consultation.
Ensure that the report
is discussed and
comments and inputs
are captured on the
report which will assist
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Communication Plan
Annual IDP/Budget
Review

Programme
Project
Coordination of
Reporting system

Communication Plan

Target of
communication
plan
Meetings with
different
stakeholders
through IDP Rep
Forum.

Progress made on
communication
plan
No meetings has
been held due to
reasons indicated
above..

Achievement of
the plan
Not achieved

Organizational Performance Management System
Half Yearly
Progress to date
Achievement of
Target
Target
Submission of the The 2008/09 first
Achieved
2008/09 first
quarter report has
quarter
been submitted to
performance
Mayoral Committee
report to council,
and Performance
performance audit Audit Committee for
committee and
interrogation.
other stakeholder
The Draft 2007/08
Annual Report is
being finalized.
Target of
Progress made on
Achievement of
communication
communication
the plan
plan
plan
Publication of the Draft report is
Not Achieved.

Task Team
Conveners
Reason for non
achievement

in the finalization of the
Draft IDP/Budget.
Plan for dealing with
deficiency

It is the preergative of
Executive Mayor
to determine the
date for
Consultation
meetings, and as
such we are
waiting his
endorsement of
the IDP status quo
report

That Municipal
Manager in liaison with
Acting Director:
Planning and
Development should
meet with the
Executive Mayor of the
approach for
stakeholder and
Community
Consultation.

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

The report will be

The report will be
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first quarter report
through libraries,
resource centre
and website.

Coordination of
Mayoral Strategic
Planning Session

Communication Plan
Coordination of
Mayoral Strategic
Planning Session

Performance Audit
Committee

Convene second
Mayoral
Committee
Strategic session
to deal with first
quarter report and
circulate
resolutions within
four days after the
meeting.
Target of
communication
plan
Circulation of
resolutions
through e-mail,
Docs system and
through
pigeonhole for
member of
Mayoral
Committee
Convene second
Performance
Audit Committee
Meetings to deal
with 2008/09 First
Quarter

available to be
placed at municipal
libraries. The report
will be published after
Performance Audit
Committee submitted
report to Council
Mayoral committee
Bosberaads was not
held due to other
activities affecting
Office of Executive
Mayors and
members of mayoral
committee
Progress made on
communication
plan
Resolutions of the
first mayoral
Committee
Bosberaads was
circulated through email, Docs system
and placed in
pigeonhole for
members of the
Mayoral Committee.
The Performance
Audit Committee
meeting was
convened to deal
with the 2008/09 first
quarter performance

Not Achieved.

Achievement of
the plan

published after
Performance
Audit Committee
submitted report
to Council

published after
Performance Audit
Committee submitted
report to Council

Mayoral
committee
Bosberaads was
not held due to
other activities
affecting Office of
Executive Mayor
and members of
mayoral
committee
Reason for non
achievement

The third Mayoral
Committee
Bosberaads will deal
with the First quarter
Performance Report,
Draft IDP and MultiYear Budget
Adjustment Budget
and Half Yearly
Report.
Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

Achieved
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Communication Plan

Programme
Project
Participation in the
District and Provincial
Planning Forum and
support to all IGR
structures

Performance
Report
Target of
communication
plan
Convene second
Performance
Audit Committee
meetings and
circulate the
report to all
stakeholders
through e-mail,
resource centre
and libraries

report.
Progress made on
communication
plan
The report has been
circulated to all
members of
Performance Audit
Committee.

Inter-governmental Relations
Half-Yearly target
Progress against
Half-Yearly target
Attend second
The third quarter
quarter District and
Provincial
Provincial Planning
Development and
Forum and
Planning Forum
resolutions made
was held on the
available for the IDP/ 27-28 November
Budget Review.
2008. The
resolutions of the
forum were
reported before the
Executive
Management for all
members to take
cognizance.

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

Achievement of
target
Achieved

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency
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Provide report on
the implementation
of resolution taken
at IGR structures
and EXCO
Lekgotla
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Programme
Project

Special Focus Program
Half-Yearly target
Progress against
Achievement of
Reason for nonPlan for dealing with
half yearly target
target
achievement
deficiency
Mainstreaming the
Registration of all
Organizations’
Achieved.
interest of Special
organization dealing
representing
Focus groups in the
with the issues relating women and
Municipality
to development of
disability groups
women and the
submits their
disabled.
profiles and are
being continuously
filled.
Communication Plan
Target of
Progress made
Achievement of
Reason for nonPlan for dealing with
communication plan
on
the plan
achievement
deficiency
communication
plan
Sector forum meeting
The sector forum
Achieved
to agree on how to
meeting was held
disseminate
and approach was
information.
adopted on how to
reach special focus
groups.
Coordination of Special Implementation of
Arranged transport Achieved.
Focus Calendar days
annual plan containing for Women’s Day
within the municipality.
all Special Focus
celebrations,
Calendar Days.
International
Disability Day and
Hosted the 16
Days of Activism
on No Violence
Communication Plan
Target of
Progress made
Achievement of
Reason for nonPlan for dealing with
communication plan
on
the plan
achievement
deficiency
communication
plan
Publication of activities All activities were
Achieved.
relating to specific
communicated to
Special Calendar Days internal and
through print and
external
electronic media,
stakeholders
Service Centre
through invitations,
Assistants and CDW
Service Centre
Assistants and
CDWs.
• Participated in the Gender issues workshop facilitated by SALGA and DPLG, that took place on the 07th and 08th July 2008.
• Attended the Provincial Monitoring and Evaluation meeting held on the 24 July 2008.
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• Attended the Local Government and Housing briefing meeting on 2008 Vuna Awards Application Forms and LG Indicators. The
th
meeting took place on the 12 August 2008 at St. Marco Hall.
• Coordinated the completion of Municipal Demarcation Board and Vuna Awards Questionnaires.

SBU: Local Economic Development
Programme : SMME Development
Project
Itsoseng
Entrepreneurial
Centre

Half Yearly
Target
Submission of
business plan

Progress to date
Business plan
developed and
submitted to Council

Approval of
business plan by
Council

Communication Plan

Mentoring report of
the incubates
submitted

Achieved

Meetings

One on one meetings
with incubates held
Training need
analysis done in
partnership with
SEDA

Achieved

Meetings with
SMMEs and SEDA
held to identify skills
gap
Coordinated
successfully 3
exhibitions in the city
centre where
incubates were given

Achieved

Meetings

Co-ordinate 1
Exhibitions in the
municipality

Reason for non
achievement
Awaiting Council
approval

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency
Get approval from
Council

Not achieved

Submission of the
mentoring report

Conduct training
needs analysis

Communication Plan

Achievement of
Target
Not achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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a platform to market
their products.
Marketed the centre
at the Limpopo
franchise SMME
expo through
distribution of the
brochures
Communication Plan

Meetings

Co-ordinate 1
information
Sharing
Seminar(Financial
Linkage)

Communication Plan

Meetings

Procurement of
promotional
material for the
center and SMME

Held meetings with
Achieved
SMMEs during the
planning and after the
exhibitions
Developed adverts
Not Achieved
for the incubation
programme but not
publicized

Meeting held with the
tenant liaison
committee and
incubates to discuss
the issues pertaining
to the incubation
programme including
exit of incubates.
Promotional material
for the SMMEs and
the center procured

Incubation
programme still to
be evaluated by
Mayoral
Committee prior to
new intake

Facilitate and participate
in the evaluation
processes of the
incubation programme

Achieved

Achieved
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Communication Plan

Meetings

Communication Plan

Submission of
report for council
approval
Approval by
Council for Art
centre equipments
Meetings

Cluster Specific
SMME Incubations

Availability of list
of identified
project

Communication Plan

Meetings

Conduct training
needs analysis

Communication Plan

Meetings
Co-ordinate
participation of
SMMEs at Local
Exhibitions

Meetings held with
service providers to
discuss specifications
In the process of
developing the report

Achieved

Meeting held with
Cultural Services
SBU to discuss the
model for the Art
Centre
List of identified
projects was
compiled

Achieved

Meetings held with
service providers and
SMMEs to discuss
the status of
business.
Training needs
analysis done in
partnership with
LIBSA

Achieved

Meetings held with
service providers and
SMMEs.
Coordinated
participation of
SMMEs in the city
centre where they

Achieved

Not Achieved

The report is not
yet submitted to
council

To submit the report

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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exhibited their
products and
networked with other
SMMEs
Communication Plan

Meetings

Development of
SMMEs strategy

Development of
action plan

Held meetings with
Achieved
SMMEs during the
planning and after the
exhibitions

Stakeholder
consultation

Stakeholders
consultations not
done

Not Achieved

Awaiting council
approval

Communication Plan

Stakeholder
meetings

No meetings held

Not achieved

To hold meetings
upon council
approval.

Programme
Project

Cooperatives Development
Half Yearly
Progress to date
Target
Submission of
Report developed
report for council
and submitted to
Council

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency

Not Achieved

Report was
referred back

To set up a meeting to
discuss the report further

Cooperative
Development
Strategy

Approval of report

Communication Plan

Meetings

The report was not
approved but referred
back for further
discussions
Meetings held with
stakeholders to
discuss the provincial

Get approval by council

Achieved
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Car Wash project

Public
participation
process

Registration of
cooperatives

Communication Plan

Meetings

Community Initiatives

Stakeholder
consultation

government plans
regarding
cooperatives
strategy.
Public participation
meetings were held
to update the
beneficiaries about
the car wash pilot
project. Beneficiaries
were work-shopped
on how the
cooperative works
and other types of
entities
The initial registration
forms were returned
due to some faults
and presently in the
process of finalizing
the due diligence of
registration.
Meetings held with
the beneficiaries to
discuss the progress.
Facilitated a
workshop for the
beneficiaries
Held debriefing
meeting with
stakeholders to
discuss and develop
a report of the
cooperatives seminar
held in June 2008

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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Communication Plan

Programme
Project
Urban Agriculture

Communication Plan

Develop the
database
Update the
Database
Stakeholder
consultation

Achieved

Held stakeholder
seminar debriefing
meeting. Held an
update meeting with
beneficiaries
regarding community
initiative.

Achieved

Agricultural Development
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
Half-Yearly target
Identification of
List of identified
viable projects
projects submitted

Achievement of
target
Achieved

Meetings

Achieved

Skills audit report

Communication Plan

The database has
been developed and
continuously updated

Meetings

Meetings held with
the stakeholders.
Skills audit report
done and made
submission to the
Department of
Labour for training
Meetings held with
the department of
Labour regarding the
training schedule.
Meeting held with

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

Achieved
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project members
considered for the
pilot urban agriculture
project
Programme
Project
Skills Development
Strategy

Feasibility on the
establishment of a
training institute in
Polokwane
Communication Plan

Skills Development
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
Half-Yearly target
Submission of
Skills Development
report for council
Framework
approval
submitted to council
Approval of report
by Council
Appointment of
consultant

Meetings

Submission of
status quo

Communication Plan

Meetings

Achievement of
target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Not Achieved

Lack of resources

Get budget allocation

Appointed

Achieved

Meeting held with the
service provider.
Project Steering
committee
established and
inception workshop
held.
The status-quo report
was presented and
inputs and comments
submitted by the
PSC.
Project Steering
committee meeting
held to discuss the
progress and for the
presentation of the

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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Limpopo mall
hawkers centre

status-quo report.
Sustainable Livelihood
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
half yearly target
Signed lease
Lease agreements
agreements
signed

Communication Plan

Occupation into
hawker stalls
Meetings

Programme
Project

Achievement of
target
Achieved

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

To facilitate the
occupation of the stalls
upon completion of the
project.

Hawkers occupied
the stalls
Meetings held with
hawkers to discuss
the draft by laws,
other relevant
legislature and the
project progress
Project approval
granted for the
extension of the
project

Achieved

Not Achieved

Project not
complete

Signed lease
agreements

Lease agreements
developed but not
signed

Not Achieved

Project not
complete

Communication Plan

Meetings

Achieved

Mankweng hawkers
center phase 1 and 2

Signed lease
agreements

Meetings held with
hawkers to discuss
project and its
progress
Lease agreements
developed but not
signed

Mankweng Hospital
taxi rank and
hawkers centre

Occupation into
unoccupied stalls

Achieved

Not Achieved

Project not
completed

To facilitate the process
of signing the lease
agreements

Facilitate the process
upon completion of the
project
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Occupation into
hawker stalls
Communication Plan

Stalls not yet
occupied

Meetings held with
hawkers to discuss
the project and its
progress- including
occupying of stalls
Hawkers Management
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
half yearly target
Approval of the
draft by-law by
council
Public participation
Public
process done
Participation
Process

Achieved

Communication Plan

Meetings

Public participation
meetings held for
inputs and comments
into the draft by-law

Achieved

Hawker Permits

Development of
database

Database developed

Achieved

Internal Stakeholders
meeting held

Achieved

Status quo analysis
done and the
operational plan
developed
Meetings held with

Achieved

Programme
Project
Development of
policy and by-laws

Meetings

Not Achieved

Implementation of
operational plan

Communication Plan

Meetings

Achievement of
target

Project not
completed

Facilitate the process
upon completion of the
project

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved
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Programme
Project

hawkers to discuss
the draft by laws,
other relevant
legislations and
progress in general
Investment Promotion
Half-Yearly
target
Approval of terms
of reference

Progress against
half yearly target

Achievement of
target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Establishment of
the forum

Forum has been
approved by Council

Not achieved

Communication Plan

2 Meetings

None

Not achieved

Awaiting
appointment by
executive mayor
Forum not yet fully
functional

Request Executive
mayor to make
appointment
Get the forum to be
functional

Investment
Promotion Strategy

Approval of report
to conduct study
Submitted report for
approval

Not achieved

Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

None

Not achieved
Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

Technical committee
LED Forum

Appointment of
service provider
Status quo report
Communication Plan
Business retention
and expansion

1 Inception
workshop &
meeting
Submission of
draft concept
document
Approval of draft
document

Draft concept
documents submitted
for approval
Submitted draft
concept document for
approval

Achieved

Not achieved
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Communication Plan
Marketing of
Polokwane as
investment
destination

1 Meeting
Submission of
draft value
proposition

None

Not achieved

Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

Submitted value
proposition and
marketing plan for
approval

Not achieved

Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

Participated in 3
successful exhibitions
-Tourism indaba;
Soccerex; Polokwane
show
Framework has been
submitted.

Achieved

Not yet approved

Not achieved

Financial
constraints

Get approval and budget
allocation

Not achieved

Awaiting approval

Get approval by council

Submission of
trade targeted for
marketing
Submission of
concept document
Approval of value
proposition and
marketing plan
Approval of
concept document
Communication Plan

Exhibition shows

Economic
development summit

Submission of
summit framework

Trade missions

Approval of
framework
Submission of
trade mission
proposals
Approval of

Trade mission
proposals submitted
Reports on proposed
twinning agreements
submitted

Achieved
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Communication Plan
Programme
Project
Polokwane Tourism
Information Office

missions
2 meetings

One meeting was
held with Trade and
Investment Limpopo
Tourism Development

Achieved

Half-Yearly
target
Schools
educational
programme

Achievement of
target
Achieved

Provision of
information to
tourists.

Progress against
half yearly target
Fully Operational
MOU with Limpopo
Tourism and Parks
signed.

Marketing @
schools
Educational tours
Organized

MOU with LTP
signed

Signing of MOU
with LTP

MOU with Limpopo
Tourism and Parks
signed but not yet
launched

Awaiting approval
of launch date

Get approval of the
launch date

Achieved

Achieved
Not achieved

Launch of the
partnership with
LTP
Meetings

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

The office has been
branded. The office
opens until Saturday.
Robot Blitz and
schools competition
done

Communication plan

Reason for nonachievement

4 meetings held with
partners and 1 with
the tourism industry

Achieved
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Polokwane tourism
information centre

Approval of
feasibility study
report and
business plan
Approval of the
designs & layout
of the centre

Communication Plan
Polokwane
International
Convention Centre

Commencement
of Construction
Meetings with
project advisory
committee
Complete the
planning phase 4

Communication Plan

Meetings

Marketing of
Polokwane as tourist
destination

Submission of
schedule of
events
Participation in
Polokwane show

Communication Plan

Meetings

Approved

Achieved

Approved in principleamendments need to
be made on the
designs

Not achieved

Awaiting approval
of the designs

Not achieved

Lay-out plans and
designs not yet
approved.

Clearing of site done.
Construction to start
immediately after
approval of designs

Meet the technical team
and finalize the designs
and lay-out plan
Align the centre layout
and design with
municipal buildings and
get approval.

3 Meetings held to
Achieved
discuss progress with
regard to the project
Planning phase of the Achieved
project is 100%
complete except the
work by Quantity
Surveyors and
consultants.
Meetings held with
the project advisory
committee on the
progress of the
project
Schedule of events
Achieved
submitted
Participated in 1
exhibition

Achieved

Held a meeting with

Achieved
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Tourism growth
strategy

Submission of
draft strategy

Approval of
strategy
Communication Plan

Meetings &
workshops

Community tourism
association

Submission of
concept document
Stakeholder
consultation
Formation of the
association

the tourism industry
stakeholders to
discuss the possibility
of linking their
websites with the
municipality website
Draft strategy
submitted and
presented for inputs
and comments.
Finalizing the draft
strategy
2 meetings held to
present and discuss
the progress
Concept document
submitted.

Not Achieved

Inputs and
comments made
to the strategy

Submit the draft strategy
for approval by council.

Finalize the TOR

Get approval of terms of
reference and establish
the association.

Achieved
Achieved

Meetings held with
Not achieved
stakeholders to
resuscitate the
association and come
up with terms of
reference.

Implementation of
programmes
Communication Plan

Meetings

1 Meeting held with
tourism industry
stakeholders to
discuss 2010
accommodation
requirements.

Achieved
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Programme:

Economic Planning & Research

Project

Half-Yearly
target
Approval of the
feasibility study

Progress against
half yearly target
Report submitted to
council for approval

Achievement of
target
Not achieved

Reason for nonachievement
Awaiting approval
by council

Plan for dealing with
deficiency
Get approval by council

Action plan
Approval of the
feasibility study by
council

Report submitted to
council for approval

Not achieved

Awaiting approval
by council

Get approval by council

Draft report of the
study finalized

Achieved

Report submitted to
council for approval

Achieved

Not achieved

Awaiting approval
by council

Get approval by council

Not achieved

Lack of capacity
within the unit

Submit the quarterly
economic report

Feasibility Study:
Regional Trading Hub
Feasibility Study:
Agro-processing

Feasibility Study to
Establish Polokwane
International Coach
Centre

Action plan
Draft report of the
study
Submission of the
final report

Report submitted to
council
Approval of the
study
Performance of Local
Economy and
Investment Trends
Communication Plan

Quarterly
Economic report
Meeting

In the process of
developing the
quarterly report
Workshop meeting
was held with the
service provider for
data software
(Quantec Research)
on data
interpretation.

Achieved
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Meeting held with
Economist at CDM to
align the reporting.
Revised LED Strategy
Communication Plan

Programme:
Project
Hawker permits for
Peter Mokaba
stadium
Communication Plan
2010 Business
opportunities
conference

Submission of
draft Strategy

Draft Strategy
submitted for inputs
and comments
Meeting
Presentation of the
draft strategy done to
the project steering
committee for inputs
and comments.
2010 FIFA World cup
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
half yearly target
Issue permits
Permits issued

Achieved

Meetings

Meetings held with
hawkers regarding
the permits

Achieved

Hosted the
conference in
partnership with TIL.
Funding received
from Department of
Trade and industry.
Adverts and meetings
about the conference
held for the purpose
of marketing and

Achieved

Achievement of
target
Achieved

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Stakeholder
consultations
Report for Council
approval to host
the conference

Communication Plan

Achieved

Source funding for
the conference
Adverts and
meeting

Achieved
Achieved
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2010 Readiness
Programme

Approval of the
programme
Awareness road
show

Capacity building
workshop

Communication Plan

Meetings and
workshops

Volunteer programme

Open portals for
registration for
confederation cup
volunteers &
appoint 5 portal
administrators

publicizing the event.
Coverage by the
media during the
event.
Post event reports on
press
Programme was
approved

Achieved

Presentation made
during the 2010
business
opportunities
conference
Target group workshopped during the
2010 business
opportunity
conference

Achieved

Presentation made
during the 2010
business opportunity
conference and
workshop to
stakeholders
4 portals opened for
FCC & 4 temporary
employees appointed
for 3 months at
various municipal
offices.

Achieved

Needs analysis
submitted.

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Redo needs
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Communication Plan

analysis within the
city as well as
opening
registration for
2009 FCC
Meetings

Internet and
Flyers

2 meetings heldvolunteer framework
workshop with
stakeholders
Flyers were
distributed and advert
placed on the internet
to inform volunteers
about the application
process for the
Confederations cup
in 2009.

Achieved

Achieved

Financial Projections
Project

Half yearly
budget

Itsoseng
Entrepreneurial centre
Cluster specific SMME
incubation

205 000

Cooperatives
development strategy
Car wash co-operative

0

Community initiatives

0

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov
69 000

Dec

Total Half
yearly
expenditure
69 000

0

0
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Urban agriculture

0

Limpopo mall hawkers
centre
Mankweng hospital
taxi rank and hawker
centre
Mankweng hawkers
centre phase 1 & 2
Development of street
vending by-law
Feasibility study on
establishment of
training institute
Technical committee
LED Forum
Project

70 000

Investment promotions
strategy
Business retention and
expansion

0

0
0
50 000

51 270

51 270

225 000

0

5 000

0

Half yearly
budget
270 000

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

156 500

Polokwane tourism
information office
Marketing of
Polokwane as tourist

70 000

Dec

Total
0

5 000

Marketing of
Polokwane as
investment destination
Economic
development summit
Trade missions

Nov

0
25 000

25 000

50 000

0

20 000

0

40 000

2 500

2 500

5 000
0
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destination
Tourism growth
strategy
Community tourism
association

600 000
4 000

198 000

198 00

200

200

SBU: Housing and Building Inspections
Program: Low Cost Housing
Project
Half Yearly Target

Progress to date

Low Cost Housing
-New Project
_Blocked Project
Communication
Plan

1386 submitted for
Seshego proper
812 submitted for rural
Progress made on
communication plan

Communication
Plan

Transfer of show
houses

Processing of all the
application forms,
Urban and Rural
Target of
communication
plan
Sms applicants to
come and complete
housing subsidy
forms and Convene
monthly meeting with
the steering
committee
Submit the report to
DLHG
Obtain council
approval to allocate

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

2800 sms sent to
beneficiaries
Monthly meetings
convened

Achieved

.

Letter requesting the
transfer of units to the
municipality, has been
sent to the DPLGH.
Report to council in

Not achieved

Report to council not
yet approved

Write a follow up
letter to the DLGH
to get feedback on
the letter to transfer
the show houses to
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Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

the units

progress.

Target of
communication
plan
Quarterly meeting
with the current
occupants in the
show houses.

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement of
the plan
Not achieved

Monthly meeting with
the DLGH

Upgrading of
Seshego Hostel

Briefing session with
Housing Portfolio
committee and the
affected Ward
Councilor and current
occupant
Submission of the
beneficiaries
Facilitation of
approval of plans

- beneficiaries
submitted to the
department

Reason for non
achievement

Polokwane
Municipality.
Write a report to
council to get
approval to allocate
the units and
subdivide the
stands.
Plan for dealing
with deficiency
Get approval from
the DPLGH and
council.
Hold briefing
cession with
Housing portfolio
committee and the
affected ward
councilors

Achieved

Preliminary layout plan
has been approved.
Tender advertised and
closed on the 12.12.08.
Project to commence in
the 2009/10 financial
year.
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Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Bendor Ext 100

Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Urban Housing
database

Target of
communication
plan
Sms applicants to
come and complete
housing

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement of
the plan

Monthly meetings held
with appointed
Service providers.
Monthly meetings are
held with LNG

Achieved

Applications collected
by ward clr.s x5 per
ward
77 applications
completed and sent to
DPLGH

Target of
communication
plan
Sms applicants to
come and complete
housing subsidy
forms and Convene
monthly meeting with
the steering
committee.
Call all the
beneficiaries on the
waiting list to provide
us with more
information

Monthly meeting with
appointed Services
Data extraction of
198 beneficiaries
Filling of application
forms

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Not achieved

Some Clr’s have not
collected forms for
their ward.

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Engage the
remaining ward
clr’s to submit the
application forms
for their ward.
Extract
beneficiaries from
the municipal
waiting list.
Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Each ward clr. Was
contacted to collect the
allocated 5 applications
for their ward.
Applicants who
submitted incomplete
forms were called
telephonically.

Not achieved

Call the affected
clr’s to submit the
remaining forms in
their ward.

X5 temporary staff
appointed to update
client’s information on
the data-base. To date
40% of the data has
been updated on the

Not achieved

Ensure that the
remaining
beneficiaries
information is
updated on the
data base.
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Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Rural Housing
database

Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Informal
Settlement Data
base

Target of
communication
plan
Sms/sent
letters/notices at
Municipal
Office/Radio
Announcement to
applicants, to come
and complete
housing subsidy
forms.
Call all the
beneficiaries on the
waiting list to provide
us with more
information
Target of
communication
plan
Sms applicants to
come and complete
housing subsidy
forms and convene
monthly meeting in
the ward.
Call all the
beneficiaries on the
waiting list to provide
us with more
information /survey

system
Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement of
the plan

Continue sending sms
to clients

Achieved

Priority list compiled by
clr’s
Captured on the
system

Achieved

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement of
the plan

Liaise with applicants
to update details on the
system where
additional information
is required.

Achieved

Mohlakaneng complete
Zone 6 complete
Disteneng partially
done
Greenside complete
Rainbow park complete
Data captured to be
upgraded

Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency
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Communication
Plan

Target of
Progress made on
Achievement of
Reason for non
Plan for dealing
communication
communication plan
the plan
achievement
with deficiency
plan
Communication
Sms applicants to
Monthly meetings held Achieved
plan
come and complete
with residents of the
housing subsidy
informal settlement
forms and Convene
monthly meeting with
the community.
Programme: Information Settlement Upgrading and Prevention of Land Invasion
Project
Half Yearly Target
Progress to date
Achieveme Reason for
Plan for dealing with
nt of Target non
Deficiency
achievement
Pietersburg
Monitoring and
Area is being
Achieved
Distenent Sec A & prevention of remonitored on a weekly
B
squatting
basis
Communication
Target of
Progress made on
Achieveme Reason for
Plan for dealing with
Plan
communication
communication plan
nt of the
non
deficiency
plan
plan
achievement
Communication
Monitoring and
Report to Council and
Achieved
plan
prevention of rePortfolio Committee
squatting
Tosca Mashinini
Monitoring and
Area is being
Achieved
prevention of remonitored on a weekly
squatting
basis
Communication
Target of
Progress made on
Achieveme Reason for
Plan for dealing with
Plan
communication
communication plan
nt of the
non
deficiency
plan
plan
achievement
Communication
plan
Disteneng Section
Registration of
Data was collected and Achieved
C and D
residents and survey registered on a
temporary spread
sheet.
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Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Target of
communication
plan
One meeting per
month
One brief meeting
per week

Greenside

Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

Rainbow Park

Relocation of
household to Ext 76
-Appointment of
Security Company
and transportation to
prevent re-squatting
65%
Target of
communication
plan
One meeting per
month
One brief meeting
per week
Obtain Court eviction
order 25%
Relocation of
household to Ext 76
(65%)

Communication

Target of

Progress made on
communication plan
Area is being
monitored.
Boundry lines are
graded to avoid
expansion.
Meetings are being
held with the Clr. and
residents of Disteneng.
Beneficiaries are
relocated to to Ex.76

Achieveme
nt of the
plan
Achieved

Reason for
non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for
non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for

Plan for dealing with

Achieved

Area is being
monitored on a weekly
basis
Progress made on
communication plan
Meeting and briefings
held with the residents

Beneficiaries are
relocated to to Ex.76
Area is being
monitored on a weekly
basis
Progress made on

Achieveme
nt of the
plan
Achieved

Achieved

Achieveme
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Plan
Communication
plan

Seshego Zone 6
Informal
Settlement
Communication
Plan
Communication
plan

communication
plan
One meeting per
month
One brief meeting
per week
Registration of
residents and survey
Target of
communication
plan
One meeting per
month

Lepakeng

Registration of
residents and survey

Communication
Plan

Target of
communication
plan
One meeting per
month

Communication
plan
Mankweng Area
between Unit E
and F

Registration of
residents and survey

Communication
Plan

Target of
communication

communication plan
Meeting and briefings
held with the residents

Survey conducted.
Residents registered.
Data captured on a
spread sheet
Progress made on
communication plan
Briefing session with
the ward councilor and
community
Survey conducted.
Residents registered.
Data captured on a
spread sheet
Progress made on
communication plan
Meetings held with
residents
Mankweng E 30
registered.
Mankweng F180
registered and 87
submitted to DLGH
Progress made on
communication plan

nt of the
plan
Achieved

non
achievement

deficiency

Reason for
non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieveme
nt of the
plan
Achieved

Reason for
non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Not
achieved

Delay from
residents to
who have to
submit forms.

Continue with the completion of
forms.
Arrange meeting with Ward Clr
and committee.

Achieveme
nt of the

Reason for
non

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

Achieveme
nt of the
plan
Achieved
Achieved
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Communication
plan

plan
One meeting per
month

Meetings held with
ward Clr and residents.
Notices sent out to
occupants to complete
forms.

plan
Achieved

achievement

Programme: Business Development
Communication strategy : One quarterly meeting with the DLGH and Service Provider
and Report /briefing session to Housing Portfolio Committee
Project
Half Yearly Target
Progress to date
Achievement Reason for non
of Target
achievement
Housing Chapter
Consolidation of the
Consultant has submitted Achieved
report and verification
the draft report.
of information
Information is being
checked and
consolidated
Communication
Target of
Progress made on
Achievement Reason for non
Plan
communication plan
communication plan
of the plan
achievement
Communication
One quarterly meeting
One quarterly meeting
Achieved
Plan
with the sector forum
held with sector forum
One quarterly meeting
with the DLGH and
Service Provider
Municipal Housing
Accreditation

Consolidation of the
report and submission
of the audit report to
MEC

Application for level one
accreditation was
submitted to the DPLGH.
Application for level one
accreditation has been
approved by the Auditor
General.
Awaiting the MEC of
housing’s to sign and
give approval for level
one accreditation.

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Achieved
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Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Housing Policy

Target of
communication plan
One quarterly meeting
with the sector forum
Submission of draft to
Council

Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan

Target of
communication plan
One quarterly meeting
with the sector forum

Informal Settlement
Management
Strategy
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Policy on Building
Rubbles
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Municipal Social
Housing Policy
Communication
Plan
Communication

One quarterly meeting
with the Sector Forum
and Portfolio
Committee
Work in progress

Progress made on
communication plan
One quarterly meeting
held with sector forum
Draft redone in line with
the new housing code.
Was resubmitted.
Progress made on
communication plan
One quarterly meeting
held with sector forum

Achievement
of the plan
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Achieved
Achievement
of the plan
Achieved

Target of
communication plan

Draft complete and
awaiting approval of the
Housing policy
Progress made on
communication plan

Work in progress

Draft completed

Target of
communication plan

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement
of the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Approval of the policy
by council

Draft complete to be
submitted to council for
approval
Progress made on
communication plan
Meeting held with sector

Not achieved

Still waiting for
comments

Achievement
of the plan.
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Get comments and
submit to council
for approval.
Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Target of
communication plan
Update sector forum on

Achieved
Achievement
of the plan
Achieved
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Plan

the progress of the
policy
Programme : Upgrading Hostel
Project
Half Yearly Target

forum

Seshego Hostel

Approval of the layout
plan Launching of
Local Negotiation
Group LNG

Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Project

Target of
communication plan
Monthly sector meeting

95% are occupants of
the hostel (insitu)
Remaining beneficiaries
will be extracted from the
waiting. Layout plan
already approved. LNG
appointed.
Progress made on
communication plan
Monthly meetings held.

Half Yearly Target

Progress to date

Progress to date

Programme: Enforcement of National Building Regulations
Project
Half Yearly Target
Progress to date
Occupation
Certificate

Approval of
certificates within 28
days
1250

Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan

Target of
communication
plan
Approval of
certificates within 28
days

Middle income – 577 issued
Low cost – 640 issued
Middle income – 655
received.
Low cost – 640 received.
Progress made on
communication plan
Liaise with developers and
owners with regard to the
approval of occupation
certificates.

Achievement
of Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Achievement
of the plan
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Achievement
of Target

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Achievement
of Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Achievement
of the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Achieved

1250
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Communication
Plan
Building
Inspections
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Approval of
Building Plans
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan
Compliance
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan

Target of
communication
plan
Conduct inspection
within days
1250
Target of
communication
plan
Issue notices for
compliance
Approval of building
plans within 28 days
1250
Target of
communication
plan
Issue notices for
compliance
Target of
communication
plan
Issue notices for non
compliance
15
Target of
communication
plan
Issue notices for
compliance

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement
of the plan

Building Inspection (Middle
income and high income) –
1080 conducted
Low cost –1717 conducted
Progress made on
communication plan

Achieved

Ensure that all buildings
comply in terms of the
Buildings Regulation Act.
648 submitted plans

Achieved

591 approved plans
Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement
of the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Reason for non
achievement

Achieved
Achievement
of the plan

Ensure that all buildings
comply in terms of the
Buildings Regulation Act
Progress made on
communication plan

Achieved
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Achieved

Progress made on
communication plan

Achievement
of the plan

Liaise with developers and
owners with regard to
compliance in terms of the
Building regulations act.

Achieved

Achievement
of the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Reason for non
achievement

Reason for non
achievement
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Programme: UDZ
Project
Compliance with
SARS Act
Communication
Plan
Communication
Plan

Half Yearly Target

Progress to date

Quarterly report

Quarterly report compiled
and submitted
Progress made on
communication plan

Target of
communication
plan
Quarterly report to
Council

Report sent to council

Achievement
of Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Achievement
of the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency

Achieved

SBU: Spatial Planning and Land Use Management
Programme
Project
Layout Plan: rezoning, Subdivision
and Consolidation of R293
Township
Communication Plan

Township establishment SDA 1
Communication Plan

Half Yearly
Target
Compilation and
Finalization of
TOR
Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting through
ward Councilor
with affected
community on the
nature of the
problem
Compilation and
Finalization of
TOR
Target of

Progress to
date
Awaiting
appointment of
Service Provider
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Meeting held
and the nature
of the problem
was outlined

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Awaiting
appointment of
Service Provider
Progress made

Achieved
Reason for non

Plan for dealing with

Achieved

Achievement of
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Communication
Plan

Neighborhood development Grant
Communication Plan

Meeting through
ward Councilor
with affected
community on the
nature of the
problem
Drafting of TOR
Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting through
ward councilors
with affected
communities to
explain the nature
of the project

Roll Over Capital Projects
Township Establishment:
Additional rights to convention
center
Communication Plan

Township establishment
Polokwane x 79
Communication Plan

Proclamation of
the Township
Target of
Communication
Plan
Submission and
approval of S.G
Target of
Communication
Plan

on
the plan
communication
plan
Meeting held
Achieved
and the nature
of the problem
was outlined

achievement

deficiency

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Service provider
appointed
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Meeting not
arranged

Achieved

Not Achieved

Service provider
appointed late

Speed up the process
of arranging the
meeting with affected
communities

Lodgment done
with Deeds
Office
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Approved

Not Achieved

Layout returned

Layout to be resubmitted

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
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Township Establishment
Polokwane x 78
Communication Plan

Township establishment
Pietersburg x 46
Communication Plan

Expropriation
procedures in
progress
Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting with
affected property
owners on the
intention of the
Municipality and
the nature of the
problem
Proclamation

Target of
Communication
Plan
Advertisement of
proclamation on
Gov. Gazette

Township / rezoning and
subdivision / establishment Unit F/
Seshego / Mohlakaneng
Communication Plan

In progress

Not achieved

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
Meeting
Achieved

To appoint new
Service Provider

Not Achieved

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
No
Not Achieved
advertisement
was done

Proclamation

S. G diagrams
approved

Target of
Communication
Plan

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
Advertisement
Not Achieved
of proclamation

Advertisement of
proclamation on

Lodgment for
expropriation with
High Court
Reason for non
achievement

Set a date for the high
court

Service provider
not delivering

Terminate
appointment and
appoint new service
provider
Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Service provider
not delivering

Terminate
appointment and
appoint new services
provider

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved

S.G diagrams we Make follow up with
recently approved the appointed Land
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Gov. Gazette

on Gov. Gazette
not done

Township establishment
Polokwane x 72
Communication Plan

Submission of
Application SG
Target of
Communication
Plan

Achieved

Township establishment
Polokwane x 73

Proclamation

Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan

Lodgment with
Deeds Office
Progress made
on
communication
plan
In a process of
opening a
Township
Register
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Proclamation
registered
LUM has
approved the
application
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Application
advertised

Achieved

S.G diagrams
Approval
Progress made

Achieved

Rezoning, Subdivision and
Consolidation of Erf 2075
Annadale
Communication Plan

Rezoning Subdivision
consolidation Erf Seshego G
Communication Plan

Advertisement of
proclamation on
Govt Gazette
Submission of
application to
LUM
Target of
Communication
Plan
Advertisement of
the Rezoning
application in
local papers
Proclamation
Target of

surveyor so that the
Proclamation be done
and be advertised in
the Gov. Gazette
Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non

Plan for dealing with

Achieved

Achievement of
the plan
Achieved

Achievement of
the plan
Achieved

Achievement of
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Communication
Plan
Advertisement of
proclamation on
Govt Gazette
Operating Budget
Illegal Land Use

Communication Plan

Feasibility Study : Business :
South of Marshall street

Issuing of Second
notices to illegal
land users

Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting with the
stakeholders
outlining the
intensity of the
problem and all
compliance
aspects
Adoption of the
study

on
the plan
communication
plan
Advertisement
Not Achieved
of proclamation
on Gov. Gazette
not done

achievement

Second notice
were issued to
half of the illegal
land users

Too many illegal
land uses with
shortage of staff.

Not Achieved

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
Meeting held
Achieved
with
stakeholders

Study was
adopted by

deficiency

S.G diagrams we Make follow up with
recently approved the Service Provider
to proclaim

Communication
breakdown
between legal
division of the
municipality and
appointed
attorneys with
regard to
Payments of
attorneys
Reason for non
achievement

Write a report to
Council to request
that illegal land use
handling be
outsourced to a
consortium of Town
Planning and Law
Firm.

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved
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Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan
Advertisement

Feasibility study on life style Estate Terms of
& Eco Village
reference,
appointment of
Service providers
and signing of
Service Level
agreement
Communication Plan
Target of
Communication
Plan

Town Planning Scheme Zoning:
Polokwane Perkusbuilt

Communication Plan

Meeting with
community and
affected
professionals to
lay out points of
departure and
status quo
Approval by
Council

Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting with

Council
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Advertisement
was done
Draft Report
was submitted,
public
participation to
be conducted at
the beginning of
February
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Meeting not
held

Approved by
Council and
LUN,
promulgation in
progress
Progress made
on
communication
plan
Meeting held

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Not Achieved

Meeting was
planned for
February

Speed up the process
of arranging the
meeting with affected
the professionals and
the community

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved
Achieved

Achieved

Achievement of
the plan
Achieved
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Framework Plan for SDA 2

Communication Plan

affected parties
for final inputs to
the scheme
Appointment of
Service provider

Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting through
ward councilor
outlining the
objective of the
study and status
quo

Tender was
advertised and
opened
Pending
evaluation and
appointment

Not Achieved

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
Meeting not
Not achieved
held

Development of Spatial
Development Framework

Appointment of
Service Provider

Tender was
advertised and
opened
Pending
evaluation and
appointment

Not Achieved

Communication Plan

Target of
Communication

Progress made
on

Achievement of
the plan

Bid evaluation
committee failed
to convene &
make
recommendation
s to Adjudication
committee to
appoint service
providers
Reason for non
achievement

Make follow up with
Procurement section
to urge the evaluation
committee to make
recommendations

Bid evaluation
committee failed
to convene &
make
recommendation
s to Adjudication
committee to
appoint service
providers
Bid evaluation
committee failed
to convene &
make
recommendation
s to Adjudication
committee to
appoint service
providers
Reason for non
achievement

Make follow up with
Procurement section
to urge the evaluation
committee to make
recommendations

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Make follow up with
Procurement section
to urge the evaluation
committee to make
recommendations

Plan for dealing with
deficiency
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Plan
Meeting through
ward councilor
outlining the
objective of the
study a d status
quo

Programme
Land Acquisition

Communication Plan

Compilation of policy on
immovable assets
Communication Plan

communication
plan
Meeting not
Not achieved
held

Property Management Projects
Appointment of
Submitted
valuers
Memo to the
Mayor and
Municipal for
approval of
acquisition of
land in PDA 3
Target of
Progress made
Communication on
Plan
communication
plan
Public
Report
Participation
submitted
Target of
Communication
Plan
Advertisement of
public
participation in
local papers to
outline status quo

Bid evaluation
committee failed
to convene &
make
recommendation
s to Adjudication
committee to
appoint service
providers

Make follow up with
Procurement section
to urge the evaluation
committee to make
recommendations

Not achieved

Awaiting for the
approval

Resubmit Memo

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Not Achieved

Awaiting for
approval by
Council
Reason for non
achievement

Approval by Council

Policy not yet
approved

Approval should be
granted by Council
and thereafter notices
of public participation
be advertised in the

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
No
Not Achieved
advertisement
was done

Plan for dealing with
deficiency
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local newspaper
Transfer of R293 properties to
Polokwane municipality
Communication Plan

Programme: Roll Over Project
2010 Transport Operational Plan

Communication Plan

Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

Appointment of
Conveyancers

Filling of PLD
Forms in
progress
Target of
Progress made
Communication on
Plan
communication
plan
Transport Planning
Finalization of
Final TOP
Travel estimates
completed
and modes
assignments for
SWC 2010 and
submission of OP
to DOT
Target of
Progress made
Communication on
Plan
communication
plan
Meeting with
Meeting held
consultants on
with consultants
stadium precinct
Status quo
ITS Plan and
analysis
Strategy
completed.

Not Achieved

Project to be
done in-house

Achievement of
the plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Delay in the
appointment of
the service
provider

Fast tracking of the
procurement of
hardware to be
streamlined

Achieved

Achievement of
the plan
Achieved
Not achieved

Consultants
appointed in
November 2008
to implement
the plan and
design the ITS
infrastructure
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Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan
Meeting with
community
members

2008/2009 PROJECTS
72010 Transport operational and
management plans

Draft transport
plans in terms of
quarter 2

Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan

Operational Plan for BRT

Initial refinement
of the scoping
report in terms of
travel demands

Traffic counts
underway and
traffic signal
timing plans
underway
Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
No meeting was Not Achieved
arranged

Draft
Achieved
operational and
management
plans completed
and submitted
to the National
Department of
Transport
Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
Consultants
appointed in
November
2008.

Not achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Delay in the
appointment of
the service
provider

Fast tracking of the
procurement of
hardware to be
streamlined

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Delay in the
appointment of
the service
provider

The project is a six
month project and
would be completed
in June 2009

Work would
commence in
January 2009
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Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan

Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

Status quo
analysis

Progress made Achievement of
on
the plan
communication
plan
ITS Plan and
Not achieved
Strategy
completed.

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Delay in the
appointment of
the service
provider

Fast tracking of the
procurement of
hardware to be
streamlined

Consultants
appointed in
November 2008
to implement
the plan and
design the ITS
infrastructure
Traffic counts
underway and
traffic signal
timing plans
underway
Financial Projection
Programme
Project
Layout Plan: rezoning, Subdivision
and Consolidation of R293
Township
Township establishment SDA 1
Neighbourhood development
Grant

Half Yearly
Target
To spend in the
next quarter

Progress to
date

Achievement of
Target

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency

To spend in the
next quarter
To spend in the
next quarter
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Roll Over Capital Projects
Township Establishment:
Additional rights to convention
center
Township establishment
Polokwane x 79
Township Establishment
Polokwane x 78

R250 000

R250 000
paid

Achieved

R283 000

R282.763.32
paid
Not paid

Achieved

R750 000

Township establishment
Pietersburg x 46
Township / rezoning and
subdivision / establishment Unit F/
Seshego / Mohlakaneng
Township establishment
Polokwane x 72
Township establishment
Polokwane x 73

To spend in the
next quarter
R564 380

Rezoning, Subdivision and
Consolidation of Erf 2075
Annadale
Rezoning Subdivision
consolidation Erf Seshego G
Operating Budget
Feasibility Study : Business :
South of Marshall street
Feasibility study on life style Estate
& Eco Village
Town Planning Scheme Zoning:
Polokwane Perskebult
Framework Plan for SDA 2

R180 000

Not Achieved

R145.273.89
Paid
Achieved

R53 000

100%
Expenditure
Not paid

R19 039

Not Paid

Not Achieved

R141 930

R141 930.00
Paid

Achieved

R102 600

100%
Expenditure

Achieved

R 310 211.10
Paid

Achieved

To spend in the
next quarter
R70 640 ,10

Not Achieved

Expropriation
procedures still
progress

Finalize the
expropriation
procedures

Delays with S.G
approval

Last payment will be
done after
proclamation

Waiting the
Service Provider
to submit an
invoice
Delays with S G
approvals

Make follow up with
the Service Provider
so that He submit
Make follow up with
Service Provider
Last payment will be
done after
proclamation

To spend in the
next quarter
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Development of Spatial
Development Framework
Programme,
Land Acquisition
Compilation of policy on
immovable assets
Transfer of R293 properties to
Polokwane municipality
PROGRAMME:TRANSPORT
PLANNING ROLL OVER
PROJECT
2010 Transport Operational Plan

To spend in the
next quarter
Property Management Projects

Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

R650 000

2008/2009 Projects
2010 Transport operational and
management plans

R2.4 million

Operational Plan for BRT

Intelligent Transport System (ITS)

Not Spending

To send in the
last quarter
Project is done
in-house

Not spending

R1.65 million

100%
expenditure
100%
expenditure

Achieved

R1.8 million
invoice
submitted to
Finance for
payment
expenditure

Not achieved

Consultants not
submitted
invoices for
payment

R 800 000

Not achieved

Delay in the
appointment of
the service
provider

R2 million

Not achieved

Delay in the

Achieved
Engage with service
providers to submit
invoices for work
done in the project.
The remaining
amount would be paid
in two invoices in
February and June
2009 to the amount of
R4.3 Million
The project is a six
month project and
would be completed
in June 2009.
Expenditure will be
incurred in the next
five month of the
project
Fast tracking of the
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appointment of
the service
provider

procurement of
hardware to be
streamlined. This
would assist in
spending pattern of
the project

Directorate: Technical Services
SBU: Administration and Maintenance
Program: Provision of new facilities in clusters
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Civic centre
Tender
Design lay-outs
alterations (All
documentation
completed
projects related
and
to the civic
advertisement
centre)
Appointment of a Consultation with
Upgrade
contractor and
the Unions
Municipal Hostel
site handover
completed
1 Ton LDV
Bid evaluation
Project approval
(Maintenance
and adjudication
report submitted to
team)
Secretariat
Renovation of
Bid evaluation
Technical
Offices (Fire
and adjudication
documentation
Brigade)
done
Nursery
Tender
Technical
Relocation &
documentation
documentation

Achievement of
Target
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
Consultation with
staff delayed the
project

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Not achieved

Consultation with
the Unions delayed
the project
Project approval
report submitted
and never served
Appointment of a
Consultant took
long
Appointment of a
Consultant took

Speedy up the appointment of a
contractor

Not achieved
Not achieved
Not achieved

Speedy up consultation with staff

Ensure that the project approval
report serves
Finalize tender documents and
advertise
Finalize tender documents and
advertise
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development
phase 3
2010 Public
toilets
Renovation of
offices (Housing)
Mankweng
Hawkers center
Phase 3
Itsoseng
Entrepreneurial
Center phase 4
African Market

and
advertisement
Tender
documentation
and
advertisement
Bid evaluation
and adjudication
Tender
documentation
and
advertisement
Tender
documentation
and
advertisement
Bid evaluation
and adjudication

Mankweng Taxi
rank & Hawkers
center

Tender
documentation
and
advertisement
Ladanna
Tender
Transfer Station documentation
and
advertisement
Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Inform
stakeholders
about the project

Arrange Project
steering
Committee

done

long

Project approval
submitted by
Environment SBU

Not achieved

Project approval
referred back for
further clarification

Liaise with

Project put on hold

N/a

N/a

N/a

Technical
documentation
done

Not achieved

Appointment of a
Consultant took
long

Finalize tender documents and
advertise

Technical
documentation
done

Not achieved

Appointment of a
Consultant took
long

Finalize tender documents and
advertise

Technical
documentation
done

Not achieved

Designs revised
several times

Advertise bids and appoint a
Contractor

Technical
documentation
done

Not achieved

Appointment of a
Consultant took
long

Finalize tender documents and
advertise

Technical
documentation
done

Not achieved

Appointment of a
Consultant took
long

Finalize tender documents and
advertise

Progress
Made
on
Communication
Plan
Documentation for
projects started

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Not achieved

Start implementing projects and
involve Stakeholders through PPU

Projects not yet
started
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from inception
up until
completion
through PPU

meeting through
PPU

Programme
Project:

November
Target

Progress Against
November Target

Guesthouse

Project to be
practically
completed

Civic centre
alterations
phase 3
Cluster Offices
Fencing

Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed

Project still on hold Not achieved
as
discussions
with the Contractor
were taking place
Project completed Achieved

Public toilets
refurbishment
Barrier free
access/
Mayors Parlour
Tshebela Taxi
Rank
Partitioning of
counter
cubicals
(Licenses)

Achievement of Target

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Bids advertised for Not achieved
the second time

Reason for Non Achievement

Could not get suitable contractor on
the first advert
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Mankweng fire
station &
offices
Nursery
Relocation &
Development
Transfer
stations in
Seshego ,
Mankweng
Transfer
Station
Seshego Dam
ablution
facilities
Ngoako
Ramathlodi
indoor sport
complex
Ngoako
Ramathlodi
sports complex
swimming pool
Renovations of
Jack Botes
Hall Phase 3
Ngoako
Ramathlodi
sports complex
change rooms
Mankweng
Library
Planning &
Construction

Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Site hand over
and built super
structure
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Floors
prepared Not achieved
and
equipment
delivered on site

Uneven floor and additional items
delayed the project

Project to be
practically
completed

Contract
Not achieved
terminated project
is 90% completed

Contractor was incompetent and had
to be terminated

Site handover &
establishment

Project is
completed

80% Achieved

Project to be
practically
completed

Project is
complete

98% Not achieved

Project to be
practically
completed

Bids advertised for Not achieved
the second time

Bids advertised for Not achieved
the second time

Could not get suitable contractor on
the first advert.

Not achieved
Project completed

Achieved

Electrical connection outstanding and
project is on practical completion
Contract terminated due to non
performance of the Contractor
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Mankweng
library parking
and fencing
Burglar
proofing
Mankweng
library
Itsoseng
Entrepreneurial
Centre phase 4
Mankweng
Hawkers
centre phase 2
Hawkers
Cooking
facilities A159
Limpopo Mall
African Market
Mankweng
Taxi Rank &
hawkers
facilities

Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed

Project completed

Achieved

Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed
Project to be
practically
completed

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Project completed

Achieved

Payment of
documentation
and master plan
Project to be
practically
completed

Consultant paid for Achieved
master plan

Bids advertised for Not achieved
the second time

Project completed

Could not get suitable contractor on
the first advert.

Achieved

SBU: Mechanical Workshop
Program: Free Basic Services
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Purchase of
To be completed
vehicles, Plants
by March 2009

Progress Against
Target
Bidders have been
invited. The bid

Achievement of
Target
Not yet achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
In process

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Follow up
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and machinery

Services of
vehicles, plants
and machinery
COF

205

closed on the 07
August 2008.
Waiting for awards
from the bid
evaluation
committee
119

55

34

68%

Branding

All vehicles

Done

All

Capital Budget

100%

40%

1 X Sedan for
Workshop

To be completed
by March 2009

Project obtained
approval on 07
August 2008.

1X Compressor

To be completed
by March 2009

Project approval
obtained 07
August 2008.

1 x Plasma
Cutter

To be completed
by March 2009

Awaiting project
approval

1 X CO2 Welder

To be completed
by March 2009

Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan

65%

Orders and spares

Vehicles availability Follow up

Bid advertised
and closed
30/10/2008 and
tender awarded
to BB Auto
To be readvertised

Follow up

Waiting for
adjudication results

Follow up

All tenders did not
compile with bid
documents and
specifications
Waiting for
purchase order
form stores

Compiling tender specification to be
re-advertised

Bid advertised
and closed
30/10/2008
Project completed Equipment
purchased and
in use by
Workshop
Progress
Made Achievement of Reason for Non
on
Communication Achievement
Communication
Plan
Plan

Follow up

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
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Communicate
project to
stakeholders

Monthly report,
Quarterly report,
e-mail and
meeting.

Submission
of
monthly
&
quarterly reports,
e-mails
and
holding meetings

Managed to hold
daily, monthly
meetings, and
circulate e-mails,
monthly and
quarterly reports
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Project:
3 x Sedan
Vehicles for Traffic

November
Target
Completion of
the project

4 x Water tanker
trailers

Completion of
the project

100%

3X Motor vehicle
equipment

Completion of
the project

100%

1x LDV

Completion of
the project

5%

1xTrailer

Completion of
the project

100%

1xTrailer

Completion of
the project

100%

1xTrailer

Completion of
the project

100%

1 X Refuse
Compactors for
Waste
1 x Roll on roll
Vehicle for skips Waste SBU
Grabs for Waste

Progress Against
November Target
100%

Achievement of Target
Project complete.

Reason for Non
Achievement
Cars delivered and
registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and
registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and
registered.

Not yet completed

Tender awarded to
BB Auto.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and
registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and
registered.

Project complete.

Cars delivered and
registered.

Completion of
the project

15%

Waiting for project approval
And Additional funding.

Project is behind
schedule.

Completion of
the project

100%

Project complete

Cars delivered and
registered.

Completion of
the project

100%

Project complete

Cars delivered and
registered.

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

SBU: Electrical Services
Programme

Adequate electricity to supply in growth and demand for electricity.
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Project
CBD New
Developments

Quarter Two
Target
Wait for material
delivery.

Progress against Targets

Achievement of Target

Wait for material delivery. To start
Jan 2009

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Delivery of material in time

Commence with
excavation work.
Install SCADA in
66 kV circuit
breakers
Service
connections
Seshego
Zone 5 and 8
4/5Electrification
of low income
houses
X44
X71
Zone 5
Project
Sterpark
Expand 11 kV
system
Koppies-fontein
Development
(Bendor sub)
Relays on 66 kV

R200 000
Material delivery
and installation.
Invite bidders,
adjudication and
bid acceptance
process. Appoint
service provider.
Wait for material
delivery.
Commence with
erection of HT and
LT systems.
R800 000

Service Provider appointed and
material ordered.

On schedule. Expected
completion Febr ‘09

Project 60 % complete.

Ahead of schedule

Contractors busy with construction
work.

X44 – 20 % complete.
Most of the poles planted
X71, 73, 75 – 40 %
complete
Zone 5 – To start Jan ‘09

Quarter Two Target

Progress against Targets

Achievement of Target

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Excavation done in sold,
hard rock.

Project phased to fourth
quarter

Excavation work 30 %
complete

Ahead of schedule

Install cable.

Cable installation complete –
Wait for delivery of 11 kV
circuit breaker

Ahead of schedule

-

Bid invitation. Bids close on

Project delayed during bid

Avoiding delays during

R500 000
Wait for material delivery.
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– Fibre optic
Iota 66/11 kV
substation
completion
Upgrading 11 kV
system – Bo
dorp
Replace 11 kV
Switchgear –
Sigma sub
Seshego
1 500 000
Service
connections to
indigent households
Annadale HV
Replace XLPE
cable
Project

15 Dec. ‘08
Proceed
R8,5 m
Waiting for material delivery.
R0
Place order for switchgear.
Switchgear manufacturing.

invitation process. Bid
documents submitted 16
October 2008 already.
Substation commissioned on
23 March ’09 ahead of
schedule
Project completion delayed
by non-availability of material
(ring main unit switch gear)
Bid documents submitted on
16 October 2008 already for
advertisement – delayed.

bidding process

Late delivery of material
delays project (Ready
boards not acquired).

Behind schedule

Project complete

Ahead of SDBIP schedule

If material is not delivered in
time, it will become a
challenge to complete
project in time.
-

Three year contract
complete.
Cable installed.
Bids to close 15 Dec 2008

Stock item levels not
maintained.
Challenge to complete
project with long lead items
before end of financial year.

R0
Annual contractors execute
project.
R0
Material delivery
R0
Quarter Two Target

Progress against Targets

Achievement of Target

Refurbishment of
Seshego LT
system

Material delivery.
Refurbish old system
R0

Waiting for material acquisition

Non availability of material
is starting to delay project.

Refurbish Laboria
and Futura 11 kV
systems
Expansion of 11
kV supply to
Koppiesfontein

Material delivery

Scheduled to start Jan 2009

Material to be purchased
meanwhile

Install cable

Project complete

Ahead of SDBIP schedule

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
It has become a challenge to
complete project in time.
Community members to
benefit from connections are
becoming agitated.
-

R200 000
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(Cycad)
Fauna and Flora
11 kV Refurbish
Annadale LV
system
Voortrekker Park
Distribution Area
Refurbish Sterpark
LV system
Penina Park –
replace XLPE
cables
Fire Walls for 66
kV transformers
Capricorn/Hospital
Distribution Area
Project

Wait for material delivery.
Commence project.
R450 000
Material delivery

Project 95 % complete

Project ahead of SDBIP
schedule

-

Project 75 % complete

Far ahead of schedule

-

Project progressed 15 %

Ahead of schedule

-

To commence work on project
January 2009

On schedule in terms of
SDBIP

-

Excavation for cables.
R250 000

Project 95 % complete

Far beyond SDBIP
schedule

-

Evaluate and appoint
consultant
Material delivery

Bids close 15 Dec 2008

On schedule

-

Project progress 15 %

On schedule

-

R200 000
Waiting for material
delivery
R300 000
Material delivery

Quarter Two Target

Buite Street feeder
cable (Urban
renewal) Dahl str
Nirvana X3 – LT
system

Wait for material delivery

Second Eskom
Supply (66 kV line)

Negotiate with Eskom
the take over of right of
way
Invite bids and appoint

Second Eskom

R300 000
Waiting for material.
Start excavating

Progress against Targets

Achievement of Target

Scheduled to start Jan 2009

On schedule in terms of
SDBIP

Project will not commence until
houses are being built (to
avoid cable theft)
Bid to appoint land surveyor
delayed since 16 Oct ’08, but
will close 15 Dec ‘09
Consultant busy with design

Houses are not being built
yet – no start with electrical
project
Appointment of land
surveyor delay by almost 2
months
Slightly behind schedule

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Huge challenge for Eskom
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Supply

contractor.

work and preparation of Bid
documents

Replace fibre glass
kiosk covers and
transformers
Electrification low
income houses in
Eskom area.

Material delivery.
Commence construction
work.
Planning and design
approval of designs by
Eskom

Waiting on supply of meter
boxes from stores.

Falling behind schedule
now

Villages to be electrified
identified and agreed with
community.
Consultants appointed and
busy with design work and
Eskom approval of designs.
Scheduled to commence Jan
‘09
Consultants appointed. Busy
with design work.

On schedule in terms of
SDBIP

Mayoral Committee to approve
project on 4 November 2009

Slightly behind schedule

R800 000
Upgrade lower CBD
system
Electrification – DME
(NERSA) Funded
Ladies ablution
facilities (workshop)
Project
Eskom check
meters
Tourism centre –
service
connection
Contingency
capital expenses
Upgrade Beta
sub for 2010
Cable supply –
Beta to 2010

Material acquisition
Consultants do planning
and design – Eskom
approval of designs
Invite bids and appoint
contractor
Quarter Two Target

Material manufacturing
Cable delivery
R750 000
Do upgrading where
required.
Material delivery and civil
work
R0
Invite bid to appoint building
contractor switchgear

to secure a site for Bakone
substation (land owner
wants exorbitant price for
land)
Challenge – material
supply on time

SDBIP schedule
On schedule

Progress against Targets

Achievement of Target

Project approval 4
November 2008
Project cancelled

On schedule

Upgrade/expand system
where it needs strengthening
Civil work about 20 %
complete. Total project ± 5
% progress
Cables will be installed
before end Dec ’08. Bids

On schedule

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

-

On schedule. No
intervention required
On schedule
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Stadium

delivery
R1 m

Stadium precinct
(2010)

Planning and design
R300 000

Upgrade LV
systems in
stadium vicinity

Material acquisition.
Construction work
commences

Upgrade field
lighting – Peter
Mokaba (existing
stadium)
Streetlights –
New main
arteries to
stadium
Street lights –
existing main
arteries to
stadium
Project
Generator sets
for main stadium

Project

R400 000
Service Provider design
lighting system and deliver
luminaries
R100 000
Designing of street light
system
Material delivery and
construction commences

are out for appointment of
contractor to erect
distribution station building.
Mayoral committees to
approve project (delayed by
appointment of stadium
precinct 2010 master
planning)
Mayoral committee to
approve project on 4 Dec ‘08

On schedule

Slightly behind on schedule

Bid documents submitted on
16 Oct ’08 for
advertisements to invite bids
– To be advertised during
Jan ‘09
Mayoral Committee to
approve projects on 4 Dec
‘08

Project delayed

Mayoral Committee to
approve projects on 4 Dec
‘08

Expected completion June
‘09

Quarter Two Target

Progress against Targets

Bid docs appoint service
provider

In terms of new DME policy,
standby generators funded
by DME, will be hired for
2010 event in stead of
purchasing.

Quarter Two Target

No intervention required

Expected completion June
‘09

Achievement of Target
Funds to be utilized on other
projects during Adjustment
Budget

Progress against Targets

Achievement of

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
-

Plan for Dealing with
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Target
Feeder Cable to
Seshego Zone 8
substation
Electrify low income
houses

Deficiency

Complete

Project completed

-

Complete project

Project scheduled for
completion Febr ‘09

On schedule

Contractors on site

Expected completion
Dec ’08 to April ‘09

Switch gear delivery March
‘09
System can not be
installed until houses are
built (to avoid theft)
Project scheduled for
completion Febr ‘09

On schedule

Contractor on site
progressing well

On target

R1 589 700
(Blood River)
Electrify low income
houses (Eskom area)
Sigma sub – replace
switchgear
Nirvana X3 – 108
erven
Electrify houses –
Blood River
(Letsokoane)
Upgrade Beta Sub
(2010)
Project
Second Eskom
supply
High mast lights
(2)

Material delivery and
construction
R3 000 000
Switchgear in manufacturing
Waiting for material. Start
excavating
Project completion
R2 000 000
Material manufacturing : Civil
works
Quarter Two Target

Progress against Targets

Complete

Multi year project

Progress pending
the legal settlement

Bids being invited

On schedule

Achievement of
Target
On schedule

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

To complete ±
March ‘09

SBU: Roads and Storm water
Program.
Projects

Widening of Street and Upgrading of Intersections
Half Yearly Targets Progress Against
Achievement of

Reason for Non

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
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Upgrading of
Polokwane Roads
(Ext 29)
Upgrading of
intersections

Communication
Plan

Implementation
phase at 100%
Planning and
design to be
implemented
subject to PHA
Phase 2
Target of
Communication

Target
Implementation
100%.Road
opened to traffic.

Target
Target achieved

Achievement

Target achieved

Progress Against
Target

Liaise with PHA

Progress made
on
Communication
Plan
Documentation
for other project
is on progress

Achievement of
Communication

Plan dealing with deficiency

Other projects not
yet started

Liaise with PHA

Progress Against
Target
Detail planning
100%

Achievement of
Target
Target achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
Awaiting Project
Approval

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Communicate with
relevant
stakeholders about
projects from
inception up untill
comissioning
through Councilors
and PPU

Target of 80%
planned

Progress is at 40%

Program
Projects

Tarring of Street
Half Yearly Target

Widening of street in
town: Bok street
from T. Mbeki to
Devenish street
Tarring of street
Mankweng Unit D

Planning 100%.
Implementation
30%
Planning 100%.
Implementation
30%

Detail planning
100%

Target achieved

Tarring of street in

Planning 100%.

Detail planning

Not achieved

Project & detail designs approved.
To be advertised in January,
invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor.
Project & detail design approved.
To be advertised in January,
invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor.
Project & detail design approved.
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Seshego Zone 5.
Ext of Helen Joseph
and internal
Tarring of street in
Westernburg Ext 3:
Ben Harris Ext and
Internal.
Tarring of street in
Sebayeng

Communication
Plan
Communicate with
relevant
stakeholders about
projects from
inception up until
commissioning
through Councilors
and PPU
Program
Project
Construction of
Roads SDA1/
Seshego Cluster
Ward 17, Polokwane
Ext 71 & 76 Access
Plan & Implmt of
arterial roads

Implementation
30%

100%

Planning 100%.
Implementation
30%

Detail planning
100%

Not achieved

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation
appointment of
contractor and
implementation
Target of
Communication
Plan
Arrange PSC
meeting through
PPU

Preliminary
planning 75%

Not achieved

Progress made on
Communication

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Not achieved
Projects still on
Planning and
Design

On progress

Upgrading of Roads and Street to Tar
Half Yearly Target Progress Against
Target
Planning 100%.
Detail planning
Bid invitation,
97%. Finalizing
appointment of
revised detail
contractor,
design
implementation
30%
Planning 100%.
Revise detail design
Bid invitation
standards and

Achievement
of Target
Not achieved

Not achieved

Tobe advertised in January,
invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor.
Project & detail designs approved.
To be advertised in January,
invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor.
To finalize priority street list where
after design will start. Busy with
public participation.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of dealing with deficiency
Start implementing projects and
engage with relevant stakeholders

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Subject to project approval &
specification committee.

Project & detail designs
approved. To be advertised in
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Mankweng: R81 to
Makotopong, R71 to
Mothiba
Plan & Implmt of
arterial roads:
Molepo/
Maja/Choene Ward
25,26,27 (Ga Thoka
to Paledi)
Plan & Implmt of
arterial roads:
Moletjie Ward 23
Blood river to
Matlala
Plan & Implmt of
arterial roads:
Moletjie Ward 16
Mokgokong
Plan & Implmt of
arterial roads:
Mankweng Ward 27
Mamphaka Komaneng
Communication
Plan
Communicate with
relevant
stakeholders about
projects from

appointment of
contractor
implementation
30%
Planning 100%.Bid
invitation
appointment of
contractor
implementation
30%
Planning 100%.Bid
invitation
appointment of
contractor
implementation
30%
Planning 100%.Bid
invitation
appointment of
contractor
implementation
30%
Planning 100%.Bid
invitation
appointment of
contractor
implementation
30%
Target of
Communication
Plan
Arrange PSC
meeting through
PPU

project estimations.
Finalizing detail
designs 100%

January, invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor.

Revise detail design
standards and
project estimations.
Finalizing detail
designs 100%

Not achieved

Project & detail designs
approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor

Revise detail design
standards and
project estimations.
Finalizing detail
designs 100%

Not achieved

Project & detail designs
approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor

Revise detail design
standards and
project estimations.
Finalizing detail
designs 100%

Not achieved

Project & detail designs
approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor

Revise detail design
standards and
project estimations.
Finalizing detail
designs 100%

Not achieved

Project & detail designs
approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and
appointment of contractor

Progress Against
Target

Achievement
of Target

Reason for non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with deficiency

On progress

Not achieved

Projects still on
Adjudication stage

Start implementing projects and
engage with relevant
stakeholders
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inception up untill
comissioning
through Councilors
and PPU
Program
Projects
EPWP (Moletjie) GaSemenya –Makibelo
–Ga HlahlaMatikiring

Program
Project
Provision and
Upgrading of storm
water infrastructure
all clusters
Upgrading of storm
water Mankweng

Roads and Storm
Water master plan

Expanded Public Work Program ( LIC of Rural Roads)
Half Yearly Target Progress Against
Achievement
Target
of Target
Planning 100%.Bid Detail planning
Project
invitation
completed. Learner approved. To
appointment of
ship contractors
be submitted to
contractor
complete tender
specification
implementation
pricing mentor
committee.
30%
appointed.
Contractors to
be appointed to
start
construction
Provision of Storm Water infrastructure
Half Yearly Target Progress Against
Target
Feedback from
Progress at 82%
master planplanning phase
85%
Planning phase
Progress at 100%,
100%.
construction of
Implementation
channel & pipe
100%
system 100%
complete.
Data collection
Data collection
completed.
complete, compiling
Finalization of
of report in process
report
– 82%

Achievement
of Target
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
N/A

Reason for Non
Achievement
Subject to master
plan

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Speed up the activity.

Plan dealing with Deficiency
Speed up finalization of report.
Projects need to prioritize for
implementation.

Storm water
channel & pipe
system 100%
complete.
Complete the report and
submission. To present planning in
February.
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Program
Projects
Contribution to
Private Development

Program
Projects
Upgrading of roads
sign and village
names

Traffic Engineer Issue
Half Yearly Target Progress Against
Target
Identification of
0%
projects. Start with
planning and
project approval

Taxi Holding Area Phase
4

Widening of WebsterT.Mbeki to Dorp

Reason for Non
Achievement
Listing of projects.
To obtain project
approval

Plan dealing with Deficiency
N/A

Upgrading of Roads Sign, Directional Sign, Village Names and Street Name Boards
Half Yearly Target Progress Against
Achievement
Reason for Non
Plan dealing with deficiency
Target
of Target
Achievement
Planning phase
Planning 98%.
Tender
N/A
Finalizing of tender document for
completed.
documents 98%
bid invitation
Compliling of
tender documents

Program
Project

Widening of Marshall
street – Kruger to N1
Phase 2

Achievement
of Target
0%

2010 Soccer World Cup Program
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Implementation
Planning complete.
phase at 40%
Contractor busy
complete
with palisade fence
earthworks for
paving.
Completion of
Contractor on site
design, Ext of
– busy with phase
appointment for
1. Road layers
phase 2.
30% and s/water
Implementation
excavation 60%
30%
Bid extension.
Busy with
Implementation at excavations 95%,
50%
Layers works 65%

Achievement
of Target
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan dealing with deficiency
Speed up the implementation.
Report to be submitted for
additional funding.

Not achieved

Finalize contractual
obligations. Speed up
construction. Report to be
BAC for approval.

Not achieved

Detail design approved.
Report to be submitted to
BAC for approval Contract
needs to be signed.
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Widening of SUID STR
FROM Compensatie to
Webster

Detail design
100%. Bid
invitation &
appointment of
contractor.

Detail design
100%. Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment.

Target
achieved

Magazyn street Ext Suid
to Burger

Detail design
100%. Bid
invitation &
appointment.

Detail design
100%. Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment.

Target
achieved

Upgrading of intersection
Dorp & Landros Mare

Detail design
100% Bid
Invitation &
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

N.Mandela – N1 Traffic
Circle

Detail design
100%. Bid
invitation &
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Upgrading of N.Mandela
str & Rissik intersection

Planning and
design. Bid
invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

N.Mandela Drive Seshsgo
Circle New Era

Detail design
100%. Bid
invitation &
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
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Upgrading of Houtbosdorp
Road

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Rabe street link Joubert to
Kerk street

Detail design
100% not for
implementation
N/A. No links to
plan

Detail design
100%

Achieved

0%

N/A

N.Mandela Link- Marshall
to Kerk street.

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Kerk street Extension to
Hospital

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Intersection Biccard and
Landros Mare street

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Biccard str widening
Jorrison to Hospital street

Planning 100%.
Bid invitation and
appointment

Detail design
100% Contractors
appointed, busy
with establishment

Achieved

Stadium access routes

Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project implementation
cancelled, budget transferred.
No direct application. To
allocate funding to other
projects.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
be finalized.
Project & design approved.
Negotiated tender amounts
and professional fees needs
to be approved at BAC with
follow-up report. Funding must
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Planning of NMT facilities
& implementation of NMT
Infrastructure
Signage Improvement.
(Polokwane, Seshego &
Mankweng)
Public transport facilities
(Polokwane, Seshego &
Mankweng)
Communication Plan

Planning &
design.. Bid
invitation and
appointment of
contractor.
Planning and
designing of
signage
Planning and
designing
Target of
Communication
Plan

Communicate with
relevant stakeholders
about projects from
inception up untill
comissioning through
Councilors and PPU

Arrange PSC
meeting through
PPU

Program
Project

Urban Renewal
Half Yearly
Target
Appointment of
consultant.
Planning and
design 50%
Planning and
designing 50%

Interlinking Bridge
Hospital str
Kerk street
pedestrianisation:
Devenish & Rissik
Planning of roads

Assessment and

be finalized.
To approve revised priority
list. To call tenders followed
by the appointment of
contractor.

ARUP busy with
detail study.
Priority list to be
revised.

Not achieved

Busy with project
approval &
planning.
Busy with the
project approval &
planning
Progress made
on
Communication
Plan
Progress is at 80%

Not achieved

Completion of planning. To
submit report.

Not achieved

Completion of planning. To
submit report.

Achievement
of Target

Reason for non
Achievement

Plan dealing with Deficiency

Not achieved

Projects still on
various stages

All projects to be on
implemantation stage and
engage with relevant
stakeholders

Progress Against
Target
Re-submission of
project approval

Achievement of
Target
N/A

Reason for Non
achievement
N/A

Appointment of
consultant. Public
participation. Data
collection 75%
Appointment of

N/A

N/A

N/A

N./A

Plan dealing with deficiency
Awaiting project approval, where
after the appointment of
consultant for detail planning will
follow.
To obtain project approval.
Complete public participation,
planning and data collection.
To obtain project approval.
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Hierarchy: Polokwane City planning 50%
completed.
Communication Plan
Communicate with
relevant stakeholders
about projects from
inception up untill
comissioning through
Councilors and PPU

Program
Project
Taxi Holding Area
(Cemetry0 Phase 1 &2

Tsebela Taxi RANK

Program
Project
Upgrading of Seshego
Parking Stadium Phase 3

Target of
Communication
Plan
Arrange PSC
meeting through
PPU

consultant. Public
participation. Data
collection 100%
Progress made on
Communication
Plan
Progress is at 30%

Achievement of Reason for non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Not achieved
Projects still on
planning stages

Provision of Bus Stop Shelter and Walkways
November
Progress Against
Achievement
Target
November
of Target
Implementation at Implementation at
Achieved.
100% complete.
100%. Base
Culvert to be
complete, Paving
included in
and palisade at
Phase 4
100%
Planning 100%.
Layer works 100%
Bid invitation,
Paving & Kerbing
appointment of
100%
contract
implementation at
85%
Urban Renewal Program
November
Progress Against
Target
November
Implementation
Progress is at
on phase 100%.
100%
Complete paving

Achievement
of Target
Achieved

Complete public participation,
planning and data collection.
Present to management.
Plan of dealing with
Deficiency.
All projects to be on
implementation stage and
engage with relevant
stakeholders

Reason for non Achievement

Reason for non Achievement
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and s/water.
Roll Over Projects 2007/2008 Financial Year
Program
Public Infrastructure Fund 2010
Project
November
Progress Against
Target
November
Roads Network (Marshall
Implementation
Progress at 98%.
street)
phase at 98%
Phase 1 Sec 1:
Surfacing, Kerbing
& bridge complete.
Sec 2: s/water,
surfacing & kerbing
100%
Airport City Link ( Webster Implementation
Progress is at 99%.
street)
phase at 100%
Snag list
outstanding
Non-Motorized transport
Implementation
Progress is at
infrastructure
phase at 100%
100%
Taxi Holding Phase 3
Implementation
Progress is at
phase at 100%
100%
Bus Terminus Phase 4
Implementation
Progress is at
phase at 100%
100%
Intelligent Public
Consolidation of
Strategic planning
Transport System
report at 90%
100%. Report to be
submitted
Public Transport
Consolidation of
Consolidation
Operational Planning
report at 80%%
completed
Public Transport
Consolidation of
ARUP to confirm
Infrastructure System
report at 75%%
Program
Project
LIC Moletjie Cluster
(Matamanyane Ward 26)

Expanded Public Works Program
November
Progress Against
Target
November Target
Planning 100%.
Detail planning
Bid invitation,
95%. To be revised

Achievement of
Target
Complete finishing

Reason for non Achievement

To complete snag list ASAP
Complete
Complete
Complete
Speed up activity
Report submitted to Council. Busy with
follow up report to DOT

Achievement
of Target

Reason foe Non Achievement
To be submitted to specification committee. Liaise
with Roads & Transport for assistant- meeting
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LIC Mankweng Cluster
(Badimong Ward 28)

LIC Molepo/Maja /Chuene
cluster (Mamatsa Ward 4)

EPWP- (Moletjie- GaSemenya-Matikering

Program
Project
Planning Arterial Roads(3
rural cluster)
Planning – Tarring streets
in Mankweng, Seshego &
Westernburg
Planning – SDA1 new
roads
Planning of street in Town
Planning of side walks

appointment of
contractor
implementation
10%
Planning 100%.
Bid invitation,
appointment of
contractor
implementation
10%
Planning 100%.
Bid invitation,
appointment of
contractor
implementation
10%
Planning 100%.
Bid invitation,
appointment of
contractor
implementation
10%

and finalized

scheduled.

Planning 100%.
Not yet
implemented

Project& detail design approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and appointment of
contractor.

Planning 100%.
Not yet
implemented

Project& detail design approved. To be advertised in
January, invitation of tenders and appointment of
contractor.

Planning 100%.
Mentors appointed.
Tender pricing
completed

Project approved. Report to be submitted BAC for
appointment of contractor. To establish on site.
Submission to specification committee.

Upgrading of Roads and Street to Tar
November
Progress Against
Target
November Target
Planning 100%
Preliminary – 100%
Planning 100%

Preliminary – 100%

Planning 100%

Preliminary – 100%

Planning 100%
Planning 100%

Preliminary – 100%
Preliminary – 100%

Achievement
of Target

Reason for Non Achievement
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Roads and Storm Water – Cash Flow Projects 2006/2007
Project
Roll Over
Projected Half Yearly Expenditure
Parking Seshego Stadium R150 000.00
R150 000.00
Phase3
Tsebela Taxi Rank
R1 032 400.00
R1 032 400.00
Taxi Rank Phase 2
R2 100 000.00
R2 100 000.00
Roll Over 2007/2008
Project
Taxi Holding Area Phase
3
Road s Network
(Marshall)
Airport City Link( Webster)
Phase 1
Non-Motorized transport
infrastructure
Public transport
Operational planning
Intelligent Public
Transport System
Public Transport
Infrastructure System
LIC Moletjie Cluster
LIC Mankweng Cluster
LIC Molepe/Maja/Chuene
Cluster
EPWP (moletjie)
Planning of arterial roads
rural
Plan of tar street

Actual Expenditure to the end of Half Yearly
R0.00
R756 726.76
R524 565.21

Roll Over
R160 000.00

Projected Half Yearly Expenditure
R160 000.00

Actual Expenditure to the end of Half Yearly
R64 364.45

R15 350 000.00
(R7 850 000.00)
(R7 500 000.00)
R4 961 900.00
(R2 461 900.00)
(R2 500 000.00)
R4 500 000.00

R8 800 000.00

R8 000 000.00

R6 500 000.00

R6 000 000.00

R4 500 000.00

R3 280 582.76

R3 000 000.00

R2 500 00.00

R914 477.62

R4 000 000.00

R3 000 000.00

R3 280 582.76

R1 673 500.00

R1 673 500.00

R0.00

R2 750 000.00
R3 025 000.00
R2 750 000.00

R500 000.00
R500 000.00
R1000 000.00

R0.00
R190 674.05
R0.00

R2 750 000.00
R410 000.00

R1000 000.00
R410 000.00

R0.00
R0.00

R400 000.00

R400 000.00

R364 881.50
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Mankweng, Seshego &
Westernburg
SDA 1 New Roads
Planning
Planning of Street in Town
Planning of side walks
Polokwane Intersection
(EMDO X29)

R800 000.00

R500 00.00

R0.00

RR600 000.00
R300 000.00
R3 500 000.00

R400 000.00
R0.00
R3 500 000.00

R0.00
R0.00
R3 499 593.86

Budgeted 2nd Quarterly Expenditure
R7 796 000.00

Actual Expenditure of the 2nd Quarterly
R5 453 195.97

R500 000.00
R1 000 000.00
R1 000 000.00

R0.00
R0.00
R0.00

R300 000.00

R0.00

R1 000 000.00

R0.00

R500 000.00

R0.00

R1 000 000.00
R1 000 000.00

R0.00
R500 000.00

R1 000 000.00

R0.00

R1 000 000.00

R500 000.00

Cash Flow – New Projects: 2008/2009
Projects
Budget
Upgrading of Polokwane
R7 796 000.00
Roads (ext 29 EMDO)
Upgrading of intersections R3 500 000.00
Widening of street in town R400 000.00
Tarring of street
R400 000.00
Mankweng
Tarring of street
R3 000 000.00
Sebayeng
Tarring of street in
R4 000 000.00
Seshego Zone 5
Tarring of street in
R3 000 000.00
Westernburg Ext 3
Construction for SDA 1
R4 000 000.00
Plan & Implementation of
R5 000 000.00
Arterial roads Mankweng:
Makotopong
Planning &
R5 000 000.00
Implementation of arterial
roads Molepo: Ga –
Thoka
Plan & Implementation of
R5 000 000.00
arterialroads: Blood river –
Matlala
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Planninf & implementation
of arterial roads :
Mokgokokng
Planning & Implemetation
of arterial roads
Mankweng: Mamphaka
EPWP Moletjie GaSemeya to GaHlahla
Provision & upgrading of
s/water infrastructure
Upgrading s/water system
Mankweng
Contribution to Private
development
Roads and s/water master
paln
Upgrading of roads sign,
directional signs and
village names

R5 000 000.00

R1 000 000.00

R500 000.00

R4 000 000.00

R500 000.00

R0.00

R3 250 000.00

R1 000 000.00

R0.00

R1 500 000.00

R500 000.00

R0.00

R1 904 000.00

R1 904 000.00

R1 900 000.00

R2 200 000.00

R500 000.00

R0.00

R1 500 000.00

R500 000.00

R500 000.00

R1 000 000.00

R400 000.00

R0.00

CASH FLOW – NEW PROJECTS 2010:2008/2009
Taxi Holding Area Phase 4
R5 000 000.00
Widening of Marshall strt
R3 000 000.00
Widening of Webster str
R15 000 000.00
Widening of Suid – Compensatie to R10 0000 000.00
Webster str
Magazyn street Ext Suid to Burger
R10 000 000.00
Upgrading of Dorp & L/Mare
R3 500 000.00
intersection
N.Mandela Traffic Circle
RR5 000 000.00
N.Mandela & Rissik intersect
R3 500 000.00
N.Mandela Drive Seshego Circle to R10 000 000.00
new Erra Drive

R750 000.00
R500 000.00
3000 000.00
R500 000.00

R500 000.00
R0.00
R2 500 000.00
R0.00

R500 000.00
R500 000.00

R0.00
R3 300 000.00

R500 000.00
R500 000.00
R500 000.00

R0.00
R0.00
R0.00
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Upgrading of Houtbousdorp Roads
Rabe street link – Joubert to Kerk
Stadium Access Rouets
N.Mandela link Marshall to Kerk
Planning NMT Facilities &
implementation of NMT
Infrastructure
Kerk street extension to Hospital
Intersection Biccard & Landros
Mare
Biccard street – Jorissen to
Hospital
Interlinking of Bridge Hospital street
Planning roads Hierarchy
Kerk street pedestrianisation

R5 000 000.00
R5 000 000.00
R4 173 000.00
R5 000 000.00
R22 834 000.00

R300 000.00
R5 000 000.00
R4 0173 000.0
R500 000.00
R1 000 000.00

R0.00
R0.00
R0.00
R0.00
R0.00

R5 800 000.00
No Budget

R500 000.00
R500 000.00

R0.00
R0.00

No Bugget

R500 000.00

R0.00

R20 000 000.00
R600 000.00
R500 000.00

R1 000 000.00
R300 000.00
R300 000.00

R0.00
R200 000.00
R100 000.00

SBU: Water and Sanitation
Water
Program
Moletjie East
RWS
Upgrade CBD
water lines
Chuene/ Maja
RWS
Molepo Dam

Dam safety
Bulk

water

November
target
Project
completed
Project
complete
Project
completed

50%

Progress to date

Achievement of target

100% Complete

Achieved

Implementation
90%
48% complete

at Achieved

Project
completed

70% complete

80%

Implementation
90%
Implementation

to 70%

No
Project terminated
No
at

Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Consultant and
contractor not
familiar with work
Outstanding work to
be completed during
December

Funds combined with new
project

New contractor appointed

at Achieved
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SDA 3
Accommodation
pump stations

80%
Pipe jacking and
Sewer network installation
of
upgrading
sewer
line.
(100%)
Installation
of
Bulk
sewer
sewer
lines.
SDA3
(100%)
Registration of
Sewer
line
sewer line
servitudes
servitudes 50%

95%
Implementation
100%
Project
complete

at
70%

Achieved
No

50%
15%

Water projects
Program
Half Yearly Target
Olifants sand RWS
Servicing
of
stands Seshego Project Progress at 30%
sone 5 water
Servicing
of
stands Seshego
Project Progress at 15%
Hospital
view
water
Replace water
lines Seshego Project Progress at 20%
zone 3
Dam safety
Implementation at 80%
Upgrade water
Implementation at 10%
reticulation
Document
for
tender
Reservoir SDA3 supplied to specifications
committee

Contractor
Will be included in new
underpriced pipe
project( Funds requested from
jacking, funds paid
DWAF)
out
Contractor
not Contractor to speed up work
experienced
with
concrete work
Quotations referred New quotations requested
back

No
No

Progress to date

Implementation
90%

Achievement of
target

at

Implementation
15%

at

Implementation
50%

at

Implementation at 90%

Reason for non
achievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Achieved

Not achieved

Extension
contractor
appointment
done

of
to

be

Report supplied

Achieved
Achieved

Implementation 100%
Only planning phase
and
EIA
(
site Achieved
identification)

EIA
in
progress
completed waiting for
ROD
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Bulk water
SDA 3

to

Implementation at 60%

Water
master
Implementation at 10%
plan City
Water
master
plan Seshego Implementation at 10%
Perskebult
Regional Water Schemes
Water
reticulation
Implementation at 30%
Mankweng Unit
G
Mothapo RWS
Moletje
RWS
Moletje
RWS
Moletje
RWS

Project Progress at 30%

East Project Progress at 40%
North
Project Progress at 40%
South Project Progress at 40%

Houtriver RWS
Chuene/ Maja
RWS
Molepo RWS
Laastehoop
RWS
Mankweng
RWS
Boyne RWS
Segwasi RWS
Badimong RWS

Project Progress at 40%
Project Progress at 20%
Project Progress at 40%
Project Progress at 40%
Project Progress at 40%
Project Progress at 40%
Project Progress at 30%

Implementation
20%

at

No

20%

YES

10%

No

Implementation at 0%

Not

Implementation
at
60%
Implementation
at
80%
Implementation
at
60%
Implementation
at
65%
Implementation
at
80%
Implementation at 40%
Implementation at 40%
Implementation
at
100%
Implementation
at
80%
Implementation
at
60%
Implementation
at
60%
Implementation
at

Steel pipe delivery Contractor to speed
delayed
up work
Information gathering
completed. Busy with
plan
Consultant
not
Consultant to speed
familiar with work
up work
Contractor
appointment
extension delayed

Contractor to speed
up work

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
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Sebayeng/
Dikgale RWS

Project Progress at 30%
Project Progress at 20%

70%
Implementation at 10%

Not achieved

Tenders received
were to high

Re-advertisement
completed and
Contractor to be
appointed report
completed

Sewer
Project

Rural sanitation

Half yearly target

Implementation at 30%

Equipment
Purchase completed
purification plant
Continuous dissemination
Community
of information through
involvement and
PPU
to
media
&
participation
communities
Project
Operate and
maintain water

Achievement of
Target

Turn key tender finalized
1734 toilets completed
service provider appointed
Achieved
56%
50%

Regional
Implementation at 30%
purification plant
Seshego Zone,
Implementation at 20%
5
Servicing
of
stands Seshego
Project Progress at 15%
Hospital
view
water
Bulk sewer
to SDA 3

Progress against
target

Half yearly target
50%

Reason for NonPlan for Dealing
Achievement
with Deficiency
Some contractors not Contractors to speed
performing
up
work.
One
contractors
appointment to be
terminated

Implementation at 70% Achieved
Implementation at 80%
Implementation
15%

at

Achieved
Not achieved

Implementation at 50% Achieved
Implementation
100%

at

Extension of contractor
Report supplied
appointment to be done
Contractor not familiar
Contractor to speed
with concrete work for
up work
pump station

Achieved

Monthly
project
&
steering
committee Achieved
meetings
Progress against
target
40%

Achievement of
Target
Not achieved

Reason for NonPlan for Dealing
Achievement
with Deficiency
DWAF
personnel Speed up processes of
transfer
delayed. transfer and filling of
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distribution services
in the municipal area
Operate and
50%
maintain water
purification systems
in the municipal area
Operate and
50%
maintain sanitation
systems in the
municipal area
Operate and
50%
maintain sewer
purification systems
in the municipal area
Operate and
50%
maintain water
supply systems in
the municipal area
50%
Water & Sanitation
administration

40%
Not achieved
40%
Not achieved
40%
Not achieved
40%
Not achieved
40%
Not achieved

Posts of resigned
personnel not filled
DWAF
personnel
transfer
delayed.
Posts of resigned
personnel not filled
DWAF
personnel
transfer
delayed.
Posts of resigned
personnel not filled
DWAF
personnel
transfer
delayed.
Posts of resigned
personnel not filled
DWAF
personnel
transfer
delayed.
Posts of resigned
personnel not foiled
DWAF
personnel
transfer
delayed.
Posts of resigned
personnel not foiled

posts
Speed up processes of
transfer and filling of
posts
Speed up processes of
transfer and filling of
posts
Speed up processes of
transfer and filling of
posts
Speed up processes of
transfer and filling of
posts
Speed up processes of
transfer and filling of
posts

Directorate: Community Services
SBU: Sport and Recreation
Program:
Communication strategy
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Purchase of furniture Purchase of
chairs for the SBU

Administration
To communicate with internal stakeholders the importance of proper administration
Progress Against
Achievement of Target Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Achievement
Deficiency
Project completed
Achieved.
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boardroom
Communication plan

Replacement of
SBU messenger’s
bicycle
Communication plan

Transmit a
requisition and
appoint a service
provider
Purchasing and
delivery of the
equipment
Transmit a
requisition and
appoint a service
provider

Program:
Communication strategy
Project:
Renovation of Jack
Botes Hall phase 3
Roll over & new
project
Communication plan

Purchase of furniture

Half Yearly
Target
Appointment of
contractor and
project execution
30% complete
Issuing of a
statement to close
the facility. Site
meetings with the
contractor and
consultants
Drafting of
specification, bid
document
and purchase of
equipments

Chairs has been
purchased and
delivered

Achieved.

Project completed

Achieved.

A purchase order
has been issued to
a service provider
and a bicycle has
been delivered.

Achieved.

Maintenance of Community halls
To communicate to inform the community at large of the availability of facilities
(community halls) in liaison with Communication and Public Participation SBU.
Progress Against
Achievement of Target Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Achievement
Deficiency
The contractor has Achieved.
been appointed
and their project is
80% complete
A media statement Achieved.
was released with
site meetings held
every month
The service
provider has been
appointed and
awaiting delivery of
the furniture

Achieved.
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Communication plan

Advertise bids to
appoint service
provider for the
furniture

Program:
Communication strategy
Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Building of ablution
facilities (tennis
courts Burger Str)

Submit a project
approval report
and appoint a
consultant.

Communication plan

Compiling, and
calling of bidders
to tender as
consultants for the
project
Submit a project
approval report
and appoint
service providers

Replacement
vehicles

Communication plan

Produce a bid
document and
appoint a service
provider

Plant and
equipment

Purchase of pot
plants for
decorating.

Service provider
appointed and we
awaiting delivery

Achieved

Maintenance of Recreational facilities
To communicate and inform the community and all stakeholders about sporting facilities in
our Municipality in liaison with Communication and Public Participation SBU.
Progress Against
Achievement of Target Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Achievement
Deficiency
A team of
consultants has
been appointed
and finalizing a
bidding document.
A consultant has
been appointed
and finalizing the
business plan

Achieved.

Project approved
and service
providers
appointed. Awaiting
delivery
A service provider
has been appointed
and awaiting
delivery of the
vehicles
Appointment of
service provider
and purchasing of
the equipment. The
equipment has

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved.

Achieved
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been delivered
Communication plan

Appointment of a
service provider

Landscaping sport
complex.

Provision of a
parking area.

Communication plan

Transmitting
requisition to
purchase material

Replacement
equipment
Communication plan

Ngoako Ramathlodi
Indoor Parking (roll
over and new
project)
Communication plan

Advertise the bids
in the papers to
appoint a service
provider
Provide a free
dust parking area.
Appoint a
consultant and
contractor

Program:
Communication strategy

A service provider
has been appointed
and the potplants
has been delivered
Submit a project
approval report and
commence with the
work.
Awaiting delivery of
material

Achieved

Service provider
appointed and
awaiting delivery

Achieved

Not achieved

Landscaping will be
done after paving of the
parkings areas.

To complete the
project immediately
after paving the
parking areas.

Achieved

Submit a project
Achieved
approval report and
appoint a
consultant.
A consultant has
Achieved
been appointed
and we have
advertised to
appoint a
contractor
Maintenance of Swimming pools
To communicate and inform the community and all stakeholders about swimming pool facilities
and the maintenance thereof in our Municipality in liaison with Communication and Public
Participation SBU.
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Ngoako Ramathlodi
Sound system
Landscaping
Shade nets
Communication plan

Main Pool
- Carports
Communication plan

Half Yearly
Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Purchase of
sound system
shade nets and
landscaping of the
parking
Installation of
carports, sound
system and
landscaping at the
swimming pool
Installation of
carports
Advertised bids
for contractor and
appointment of a
service provider

The project has
been referred back
pending discussion
with the Mayor

Not achieved

The contractor was
terminated because of
his poor work

To appoint a new
contractor.

The projects are on
hold until a
consultation with
Executive Mayor

Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
No companies has
tendered for the bid

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
To re-advertise the
bid.

No response from
bidders to tender

To advertise the bid
to call bidders to
tender for this project.

Program: 2009 SA Games
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Hosting 2009 SA
Appoint
Games
consultants
Communication plan

Programme

To call bids to
appoint consultant

Carports have been Achieved
installed
The carports have
Achieved
been installed

Progress Against
Target
The project was
advertised with no
one bidding
The bids advertised
twice and there
were no
submission to
tender for this
project

Achievement of Target
Not achieved
Not achieved

Rollovers
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Project:

November Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

To complete the
project.

Progress Against
Achievement of Target
November Target
The generator has Achieved
been delivered.

Standby
generator (roll
over)
Ngoako
Ramathlodi
Indoor Sport
Complex (floor)
Ngoako
Ramathlodi
swimming pool
Completion of
phase 2

To completely install
the floor

The floor has been Not achieved
fitted halfway.

To complete the
project

The contractor has Not achieved
been terminated and
new contractor to be
appointed

The material supplied was not
enough so the contractor is still
awaiting delivery of more
material.
The contactor work was not
satisfactory and the contract
was terminated.

Financial Projections
Financial Project: Capital Budget
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Purchase of furniture R 7 500
Replacement of
R 1 500
SBU messenger’s
bicycle
Renovation of Jack
R0
Botes Hall phase 3
Purchase of furniture R 62 613
Purchase of
equipments
Purchase
of floor polishes
machines

Progress Against
Target
R7 500
R 1 500

Achievement of Target

R2, 911.500

Achieved

R121, 150.00

Achieved

R

R 127,850

Achieved

R0

R0

Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved
Achieved
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Building of ablution
R0
facilities (tennis
courts Burger Str)
Replacement
R 320 000
vehicles
Plant and
equipment
Landscaping sport
R1 000
complex.
Ngoako Ramathlodi
R0
Indoor Parking (roll
over and new
project)
Main Pool
R20 000
- Carports
Operational Budget

R0

Achieved

R320, 000

Achieved

R 145,000

Achieved

R 30 000

Achieved

R0

Achieved

R20, 000

Achieved

Program:
Communication strategy
Half Yearly
Target
40 000 Users

Maintenance of Community halls
To communicate to inform the community at large of the availability of facilities
(community halls) in liaison with Communication and Public Participation SBU.
Progress Against
Achievement of Target Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Achievement
Deficiency
60 Users
Achieved

39 000 Sqm
40 000 Chairs
1 700 Tables

67 567sqm
58 000 chairs
3 000 tables

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Monthly personnel
meetings

Internal meetings
held every month.

Achieved

Project:
Leasing of facilities
to stakeholders
Preparation of
facilities to host
events
Communication Plan

Program:
Communication strategy

Maintenance of Sport Facilities
To communicate and inform the community and all stakeholders about sporting facilities in
our Municipality in liaison with Communication and Public Participation SBU.
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Project:

Half Yearly Target

Leasing of facilities
to stakeholders
Preparation of
facilities

90 000 Users

Communication
Plan

230 ha grass cut
145 km Grass
edges
110 km Lines
marked
115 000 sqm all
weather courts
swept
250 km Pitches
rolled
3 000sqm Sand dug
over Jukskei
36 Fields graded
Monthly personnel
meetings

Program:
Communication strategy

Progress Against
Target
130 000 Users

Achievement of Target

250 ha
200 km
180km

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

119 000 sqm

Achieved

290km

Achieved

3000 sqm

Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

The grader was at the
workshop

To hire a private
grader to grade the
fields.

Achieved

0 fields graded

Not Achieved

Internal meetings
held every month.

Achieved

Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Presentation of Recreation Programmes
To communicate and informing the community of recreational programmes in our
Municipality in liaison with the Communication and Public Participation SBU
Progress Against
Achievement of
Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Target
Achievement
Deficiency

Recreation
programmes
Communication plan

2 500 participants

3000 Participants

Achieved.

Meetings with
ward committee
members

4 meetings with wad
committee members on
the S.A games.

Achieved.

Program:
Communication strategy

Financial Assistance to Sport Clubs
To communicate and inform the community of financial assistance to Sport clubs in liaison
with the Communication and Public Participation SBU
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Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Promotion of
Polokwane as a
sport Hub
Communication Plan

7 Events

20 Events

Achieved.

Meetings with
sport clubs that
submit financial
requisitions

20 meetings held with
clubs that have used
the municipal facilities
and those requesting
financial assistance

Achieved.

Program:
Communication strategy

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Crowd control

Half Yearly
Target
54 000 Users

Maintenance of swimming pools
To communicate and inform the community and all stakeholders about swimming pool
facilities and the Maintenance threreof in our Municipality in liaison with the
Communication and Public Participation SBU
Progress Against
Achievement of Target Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing with
Target
Achievement
Deficiency
60 000 Users
Achieved

Water quantity

100 Cylinders

100 Cylinders

Achieved

60 x 50 kg Soda
Ash
0 Drowning

Achieved

Protection of lives

60 x 50 kg Soda
Ash
0 Drowning
Put
communications
signs on the
dangers in the
swimming pools

No new signs were
put up because
there are existing
sign boards

Achieved

Project:

Communication plan

Program:
Communication strategy

Achieved

Maintenance of showground
To communicate and inform the community at large about the usage of the showground.
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Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of Target

Events held

7 Events

20 Events

Achieved

Communication Plan

Have site
inspection and
safety meetings
with users for their
needs.

20 meetings held.

Achieved.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Operational l Budget Financial Projections
Project:
Leasing of facilities to
stakeholders
Preparation of
facilities to host
events
Recreation
programmes
Promote Polokwane
as a sporting Hub
Maintenance of
swimming pools
Maintenance of
showground
Income
Project:
Leasing of
preparation of

Half Yearly
Target
115 1370

Progress Against
Target
302 364,00

Achievement of Target

118 15362

5 313 536,25

Achieved

174 996

200 152,87

Achieved

91 044

62 000,00

Not achieved

235 6872

1,479,630.17

Achieved

758 106

317,536.15

Achieved

Half Yearly
Target
117 978

Progress Against
Target
148 086.00

Achievement of Target

Achieved

There were less number
of requests for
assistance

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved
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facilities –
Community halls
Leasing of
229 830
preparation of sport
facilities
Maintenance of
95 012
swimming pools
Maintenance of
50 166
showground
SBU: Community Health Services

302 364.57

Achieved

147 470,85

Achieved

45 480,35

Achieved

Programme:
Communication Strategy
Project
Environmental Health
Inspectorate
Control and monitor of food
premises
Communication Plan

Food sampling
Communication Plan

Half Yearly Target

Environmental Health Services
Communication and education of stakeholders through media
releases, and also to communicate key performance targets to
the general public
Progress Against
Achievement of
Reason for Non Plan for Dealing
Target
Target
Achievement with Deficiency

600

676

Achieved

Target of
Communication Plan
Visits, education and
communication with
hawkers and other
stakeholders
200

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

272

Achieved

Target of
Communication Plan

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

Visits, education and
communication with
hawkers and other
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Inspection of pre-schools and
schools
Communication Plan

Inspection of accommodation
establishments
Communication Plan

Hawker Education
Communication Plan

Air Pollution Control
Inspection of heat generating
plants
Communication Plan

Air quality analysis
Communication Plan

stakeholders
140

180

Achieved

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

108

Achieved.

Target of
Communication Plan
Visits and inspection
of accommodation
establishments
5
Target of
Communication Plan
Visits and education of
hawkers

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved.

16
Progress Made on
Communication Plan
DONE

Achieved
Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved.

120

127

Achieved.

Target of
Communication Plan
Visit communication
and inspections of
heat generating plants
231

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
DONE

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

154

No

Target of
Communication Plan
Monitor Ambient air
quality analysis

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Target of
Communication Plan
Visits and inspection
of schools and preschools.
80

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

Reason for non
Achievement

Ladanna
equipment stolen
Achievement of
Reason for non
Communication Plan
Achievement
Achieved

Plan for Dealing
with Deficiency

Buy new
equipment.
Plan for Dealing
with Deficiency
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Project
TRAINING
• Basic Info
• Counseling
Communication Plan

INFORMATION
DISPENSION
• Presentations
• Youth Awareness/
Schools
• Public/Business
Awareness
Communication Plan

RESOURCE
ACTIVITIES
• Telephone assistance
• Tertiary students
practicals
• Distribution of posters
& pamphlets
Communication Plan

Half Yearly Target

Progress against target

5
12
3
3
Target of
Progress Made on
Communication Plan Communication Plan
Education, issuing of
Done
information (pamphlets
etc), and treatment of
patients
4
8

9
11

6

13

Target of
Communication Plan
Education,
presentations and
campaigns

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
DONE

200

220

6

13

16 000

17 900

Target of
Communication Plan

Progress Made on
Communication Plan

Achievement of
Targets
100%
Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement
Not
Applicable

Plan for dealing
with deficiency
Not
Applicable

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

100%
Not
Applicable
Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

Not
Applicable

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

100%

Achievement of
Communication Plan

Not
Not
Applicable
Applicable
Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency
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Telephone assistance,
distribution of
pamphlets, books and
posters
CLIENT SUPPORT
SERVICES
Counseling of clients
Condom distribution
Care/counselors support
Support groups
Communication Plan

COORDINATION AND
MEETINGS
CDM
CBO/NGO/ Stakeholders
Meetings

250
600 000
6
12
Target of
Communication Plan
Education,
presentations and
counseling of patients
2

Done

280
517 420
6
12
Progress Made on
Communication Plan
DONE

Achieved

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

100%
Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

3

6

8
100%

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Established
Local AIDS Council
Communication Plan

2
Target of
Communication Plan
Having meetings with
CDM NGO/CBO/FBO
& Stakeholders

Progress Made on
Communication Plan
Done

Achievement of
Communication Plan
Achieved

Reason for non Plan for Dealing
Achievement with Deficiency

SBU: Traffic and Licenses
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Program
Project

Free basic service
Half yearly target

Purchase 1X14
seater minibus

Tender process
achieved and
awaiting appointment
of service provider
Target of
communication
plan
1x IDP meeting
( community based
planning initiating the
need for road safety

Communication
plan

Purchase 1xk78
trailer
Communication
plan

Purchase 10x
2000 cc sedans.
Communication
plan

Progress against
target
Awaiting
adjudication
committee outcome
Progress made on
communication
plan
Safer roads for all
at Polokwane.

Tender process
achieved and
awaiting appointment
of service provider
Target of
communication
plan

Awaiting
adjudication
committee outcome

1x IDP meeting
( community based
planning initiating the
need for road safety

Safer roads for all
at Polokwane.

Tender process
achieved and
awaiting appointment
of service provider.
Target of
communication

Awaiting
adjudication
committee
outcome.
Progress made on
communication

Progress made on
communication
plan

Achievement of
target
Adjudication committee
to finalise the process
and appoint service
provider
Achievement on
communication plan

Reason for non
achievements
None

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency
To re-advertise if
suitable service
provider is not found

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

1x Media release via
communication SBU
after delivery of the
vehicles for ensuring /
promoting road safety
Adjudication committee
to finalise the process
and appoint service
provider
Achievement on
communication plan

None

To re-advertise if
suitable service
provider is not found

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

1x Media release via
communication SBU
after delivery of the
vehicles for ensuring /
promoting road safety.
Adjudication committee
to finalise the process
and appoint service
provider.
Achievement on
communication plan

None.

To re-advertise if
suitable service
provider is not found.

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency
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Purchase 2x
2000cc Ldv (long
wheel base)
Communication
plan

Purchase 2x
700cc motor
cycles
Communication
plan

Purchase and
installation of 4 x
traffic lights sets.

plan
1x IDP meeting
( community based
planning initiating the
need for road safety

plan
Safer roads for all
at Polokwane.

Tender process
achieved and
awaiting appointment
of service provider
Target of
communication
plan

Awaiting
adjudication
committee outcome

1x IDP meeting
( community based
planning initiating the
need for road safety

Safer roads for all
at Polokwane.

Tender process
achieved and
awaiting appointment
of service provider
Target of
communication
plan
1x IDP meeting
( community based
planning initiating the
need for road safety

Awaiting
adjudication
committee outcome

Approval request to
Limpopo Road
Agency.

Approval from
Road Agency
Limpopo granted.
Traffic lights at N1

Progress made on
communication
plan

Progress made on
communication
plan
Safer roads for all
at Polokwane.

1x Media release via
communication SBU
after delivery of the
vehicles for ensuring /
promoting road safety.
Adjudication committee
to finalise the process
and appoint service
provider
Achievement on
communication plan

None

To re-advertise if
suitable service
provider is not found

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

1x Media release via
communication SBU
after delivery of the
vehicles for ensuring /
promoting road safety.
Adjudication committee
to finalise the process
and appoint service
provider
Achievement on
communication plan

None

To re-advertise if
suitable service
provider is not found

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

1x Media release via
communication SBU
after delivery of the
vehicles for ensuring /
promoting road safety.
Not achieved

Houtbosdorp road Report for transferring
and Mankweng
of funds generated
Hospital road not
installed due to
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Communication
plan

Target of
communication
plan

& Lawton street
installed.
Progress made on
communication
plan

insufficient funds
Achievement on
communication plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency
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1x IDP meeting
initiating the needs
for free flow of traffic.

Free flow of traffic
within Polokwane

Project approval and
tender processes

Council approval
granted.

Target of
communication
plan
1x IDP meeting
initiating the needs
for free flow of traffic.

Progress made on
communication
plan
Free flow of traffic
within Polokwane

Upgrade traffic
lights
systems(controll
ers)

Project approval and
tender processes

Approval not
granted

Communication
plan

Target of
communication
plan
1x IDP meeting
( community based)
initiating the need

Progress made on
communication
plan
Synchronised traffic
lights systems
within specific
routes
Project handed
over to Admin &
Maintenance to
prepare tender
process
Progress made on
communication

Purchase &
installation of 1x
speed and red
light camera.
Communication
plan

Upgrading
animal pound

Project approved

Communication
plan

Target of
communication

1 x media release via
communications
informing community
about new services.
Not budgeted

Not budgeted

Achievement on
communication plan

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

Electrical Sbu to
supply additional
information as to
the controllers to
be replaced
Reason for non
achievement

Facilitation and
submission for council
approval as soon as
possible

1 x media release via
communications
informing community
about new services
Not achieved

Achievement on
communication plan

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

1x Media release via
Communication Sbu for
the use of New
Services.
Bid prepared and site
On target
briefing will be on the
21 January 2009.

To facilitate the
implementation of the
project.

Achievement on
communication plan

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement
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plan
IDP meeting imitating
the need for an
Animal Pound

plan
Informed planning
for ensuring safer
impounding of
animals

Vehicle license
drive-throughphase 2

To be completed by
June 2009

Communication
plan

Target of
communication plan

Council approved
and Admin &
maintenance to
meet with
specification
committee on
22/01/2009 to
finalise the bid
document
Progress made on
communication
plan

1 x media release
informing community
about the location
procedures and tariffs
after completion.
Bill of qualities
completed

Achievement on
communication plan

Admin &
Maintenance
awaited long for
the bill of quality
from consultants

Advertise as soon as
approved by
specification

Reason for non
achievement

Plan of dealing with
deficiency

Inform motorist
through local media,
press, radio stations
that they can make
use of the facility to
renew vehicle
licenses as soon as
the project is
complete
Programme
Project
Purchase & Installation of
4X traffic lights sets
2X High destiny Bay

November target
Achieved

Progress against
November target
Achieved

Achievement of
target
None

Reason for non
achievement
None

Referred back for re-advert

Bid prepared to be

The closing date

Non-compliance by
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Cabinets

advertised

Partitioning of Counter
cubicles

Referred back for re-advert

Upgrading of Information
Counter

Referred back for re-advert

Admin & maintenance
to meet with
specification committee
on 22/01/2009
Bid prepared to be
advertised

of the advert
23/01/2009
Bill of qualities
completed
The closing date
of the advert
23/01/2009

bidders
Admin & Maintenance
awaited long for the bill
of quality from
consultants
Non-compliance by
bidders

SBU: Cultural Services
Capital Projects
Project
Furniture and
fittings
(Cultural Services)
Office Equipment
(Cultural Services)
Replacement of
hanging system

Communication
plan

Half Yearly
Target
Purchase of
furniture
Purchase of
equipment
Bid process

Investigate
various systems
available to
determine
suitability

Progress against Target
Requisitions submitted to
SCM

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Submitted to SCM

Achieved

Project approval report
referred back. Arranged
meeting for inspection to
investigate various systems.
Prepared and submitted
report on recommended
system. Await finalization of
comments where after it will
be submitted to the mayoral
committee for approval
Discussed and investigated
systems available.
Submitted new report

Not achieved

Reason for nonachievement

PA referred back

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency

Resubmitted report.

Achieved
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Purchasing of
museum art works

Identify and procure
5 art works

Communication
plan

Meeting with artists
Meeting with the
EM

Cultural precinct

Planning and terms
of reference
Bid process
Implementation of
project

Communication
plan

Consult with service
provider and
stakeholders
Complete 3 murals

Community art
mural project

Submitted
requisition for
purchase work of
Art Purchased 3 art
works.In process of
identifying other
works of Art.
Discussed theme
for purchase of
works of Art with the
mayor on 24
October. Identified
artists and Art work.
Submitted project
approval. Report
not yet approved
Made enquiries
through Director to
MM why the report
has not been
submitted. No
feedback yet.
Discussed the
broad terms of
reference with the
Identified sites
materials and
artists.

Not achieved.

Project
back.

approval

report

referred Had a
meeting with
Executive
Mayor to
clarify

Achieved

Not achieved

Mayoral
committee
has
considered the item yet.

not Follow up with
secretariat.

Achieved
Not achieved

Project approval report approved.
Made presentation and identified
artists.
Discussed possible locations with
the EM.
Ordered basic material and will have
meeting with the artist on
implementation

Purchase
material and
implement
project.
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Communication
plan

Meeting with artists
Meeting with
relevant ward
councilors

Had a meeting with
15 artists to discuss
the principles
involved with the
project
Submitted
requisitions to SCM

Achieved

Plant and
Equipment
Art museum
Office Equipment
Art museum

Submit requisitions
and purchase items
Purchase items

Submitted
requisitions to SCM

Achieved

Standby generator
Seshego Library:
60 KVA

Adjudicate bids
Appoint
manufacturer

Achieved

Communication
plan

Instructions to and
meetings with SBU
Electrical Services
to implement the
project

Furniture and
equipment
(Libraries)

Submission of
requisitions

Office Equipment
(Libraries)

Purchase of
equipment

Electrical Services
investigated needs.
Bid document
prepared,
adjudicated
After project
approval the
relevant SBU were
contacted and
requested to
implement the
project
Specifications
compiled,
procurement in
process
Prepare
specifications

(Libraries)
Plant and
Equipment

Procure items

Specifications
compiled
procurement
process

Achieved

Achieved

Not achieved

Finalize
specifications,
procurement
Not achieved

1. Staff shortage
2. Mankweng not yet
complete

SCM to
expedite

Adjudication time consuming
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Standby generator
City Library: 250
kVA
Communication
plan

Irrigation system
Mankweng

Communication
plan

Adjudication
Appoint
manufacturer

Electrical Services
Not achieved
investigated needs
Bid document
prepared.
Instructions to and
After project
Achieved
meetings with SBU
approval the
Electrical Services
relevant SBU were
to implement the
contacted and
project
requested to
implement the
project
Appoint service
Project approval
Not achieved
provider and install
report approved and
referred to SBU
Environmental
Services for
implementation
which will be done
after paving and
rubble removal has
been finalized.
Communication with SBU Environmental Achieved.
the service provider Services was
that is responsible
instructed that
for paving and
project approval
earthworks
was granted and
that they must
implement the
project.

SBU Electrical
services had to
investigate.

Electrical services
in process of
implementing.

Building still not
completed

Admin &
Maintenance to
expedite
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Logo Nirvana
Library

Communication
plan
Signage Mankweng
Library
Communication
plan
Reposition info
kiosk: Seshego
Communication
plan
Furniture and
fittings (Museums)
Communication
plan
Collection

Installation

Project approval
granted. Liaised
with service
provider on
uniformity of
signage for libraries.
Await feedback.
Had meeting with
BAM but made
some counter
proposals. Await
further feedback.
Communication with Three meetings with
the service provider BAM. Awaits final
(Bam) on uniformity presentation
Project completed
On hold

Not achieved

Communication with
the service provider
(Bam) on uniformity
Planning
construction and reinstallation
Project complete
Communication with
CSIR (the owners of
the system)
Procure items

Await final
presentation from
BAM.

Follow up with
BAM.

Not achieved

Building incomplete

On hold until the
building has been
completed.
On hold. SCM
invited quotations
for alterations

Not achieved

Building incomplete

Not achieved

Awaiting CSIR
approval

Admin &
Maintenance to
expedite
Admin &
Maintenance to
expedite
Follow up with CSIR
Submit requisitions
for work to be done.

Contacted CSIR
and await approval.
Asked permission
from CSIR, no reply
SCM to procure

Not achieved

CSIR did not re- act

Follow up with
CSIR.

Lists of books to be

Not achieved

SCM don’t treat

SCM to expedite

Achieved

Achieved

N/A
Selection &
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development
Libraries

Procurement

Communication
plan

Visit various service
providers/book
stores

1X1 Ton LDV
(Bakone Malapa)
Communication
plan

Multi Media
Exhibition Upgrade
Irish House
Communication
plan

New Exhibition Irish
House Museum
Communication
plan

purchased
submitted to SCM

book purchases as
“exception” – delay
process

Two visits whereby
2
Bookstores were
visited.
Purchase vehicle
Workshop to finalise
in terms of
Procurement policy
Liaise with SBU
After project
mechanical
approval the
workshop
relevant SBU was
to implement the
instructed to
project.
implement the
project
Appointment of
Terms of reference
service provider and complete
execution of the
Collect/safekeeping
project
of specimens &
items
Meeting with
Discussed the terms
experts in the field
of reference with the
to ascertain how
relevant SBU.
project can be
Had discussions
implemented.
with 3 possible
service providers to
test the idea.
Execution of the
Implement project
project
according to tender.

Achieved

Meeting with the
service providers
and report on
progress

Achieved

Held a meeting with
the appointed
service provider to
outline the

Not achieved

Procurement
process to be
finalized.

SCM to expedite

Had to wait for
specifications to be
approved.

Finalise
specifications.
Advertise.

Achieved

Not achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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Public Sculpture

Appointment of
service provider and
execution of the
project

Communication
plan

Progress
information report
by service provider

Signage at Heritage
sites

Appointment of
service provider and
execution of the
project

Communication
plan

Submission of
applications to
relevant authorities

Bakone Malapa
braai facilities
R60 000

Execution of project

implementation of
the project.
Project approval
report referred back
pending return of
Executive Mayor.
Discussed
proposals with the
EM. Asked artists to
submit further
proposals
Identified possible
artists and obtained
CV’s.Also obtained
proposals which were
discussed with the
EM
Applied for
permission for
installation of
signboard from RAL.
Project to be
advertised
Discussed the
application and
implementation with
all relevant
stakeholders.
Approval granted
upon payment of
certain fees.
Project approval
granted. Purchased
material for

Not achieved

No clear terms of
reference prior to
discussions with the
EM.

Obtain further
proposals from the
artist.

Process with RAL
took longer than
anticipated.

Advertisement for
service providers.

Achieved

Not achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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construction of fence,
paving, building of
braai thatch roof
gardening completed
project 98%
complete.
Communication
plan

Meeting with staff x
3

Project

Half Yearly Target

Installation of new
outdoor sculpture

Completion of
project

Communication
plan

Progress meetings
with the appointed
service provider

Purchasing of
museum artworks
Communication
plan

Identification and
purchase
Meeting with artists
Meeting with the
EM
Completion of the
project

Arts and craft
center
Supply of
equipment

Progress against
Target
Service provider
finalized planning and
is busy with the
implementation of the
project
3 Meetings with the
artist. Obtained inputs
from the architect on
location. Received
proposed models from
artist which was
discussed with the EM.
Identified art works
Submitted requisitions
Identified works of art
and had discussions
with artists and EM
LED prepared project
approval report,
submitted comments on
report
Discussed and
amended

Achievement
of Target
Not achieved

Reason for nonachievement
Waited for
discussions with
EM. Logistical
arrangements
regarding artists.

Plan for dealing
with deficiency
Project to be fast
tracked in 2009.

Report to be
finalized based on
new assessments
for implementation.
As well as altered
recommendations.

Await meeting with
LED and Director
(LED)

Achieved

Achieved
Achieved
Not achieved
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Project

Half Yearly Target

Progress against
Target
recommendations
LED to finalise

Mankweng Library
Planning and
Construction

Complete and move
into new
Library/opening

Not achieved

Info withheld by
consultant

Admin &
Maintenance to
expidite

Communication
plan

Consultations with
consultant, prepare
specifications.
(Admin and
Maintenance)
Provision at
Seshego library

Admin and
Maintenance to
compile
specifications.
Nothing received.
Admin and
Maintenance had
discussions with
consultant.
Renovations 100%
Enquiries as to
upgrading of
burglarproofing at
Seshego
Consultations done

Not achieved

SCM appoints
suppliers at 200%
above market rates

Meet with SCM

Fence and paving
complete.

Achieved.

Discussed
implementation of
project with
appointed service
provider(paving)

Achieved.

Furniture Internet
Kiosk

Communication
plan
Mankweng fence
and parking
Communication
plan

Consultations with
IT and service
providers
Construction and
completion
Spend 60%
Admin &
Maintenance
project- discussions
with service
provider.

Achievement
of Target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing
with deficiency

Achieved.
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Mankweng burglar
proofing

Installation
complete

Admin and
Maintenance invited
quotations.
Await adjudication
Communication
Meeting with
Service provider not
plan
appointed Service
yet appointed as
provider
the contract must
be adjudicated.
New exhibition:
Appointment of
Adjudication
Irish
house service provider
finalized
Museum
and completion of
Execution of
phase 1
process in terms of
planning
Communication
Meeting with
Had two meetings
plan
service provider
with service
provider who
provided an
implementation
plan.
Bookstock
Finalize outstanding Books ordered, not
book purchases
delivered (57%)
Spend 50%

Not achieved

Communication
plan

Achieved

Visit service
provider.

Program: Rendering of Library Services
Project
Half Yearly Target
Library programs

LIASA meeting

Obtained quotation
from bookstore.

Progress against
Target
Meeting held.
Year planning

Adjudication
process

Admin &
Maintenance to
finalise

Procurement
process takes very
long.
If prices increase
orders can’t be
executed/paid

Meet wit SCM

Not achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Achievement of
Target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing
with Deficiency
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Program: Rendering of Library Services

Communication
plan
Periodicals and
newspapers
Debating
tournament

LIASA Meeting

Communication
plan

Schools informed
on applicable
debating theme for
finals
Planning/design of
one brochure;print

Publicity

Communication
plan

Receive/distribute
Semi-Final
Elimination/Finals

Staff concerned
with publicity meet
when required
Communicate with
the public by means
of brochures
5. Children’s/Holiday Children’s Program
programs

finalized in liason
with Liasa
Meeting held

Achieved

Titles ordered
Await deliver
Completed

Achieved

Schools informed.

Achieved

On hold

Not achieved

Provisional plan
done.
Await completion of
library

Not achieved

Displays: 26
Debate: 2
613 children & 55
adults
Holiday Program:
24
855 children
Library visits by
School: 13
720 children & 18
adults

Achieved

Mankweng building
not completed

Admin and
maintenance to
expedite. Regular
follow ups
Asked Admin and
Maintenance to
speed up the
process of
appointment of new
service provider.

Achieved
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Program: Rendering of Library Services
Communication plan Planning Committee
Communication by
means of pamphlet
distribution to
community based
schools and libraries
6. Rental of venues
Auditorium
Nirvana Act Room
Westenburg Act
Room
Communication plan

175 bookings

keting of facilities by
means of normal
library pamphlets.
And other municipal
marketing channels

Contacted various
schools

Achieved

Achieved
86
33
17
Facilities marketed Achieved
by
means
of
general marketing

Program: Library Services Additional Reporting On Projects And Statistics Not Mentioned Int The Sdbip
Project
Half Yearly
Progress against Target
Achievement of
Reason for
Target
Target
nonachievement

Plan for
dealing with
deficiency
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1. Statistical
Information on
library usage

To render an all
inclusive library
service to the
community; to
achieve better
circulation
figures and
other statistics
than 2007/08

No of books shelved 252 483
No of persons 263 206
Internal use:
Books 66 374
Newspapers 13 134
Periodicals 5 443
Info files 1 110
Reference eng + comm. Info 13 814
Internet searches: public 88; info files
568
Reader’s guidance 5 165
Memberships:
Members New 526 & Re-registered
948
Special requests:
Received 81, Provided 90
Issues/Return of library material:
Circulation for all libraries 139 382
Blockloans:
12
Shelve reading:
88 hours 15 minutes
Weeding:
Time weeded: 2 hours
Newspapers received 3 156
Periodicals received 419
Books: Processed : 5 705
Accessioned: 5 287
Donations accessioned: 225
Reminders: 1st 1 592, 2nd : 184
telephone 306, Letters: 1st 327 2nd
41, W&L 3

Achieved
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Communication
plan
2. Experiential
training
Communication
plan
3. In service
training/unit
meetings for library
staff

Communication
plan
4. External courses
attended

Communication
plan

Provide practical
training to library
students
With tertiary
institution and
allocated students
Task related:
Continuous Inservice training, 1
formal session per
month.
Staff meetings,
every second
month
Regular meetings
held
Approved training
as per work skills
audit

Accommodated 3
students

Achieved

Done
In-service training: 4
Counter meetings: 10
Staff meetings: 4
Seniors meeting: 2
Social activities: 2
LIASA: 1
Health and safety: 1

Achieved

Nominate interested
staff for available
Courses
External Courses: 5
LIASA: 1
Teambuilding: 4
Other: 2
Consultations: 1

Achieved

Liase with staff
concerned.
Insufficient prior
notices from
Training section
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5. Library bulletin

Communication
plan
6. Books
issued/returned to
branch libraries

Provide library
users/public with 12
monthly book
bulletins per annum
Staff involved, meet
regularly
Book allocation to
all libraries –1
report per month

Communication
plan
7. Leave taken

Relevant staff meet
regularly
No target

8. Photocopies

Provide photocopy
facilities

Bulletin
finalised.450 issued
Next bulletin in
preparation

Achieved

Ongoing process
Westenburg 453
Mankweng 889
Moletjie 251
Seshego 605
EC 126
Nirvana 402
CH 50

Achieved

Ordinary: 538
Sick: 110
Maternity: 101
Parental: 16
Other 4
Study 7
100 991

Achieved

Not achieved

Can’t meet demand
due to old/inefficient
equipment

Wait for
replacement of old
equipment.
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9. Library revenue

Fines R21 000
Lost/damaged:R5000
Membership :R30 000
Deposits: No target
Deposit refunds: No
target
Facility rentals

Maintenance of
buildings,
equipment and
books
Communication
plan

To maintain buildings,
etc

Library visits
Communication
plan

Consultations with other
parties involved when
needed
Regular visits

Fines: R40 450.40
Lost/damaged:
R49 189.90
Membership:
R57 165.00
Member deposit
received:
R48 880.00
Member deposit
refunded:
R0
Bookings deposit
received:
R9 512.00
Bookings deposit
refunded
R5 244.00
Implemented
repairs and
maintenance as
required

Achieved

Achieved

Old Age homes 10
Housebound 9
Branch libraries 21

Meet with branch/depot
Librarians when visiting
them

Operational programmes: Museums
Communication
To communicate to the community at large through awareness campaigns- and outreach programs
Strategy
such as visits to schools, marketing by means of advertisements in media, distribution of pamphlet,
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Project

the importance of museum services to the community and to get the community involved by means of
workshops, Heritage Management Planning and Art competitions.
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Achievement of
Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing
Target
Target
Achievement
with Deficiency

Translation
Collection
Information

Translation and
research by service
provider
Translate 2 books

Communication Plan

Meeting with the
service provider
Identification of 5
items and purchase

Purchase of
museum
objects(upgrading of
collection)

Project advertised,
service provider
appointed and the
second book is
nearing completion.
Done

Achieved

Achieved

Service provider
Achieved
started producing
the required objects.
Order placed

Production of
information
brochures

Project
implementation,
execution
completion of the
project

Project completed

Outreach
Programmes

Visit 4 schools

Communication Plan

Meeting with the
district circuit to
obtain a permission
letter to visit the
remaining schools
Execution of the
project

Four schools were
Achieved
visited and lessons
given to the learners
Done
Achieved

5. Production of
brochures :heritage
sites

Project advertised.
Evaluation of the
project took place
and waiting for the
appointment of the

Achieved

Not achieved

Took long for the
project to be
advertised

Speed up the
appointment
process
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6. Rehabilitation of
archaeological site
at Bakone Malapa

7. Temporary
archaeological
exhibition

Clearing of the site;
Filling of the site
with sand bags; Rebuilding of the kraal;
Installation of a mini
site interpretation
Execution of the
project

Communication Plan

Meeting with
various institutions

8. Roots Festival
(Museum)

Heritage day
celebration
Presentation of
festival
Production of
promotional
material.
Advertisements in
media
Execution of the

Communication Plan

9. Update of

service provider in
the course of the
first month of the 3rd
quarter.
Project advertised
Adjudication took
place; Service
provider appointed
and the project is at
50% on execution.
Still busy with terms
of reference.
Communicating with
other institutions
regarding loan of
objects of
archaeological
significance.
Meetings never held
due to various
commitments on
their sides

Achieved

Not achieved

Took long for the
various institutions
to respond to our
request.

Speed up the
procurement
process and
finalise the loan
issues.

Not achieved

Commitments on
various institutions

Wait for various
institutions to
attend to the
request for
meetings so that
loan agreements
could finalised

It took long for the

Speed up the

Presented in terms
of planning

Achieved

Implemented in
coordination with
Communication

Achieved

Quotation

Not achieved
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Heritage Register

project

documents
prepared. Waited
for meeting with
SCM. Amendments
made on the
document and will
be going on advert
in January

Communication Plan

Meeting with SCM

Achieved

10. Collections

Purchase of 6
artworks

Communication Plan

Meeting with the
artists to select
artworks
Execution of the
project; Cleaning
and compilation of
conservation
schedule

Meeting held and
agreed to advertise
the project
10 objects have
been purchased to
date
Meeting held with
the artists
Artworks in the civic
centre have been
replaced and
conservation
management plan is
in the process of
been reviewed.

Achieved

11. Conservation of
Artworks

meeting to be held
with SCM.

procurement
process and
finalise
appointment and
execution of the
project.

Achieved
Achieved

Operational Additional Programmes Not Referred To In The SDBIP: Museums
Communication
To communicate to the community at large through awareness campaigns- and outreach programs
Strategy
such as visits to schools, marketing by means of advertisements in media, distribution of pamphlet,
the importance of museum services to the community and to get the community involved by means of
workshops, Heritage Management Planning and Art competitions.
Project
Half Yearly Target Progress Against Achievement of
Reason for Non
Plan of Dealing
Target
Target
Achievement
with Deficiency
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1. Re-thatching of
the museum huts

Complete the rethatching of 2 huts

All the huts in the
traditional village
are complete
92 clay pots have
been produced
and await firing
Research on the
celebration of the
international
museums day is
still on
Meeting held and
the proposal of the
project submitted

Achieved

2. Pottery Making

Production of 80
clay pots

3. Celebration of
special events

Research and
execution of the
project

Communication plan

Meeting with staff

4. Restoration of
Cannon and Wagon
Wheels

Procurement
process and
execution of the
project

Specialists in this
service were
contacted for
consideration. We
are still waiting for
their quotations

Not achieved

Communication
plans

Phoning institutions
and individuals in
this specialist field

Achieved

5. Monitoring of
Historic Buildings
within Polokwane

No target set but
had to comply with
the heritage
legislation

Communicated
with specialists
such as Alwyn
from the
Voortrekker Safari
regarding the
project
A total of 9
application for the
demolition of
buildings were
received and an

Achieved
Achieved

Achieved

Lack of specialists
in this service delay
the project

Keep trying and
finding other
possible means of
restoring the
wagons with other
museums and
academic
institutions

Achieved
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6. Printing of
Pietersburg history
book

Execution of the
project

Communication plan

Meeting with the
service provider

7. Construction of
new temporary
exhibition

Design
of
the
banners, placing of
the objects and
finalization of the
project

Communication plan

Meeting with the
staff
Planning
Tourism marketing
Educational tours
6000 visitors

8. Educational tours
to museums

advise on the ROD
were given
Met with the
service provider,
briefed him about
the project and
await for quotation
Meeting held and
briefing on the
project was made
Research
and
planning
in
process.
Busy
identifying objects
to be exhibited
from the museum
storeroom
while
identifying objects
outside
for
collection.
Arranging
exhibition for the
next
season
(OctoberDecember).
Meeting held with
sectional heads
Irish House=6688
Hugh Exton=1920
Bakone
Malapa=7106
Art Museum=4450
Total=20164

Not achieved

Too much
commitments on
the side of the
service provider

Make further
arrangements so
that quotation can
be gained and
proceed with the
project.

Some of the service
provider were
closed for the
festive seasons and
therefore could not
fully complete the
project

Finalise the project
by end of February
2009

Achieved
Not achieved

Achieved
Achieved
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Programme

Project
Polokwane Arts
Festival
Polokwane Roots
Festival

Communication Plan

Polokwane Youth
Festival

Communication plan

Cultural Programmes
To communicate and to inform the community at large through local media (newspapers and radio),
Flyers, posters and Public participation meetings about the cultural programmes
To be implemented by the Municipality
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against Achievement of
Reason for non
Plan for dealing
Target
Target
achievement
with Deficiency
No target
Submitted report
on future of the
festival
Presentation of a
More than 1000
Presented on
festival during the
spectators. 7
Saturday 27th
Heritage month
cultural
September 2008
performance from
Flora park
diverse cultures
and genres plus 4
poets
Two Media
3 radio interviews
Achieved
Partnerships and
with local stations
publicity in clusters
held, 1000 posters
through Community
and 5000 flyers
Development
produces
Workers
Staging of the festival The festival took
Achieved
None
place on Friday
28/11/2008
concurrently with
the festive lights +
- 1500 people
attended including
performers, artists
and spectators
(Gateway airport)
Track media reviews
There were no
Media reviews to
media reviews
be tracked
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Workshops
Communication plan
Awareness campaign

Communication plan

Holiday Program

Host the first two-day
workshop and train 20
Art administrators
Liaise with artists
interested in the
workshop
Finalise awareness
campaign

Publicize the project
in all the wards
through community
briefings
Present cultural
holiday show

Held on 3rd
October 2008

Achieved

Done

Achieved

Cultural
Competitions were
presented in 36
Wards, 5 Clusters,
500 Artists (groups
and individuals)
participated in
various art forms.
More than 800
spectators
attended.
Municipal cultural
competitions held
on 24th&31 August
2008
Facilitated cultural
competition at
District (Capricorn
Municipality) held
on 4th&5th October
2008.
Notices were
posted in wards,

Achieved

See comment in 5th
column

Not achieved

Achieved

Budget too low to
present
programme and
decided to do it in
conjunction with

To be presented
during school
holiday (March/April
2009)
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the library
Communication Plan

Publicity by means of
notices to local
schools, Ward
councilors, ward
committees, CDW `S,
notices to municipal
buildings ,Dept.of
Sport Arts & Culture
and media

Not achieved

Cultural desk
scheduled
preparatory
meeting
Dated 15th-01-09
( Library
boardroom)

SBU: Waste Management
Program: Refuse storage, Collection, Transportation and Disposal
Project:
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Target
30m3 skip containers
Evaluation, adjudication
Bid awarded to Madijo
and appointment of
Trading Enterprise
service providers
Communication Plan
Target of Communication Progress Made on
Plan
Communication Plan
Public participation
meeting
Skip containers static 11
m3 x2
Communication Plan
Awareness campaign for
2010
Skip containers 6m3

Meeting with wards in
Seshego by Nov 2008
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Target of communication
plan

Achievement of
Target
achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

5 meetings held

Achievement of
Communication
Plan
achieved

Bid awarded to Ninoset

achieved
Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

3 awareness during 2009

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Planning stage

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of

Bid awarded to Dzinga achieved
and awaiting delivery
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service providers
Communication Plan

Target of communication
plan

Tender bulletin and flyers

Planning stage

1.1m3 refuse containers

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Target of communication
plan

Communication Plan
Swivel bins
Communication Plan
Awareness campaign for
2010
240 litre bins
Communication Plan
Bid bulletin and flyers
Ladanna transfer station
Communication Plan

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Target of communication
plan
3 awareness campaign
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Target of communication
plan
To distribute flyers to
businesses
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Planning stage

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Appointment of service Not achieved
provider

Designs had to
be made first
before advertising
Reason for non
achievement
communication

Designs completed and
ready for advertising

Bid
awarded
to achieved
Mabalane
Enterprise
and awaiting delivery
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Bid awarded to Bana achieved
phefo and awaiting
delivery
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Planning stage
Bid awarded to Diponto Achieved
Investment cc

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency
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plan
Public participation
meeting

One public participation
for the city

Roll on roll off truck

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Communication Plan

Tender bulletin
Grab truck
Communication Plan

Communication in the bid
bulletin during
advertising
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Tender bulletin
10 ton tipper truck
Communication Plan

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Bid bulletin
Front end loader

Held
one
public achieved
participatipn meeting in
the city in 2008
Bid advertised and achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for non
achievement
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Achieved
Bid advertised and Achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
achieved

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for non
achievement

Bid advertised and Achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for non
achievement of
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Achieved
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers

Bid advertised and Achieved
awaiting evaluation

Implemented by
workshop sbu
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Communication Plan

Achievement of
communication plan

Bid bulletin and flyers
Load lugger
Communication Plan

Communication Plan

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Communication Plan

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Bid advertised and achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for non
achievement
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Bid advertised and achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for non
achievement
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

achieved
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Bid bulletin
2 X 4 TON Trucks

Plan to deal with
deficiency

achieved

Bid bulletin
2 x LDV

Reason for non
achievement
communication
plan

Planning stage

Bid bulletin
2 x21 m3 compactor
truck

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Bid advertised and achieved
awaiting evaluation
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Implemented by
workshop sbu
Reason for nonachievement
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

achieved
Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of

Bid advertised and achieved
awaiting evaluation

Implemented by
workshop sbu
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service providers
Communication Plan

Achievement of
communication plan

Bid bulletin
1 x customized trailer
Communication Plan

Evaluation, adjudication
and appointment of
service providers
Achievement of
communication plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement of
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement of
communication
plan

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Bid readvertised due to Not achieved
error with specs
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
achieved

Administration plant and
equipment

Requisition to stores and
purchasing

Communication Plan

Achievement of
communication plan

Bid bulletin

Bid bullentin

Reason for nonachievement of
communication
plan

achieved

Bid bulletin

White board for Ladanna
office
Communication Plan

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan

Requisition to stores and
purchasing
Achievement of
communication plan

Requisition to stores achieved
and
purchasing
of
radios
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
achieved
Requisition submitted achieved
and awaiting order
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
achieved
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Part Two Roll over Projects
Programme
Project:

November Target

Progress Against November
Target

Seshego transfer station

Project to be
advertised and
awarded

Awarded
Mums\Reboetswe JV

Mankweng transfer
station
30m3 skip containers

Project to be
completed
Project to be
completed
Project to be
completed

Project only 90 % complete

Roll on Roll off truck

Communication Plan

Waste collection from
432 collection points
Target of Communication
Plan

Distribution of flyers

To distribute flyers to
extended areas

Transfer station Ladanna

528 m3 of waste to be
collected for chipping at

to Achieved

Achieved

Achievement of
Target

420 000 collection
Achieved
points serviced
Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan
Communication
Plan
Flyers distributed to Achieved
extension 71,75 and
Lithuli park
530 m3 waste collected Achieved
and chipped

Reason for Non
Achievement
Implemented by admin and
maintenance SBU

Bins are delivered but Achieved
payment still outstanding
Awaiting delivery
Not achieved

Program: Refuse removal in the CITY and SESHEGO Cluster
Project:
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Target
Waste collection

Achievement of
Target

Implemented by Admin
and Maintenance SBU
Awaiting delivery of the
truck
Upon inquiry the truck is
ready for delivery by early
February 2009
Implemented by Admin
and Maintenance SBU

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
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the new nursery
Communication Plan

Target of communication
plan

Distribution of flyers and
pp meeting

To have one pp meeting
the affected communities

Cleaning of illegal
dumping

To clean 6 illegal
dumping in six months

Communication Plan

Target of communication
plan

Awareness campaign
and flyers

On effective awareness
campaign in Seshego in
February 2009
To ensure 80% of vehicle 60% vehicle available
availability

Maintenance of fleet

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
One pp meeting held Achieved
for the upgrading of the
station
8
illegal
dumping Achieved
cleaned with private
contractors in city and
Seshego
Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Planning stage
Not achieved

Street sweeping by
heavy industry sweeper

Daily cleanliness of
streets

75% of streets clean

Communication plan

Target of communication
plan

Notices

To issue notices to
enforce compliance
Cleanliness of all the
streets in the CBD on
daily basis

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
3 notices issued
Achieved

Litter picking

80% clean

Not achieved

Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Trucks very old
Repeated repairs
Delay in orders
Sweeper
contractor not
effective
Need second
sweeper area too
big
Reason for non
achievement

To purchase new
trucks on the current
budget
Second sweeper to be
engaged

To transform
street cleaning in
the city

Report submitted for
approval

Plan to deal with
deficiency
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Communication plan

Target of communication
plan

Flyers and meetings

To distribute flyers to
businesses and issuing
of notices
To sweet shop rite
parking, civic centre
parking and Kentucky
drive way
Target of communication
plan

2 x small sweepers

Communication plan
Flyers

Distribution of flyers

Free refuse distribution in To distribute 15 530
Seshego
refuse bags per month at
Seshego for awareness
and education
Communication plan
Target of communication
plan
Public participation
meeting
Distribution of flyers

To stage 5 pp meeting in
Seshego and distribution
of flyers

An appropriate waste
minimization strategy

Buy back centre at
Mankweng
Recycling at source
Recycle 10% of waste at
the landfill site

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Flyers distributed in the Achieved
city

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Only one sweeper was Partially achieved
working

Second operator
starting only on
October 2008

The matter was settled
with the Unions

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Flyers distributed inn Achieved
the city
Process still going on
Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
5 pp meeting held and Achieved
distributed flyers
Awareness campaign
at a planning stage
Two meetings held
Achieved
A service provider to
complete the buy back
centre appointed by
DEAT
Workshop for recyclers
Data base for recyclers
12% of waste recycled
per month at the land

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency
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fill site
Communication plan

Target of communication
plan

Meeting with recyclers
Flyers distribution

To have meeting with
recyclers

Refuse removal
Mankweng and
Sebayeng
Communication plan

To clean 45 000
collection points

Awareness campaign

To have one awareness
campaign

Target of communication
plan

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
3 meetings were held
Achieved
1 workshop organized
by CDM
46 000 collection points Achieved
done

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

Progress
on Achievement of
communication plan
communication
plan
Planning stage

Reason for non
achievement

Plan to deal with
deficiency

SBU: Environmental Management
Programme : Integrated Environmental Management
Projects
Half-Yearly Target
Progress Against HalfYearly Target
Development of
Sterpark ridge and
Eduan park
(bullfrog) as a
protected area
Communication
plan

Project approval
Appointment of a
consultant/architect
Public consultation

Submitted the project approval
report # 408445. Approval
awaited.

Achievement Of
Target
Not Achieved

Reason For
NonAchievement
Awaiting project
approval

Plan For
Dealing With
Dificiency
Follow-up

Plan to start in the third quarter
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Upgrading of the
Game reserve

Project approval
Invitation of tenders

Communication
plan

Plan to start in the third quarter

Programme : Cemetery Management
Project
Half-Yearly Target
Replacement of
cemetery – New
Pietersburg
Communication
plan
Church street
cemetery road
expansion
Communication
plan

Project approval granted.
Contractor for phase 1 to
continue with phase 2.

Progress Against HalfYearly Target

Achievement Of
Target

Project approval
Invitation of tenders
Appointment of a consultant
Plan to start in the third quarter

Project approval granted.
Awaiting appointment of
consultants.

Achieved.

Project approval
Invitation of tenders
Appointment of a service
provider
Plan to start in the third quarter

Project approval granted.
Started with the project

Achieved.

Programme : Parks and City Entrances Management
Project
Half-Yearly Target
Progress Against HalfYearly Target
Second phase of
Mankweng parks
development Zone A
Communication
plan
Second phase of

Achieved

Project design and approval

Achievement Of
Target

Project approval granted.
Started with the project

Achieved

Project approval granted.

Achieved

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For
Dealing With
Dificiency

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For
Dealing With
Deficiency

Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
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Mankweng parks
development Zone C
Communication
plan
Development of
SABC park, and
the Island between
Game and
Correctional
services
Communication
plan
Park development
Rainbow park
Communication
plan
Park Development
Emdo Park
Communication
plan
City entrances
development
Communication
plan
Drilling boreholes
municipal parks
Communication
plan
Fencing and
parking Seshego
dam
Communication
plan

Started with the project
Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval

Report resubmitted

Achieved

Project approval granted.
Started with the project

Achieved

Project approval granted.
Started with the project

Achieved

Awaiting project approval
report

Achieved

Project approval
Completion of the roll over
phase
Plan to start in the third quarter

Project approval granted.
Awaiting appointment of
contractors

Achieved

Project design and approval

Project approval granted.
Started with the project

Achieved

Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
Plan to start in the third quarter

Plan to start in the third quarter
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Programme : Working for Water
Project
Half-Yearly Target
Nursery relocation

Project approval

Communication
plan

Plan to start in the third quarter

Programme : Greening
Project
Half-Yearly Target
City decorations –
benches,
sculptures, and
paving
Communication
plan
2010 Public toilets

Project design and approval
Procurement of material and
services

Progress Against HalfYearly Target
Project approval
granted. Started with
the project

Achievement Of
Target

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For Dealing
With Deficiency

Reason For
NonAchievement
Awaiting project
approval

Plan For Dealing
With Dificiency

Achieved

Progress Against HalfYearly Target

Achievement Of
Target

Submitted the project approval
report # 410733

Not Achieved

Arranging a meeting with
Admin and Maintenance,
Waste and 2010 Director to
generate the report.

Achieved

Follow-up

Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
Invitation of tenders
Tender adjudication

Waste
Management
SBU now
implementing the
project.
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Communication
plan
2010 Greening
Communication
plan

Plan to start in the third quarter
Project design and approval
Invitation of tenders
Tender adjudication
Plan to start in the third quarter

Submitted the project approval
report #408438

Not Achieved

Awaiting project
approval

Follow-up

Achievement Of
Target

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For Dealing
With Dificiency

Awaiting approval
of the MOU

Follow-up

Roll Overs
Programme : Integrated Environmental Management
Projects
Half-Yearly Target
Progress Against HalfYearly Target
Infrastructure
upgrading – Game
reserve
(Roll-over)
Communication
plan
Environmental
study: Sterpark and
Eduan park
(Roll-over)

Implementation and Completion

Communication
plan
Game reserve
service delivery
model
(Roll-over)
Communication
plan

Plan to start in the third quarter

Project complete

Achieved

Final report received.
Report sent to Council.

Achieved

Arranging meeting with
the service provider,
PWC.

Not Achieved

Plan to start in the third quarter
Implementation and Completion

Implementation and Completion

Plan to start in the third quarter
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Programme : Cemetery Management
Project
Half-Yearly Target
Church street
cemetery road
expansion
(Roll-over)
Communication
plan
Internal road
upgrading
(Roll-over)
Communication
plan

Implementation and completion

Progress Against HalfYearly Target

Achievement Of
Target

Requisitions for paving bricks
made. Order received.

Achieved

Approval to purchase the
scraper has been granted.

Achieved

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For Dealing
With Deficiency

Plan to start in the third quarter
Implementation and completion
Plan to start in the third quarter

Programme : Working For Water
Project

Half-Yearly Target

Nursery relocation
(Roll-over)

Completion of the roll over
phase

Communication
plan

Plan to start in the third quarter

Programme
Communication strategy
Projects
Spatial
Information

Progress Against HalfYearly Target

Contribution to Capital
Meetings with other SBUs
Key
Half-yearly
Performance Target
Indicator

Achievement Of
Target

Implementation and
construction going on.
Roll-over funds fully
utilised. We have
finalised the relocation
to the new site

Quarter
One

Quarter
Two

Reason For
NonAchievement

Plan For Dealing
With Dificiency

Achieved

Quarter
Three

Quarter
Four

Budget

Amount
spent
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Programme
Communication strategy
Furniture and
Municipal
fittings
wide
Communication
plan
Plant and
Equipment

Municipal
wide

Administration
Meetings with other SBUs
Effective
Supplement
administration of furniture
and fittings
Effective
administration

Procuring of
equipment

Communication
plan
Program
Communication strategy
Furniture and
Municipal
fittings
wide
Communication
plan
Plant and
Equipment

Municipal
wide

20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

Cemeteries
Meetings with other SBUs
Effective
Supplement
administration of furniture
and fittings
Effective
administration

Procuring of
equipment

Communication
plan
Game reserve
Furniture and
fittings

Municipal
wide

Effective
administration

Supplement
of furniture
and fittings

Communication
plan
Plant and

Municipal

Effective

Procuring of

50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%

80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report

50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%

100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%

R21 00

R5400

100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%

R15 000

R27 000

R313 000

R66 000
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Equipment
Communication
plan
Office Equipment

wide

administration

equipment

Municipal
wide

Effective
administration

Procuring of
equipment

Communication
plan
Program
Communication strategy
Furniture and
Municipal
fittings
wide
Communication
plan
Plant and
Equipment

Municipal
wide

Nursery
Meetings with other SBUs
Effective
Supplement
administration of furniture
and fittings
Effective
administration

Procuring of
equipment

Communication
plan
Program
Communication strategy
Furniture and
Municipal
fittings
wide
Communication
plan
Plant and
Equipment
Communication

Municipal
wide

Parks
Meetings with other SBUs
Effective
Supplement
administration of furniture
and fittings
Effective
administration

Procuring of
equipment

implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report

implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

R10 000

20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report

100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report

R3900

20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
20%
implementat
ion
Quarterly

50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
50%
implementat
ion
Quarterly

80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly
report
80%
implementatio
n
Quarterly

100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly
report
100%
implementat
ion
Quarterly

R16 300

R46 100

R331 500
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plan

report

report

report

report

Operational Budget 2008/2009
Program
Communication strategy
Projects
Spatial
Informatio
n
Day visitors
Municipal
wide

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number of
visitors/ month
vehicles >300
adults > and
children > 650
# of seats
booked/ month)Adults/children 25
Occupancy 70%
per month
Nights utilised – 4
per month
Days rented/ 6
per month

Halfyearly
Target
1 800
adults

Municipal
wide
Municipal
wide

Night Drives

Municipal
wide

Chalets

Municipal
wide
Municipal
wide

KUDU guest
house and
Dries
Abrahamse
Lapa
Caravan
Nights, Tents
Nights
Wood sales

Game Reserve

Horse Trials

Municipal
wide

Thatch sales

Municipal

Quarter
One

Quarter
Two

310 adults

1800 adults

Budget
(Income)

Project
Manager

R68 000

R Mojapelo

700

3400

27

42

R8 000

R Mojapelo

78%
Occupancy
72
Occupancy

80%

70%

R520 000

R Mojapelo

4 days

20 days

R17 000

R Mojapelo

Occupancy 70%
per month

78%
Occupancy

80%

70%

R75 000

R Mojapelo

Number of
bundles sold/
month – 20 per
month
Number of
visitors entering
on horseback/ 10
per month
Number of

240
Bundles pa

5 bundles

5

R1 000

R Mojapelo

160 Visitors 0

0

R1 000

R Mojapelo

20 Bundles

0

R5 000

R Mojapelo

3 900
children
200 Night
drives

0

Quarte
r
Three

Quarter
Four
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wide

bundles sold/
month –5 bundles
(seasonal)

Program
Communication strategy
Projects
Spatial
Information
Day visitors

Municipal Wide

Barn owl lapa

Municipal Wide

Fish eagle
lapa

Municipal Wide

Km of road
maintained

Municipal Wide

Kilometres of
fence
maintained
Forestry Km of
firebreaks and
plantations Km

Bird Sanctuary
Key
Performance
Indicator
Number of
visitors/
month
100 children
and
adults -50
Occupancy
rate 0%days
hired/
month-2
Occupancy
rate 0%days
hired/
month-50%
Km/
year-140kms

Half-yearly
Target

Quarter
One

Quarter
Two

1 000 day
visitors

140

80%
occupancy

Quarter
Three

Quarter
Four

Budget

Project
Manager

780

R32 000
(Income)

R
Mojapelo

80%

80%

R5 800
(Income)

R
Mojapelo

60%
occupancy

80%

80%

R18 000
(Income)

R
Mojapelo

140km

0

35km

R150 000

R
Mojapelo

Municipal
Wide

Km/
year-140kms

70km

11km

75km

R30 000

R Mojapelo

Municipal
Wide

Hectares +
Kms
maintained 41
ha + 13 km

41 ha + 13
km

0

0

R150 000

R Mojapelo
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Program
Communication strategy
Projects
Spatial
Information

Environmental Management

Compile an
Environmental
Policy and
Plan

Municipal
Wide

Key
Performance
Indicator
Policy and
Bylaws

Environmental
by-laws

Municipal
Wide

Legal
compliance

View and
comment on
scoping reports
for any
development
within the
municipal area
The inspection
and providing
of
environmental
comments
regarding site
Applications for
development
within the
municipal area

Municipal
Wide

35 reports per
month
No of
feedbacks

Municipal
Wide

4 site visits
reports
submitted per
month

Program
Communication strategy

Half-yearly
Target

Quarter
One

Quarter
Two

Quarter
Three

Quarter
Four

Budget

Project
Manager

Obtain
approval

Implement

R300 000

M
Ledwaba

Bylaw
developmen
t
Commentin
g on
scoping
reports –
560 reports

Public
participation

Circulate
and discuss
the
Environmen
tal policy
and the plan
Developme
nt of bylaws

Submit plan
and policy to
legal services

Approval

R150 000

M
Ledwaba

18 reports

R100 000

M
Ledwaba

Providing
comments
on the
environment

0

R200 000

M
Ledwaba

Policy
developmen
t

74 site visits

Cemetery management
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Projects

Spatial
Information

Key
Performance
Indicator
Number of
gravesGraves per
annum
Number of
exhumations
–

Graves
Provided

Municipal
wide

Exhumations

Municipal
wide

Grass Cutting

Municipal
wide

The total area
covered-

Herbicides
Applied

Municipal
wide

Total area
covered

Half-yearly
Target

Quarter
One

Quarter
Two

Quarter
Three

Quarter
Four

Budget

Project
Manager

Providing
2500 graves

500

600

500

900

R500 000

H le
Roux

Exhumation
s
50 Graves
per annum
Grass
Cutting
500 Hectare
Herbicides
Applied 50
Hectare

10

10

15

15

R50 000

H le
Roux

125

125

125

125

R200 000

H le
Roux

12

12

12

14

R25 000

H le
Roux

SBU: Community Safety
Program:
Fire Brigade
Communication Strategy: To have a reciprocal communication with the community at large through fire safety programmes at various schools,
community meetings and cluster consultative meetings.
Project
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Achievement Of Reason For
Plan For Dealing
Half Yearly Target
Target
NonWith Deficiency
Achievement
Emergency response to all fire
To respond to all fire calls within a
Achieved
100%
Target achieved
calls
minimum time span of two minutes.
429 fire calls
received and
responded to all.
Communication Plan
As per calls received from Public
!00% Achieved
Achieved
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Fire Safety

Communication Plan
Training

Communication Plan
Partitioning of offices
Communication plan
1 x 4 x 4 LDV

Communication plan

Building Plans 329
Approved: 161
Rejected: 167
Inspections 2103
Flammable Liquids paid: R44120.00
Fines Issued: 0
Fines amount: R 0
Hydrants test 50
To have service feedback from
clients on ongoing basis
Fire Fighter 1
Fire Fighter 2
First Aid
Extrication
Extinguisher
Hazmat Awareness
GDT
SCBA
As per Prospectus

98% Achieved

Target 98%
achieved

16
10
139
7
232
17
3
0
424

Achieved

To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way quotation bid invitations

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Staff, Vehicle
Shortages

The vacant posts
will be filled soon
and the
challenges will be
dealt with

Achieved

Achieved

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated None
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1 x LDV

Communication plan
300 x 30 meter x Duraline Fire
Hoses
Communication plan
1 x Portable Pump

Communication plan
Branches and Monitors

Communication plan
Breathing Apparatus

To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way quotation bid invitations

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

Not achieved

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated
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Communication plan
Stabilizing Equipment

Communication plan
Hazardous Equipment

Communication plan
Air Bag Equipment

Communication plan
Alarm System

Communication plan
Palisade and Gate

To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

Not achieved

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated
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Communication plan
Upgrading pf Water reticulation
system
Communication plan
1 x water tanker

Communication plan
1 x Foam Trailer

Communication plan
1 x Rescue vehicle

Communication plan

To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications and
get approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections
To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Procurement
process not yet
initiated
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1 x medium rescue vehicle

Communication plan

To acquire council approval,
generate tender specifications
through the workshop and get
approval of the specifications
committee
To communicate with the public by
way Tender bid invitations and
during formal site inspections

Target achieved

Target 100%
achieved

Target not yet
achieved

0%

Procurement
process not yet
initiated

Program : Community Security
Project:

Half Yearly Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Physical Security.

To protect all 94
Municipal Premises.

Only sixty-five (65)
premises guarded.

65 premises
guarded

Budget
constraints

Communication plan

To communicate
security arrangements
with relevant stake
holders
Sustainable Supervision

Target 100%
achieved

Achieved

Deployment of static security
Communication Plan
Personnel Security and Vetting

To give proper security
briefings to guards
during parades
To screen all newly
appointed employees
and vetting of staff in
strategic positions.

Plan of
Dealing with
Deficiency
Funds to be
allocated.
Adjustment
budget
implementati
on

Liaison with In House 68%
and External service
provider
Target 100%
Achieved
achieved
468 Screened
66 employees vetted

67%%

Backlog with
previous
appointments

N/A to deal
with backlog.
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Communication Plan

Investigation of crime.
Communication Plan

VIP Protection.
Communication Plan
Escorting of cash-in-transit.
Communication Plan
Administration of gatherings and Marches

Information to SBU’s
and External
Stakeholders about
vetting by means of
electronically media and
contact sessions.
Investigate all crimes
involving council
properties.
To generate
investigation reports
within seven days after
the case was reported.
To escort all councilors
and council officials on
request
Planning & Liaison with
Secretariat and
Councilors
To escort all Municipal
cash-in-transit services
on request.
SBU concerned for C.
I.T communicate when
service required
To administer all
gatherings and Marches
by appointments,
meetings etc.

Target 100%
achieved

Achieved

69 Case reported
Achieved
and investigated – 16
arrests effected
69 investigation
Achieved
reports generated
35 requests made
and responded
positively to 33
Gave feedback on all
requests

97%

Escorted all
Municipal cash-intransit.
Done as per request

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

11 applications for
Achieved
marches received
and all marches were
processed and
coordinated.
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Communication Plan

Established a Planning
Committee comprising
of Traffic and Licensing,
the SAPS and relevant
applicants and
respondents
in terms of Gathering
Act
Law Enforcement Informal Sector July – Dec 2008. To conduct Law
Enforcement on all
hawkers within
Polokwane Municipality.

11 planning meetings Achieved
held successfully

Total NIP’s written =
492

30%

Total monetary value
=

Personnel
Constraints

Filling of all
vacant
positions
within
Community
Safety SBU

R246 000-00

Communication Plan

Disseminate information
to the public, SBU and
external stake holders –
pamphlets, media and
prohibitions signs and
contact sessions with
hawkers

Camera, alarms and vehicle tracking Monitoring

CCTV Camera
monitoring for purposes
of crime prevention

Excluding fines paid
at Court/Traffic
Department.
2 press releases
were issued and
pamphlets were
issued, 33 meetings
were held with
hawkers and Notice
of Prosecutions were
issued.
22 crimes in process
were averted
1 stolen municipal
vehicle was
recovered and
subsequent arrests
were made.

Achieved

Target 100%
achieved
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Communication Plan
Joint operations (Crime Prevention)

Communication Plan
Court Attendance – Criminal
Disciplinary
Communication Plan
Access Control

Communication Plan
Inspection Municipal Premises
Communication Plan

Proper briefings of all
officers during parades
and training sessions.
To conduct 20 joint
operations with the
SAPS and SANDF

100%

Target Achieved

Conducted 25 Joint
operations.

Meetings , Planning
SBU’s internal and
external stake holders
To give evidence in all
subpoenas received
both internally or at the
court of law.
To inform all
respondents
accordingly and timely
To conduct access
control to all Municipal
Premises.

Physical Law
Enforcement

Target achieved
27 successful
arrest
15 vehicles + 8
trailers
confiscated
Yes

To keep registers of
visitors and Occurrence
Book
To conduct security
inspection on all
Municipal Premises
Physical visits by
Officials

Attended 19 court
cases
Attended 12 internal
cases
Target achieved

Target Achieved

Conducted Access
Control to all
Municipal Premises
under guard.
Total 60 650 only
done at Civic Centre

Target not
achieved

Conducted
inspection on all
Municipal Premises.
Communicate,
revise, registers and
inspections

Target achieved

Target Achieved
Shortage of staff

Employment
of additional
officers

Target Achieved

Target Achieved
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Capital Projects
Project:

Half Yearly Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for
Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Purchase of 2 x 2,5 Single Cab LDV’s. To acquire council approval,
VOTE: 4220019188208 R320 00000
generate tender specifications
and get approval of the
specifications committee
Communication Plan
Procurement process and
execution of the project

Target 80% complete

Bid document drafted
with specification

Achieved

Purchase of 1 x 2,5 Single Cab LDV’s. To purchase 1 x 2,5 CC 4 x 4
VOTE: 42200 19187208 R300 000.00 Single Cab vehicle

Council approval
obtain MC/318/12/08
PG refers

Target not
achieved.
Bid to be
implemented

Bid document
with specifications
to be completed.

Communication Plan

Procurement process and
execution of the project

Bid document drafted
with specification

Manager
Workshop
implement project
through manager
supply chain
management
Achieved

Purchase of 1 x 1600 CC Sedan
Vote No : 4220019186208
R160 000-00

To purchase 1 x 1600 Sedan
vehicle

Council approval
obtained. MC
313/12/08

Target not
achieved.
Bid to be
implemented.

Bid document
with specifications
to be completed.

Communication Plan

Procurement process and
execution of the project

Bid document drafted
with specification

Manager
Workshop
implement project
through manager
supply chain
management.
Achieved
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Roll over Projects
Project:

Progress Against
November Target

Achievement of Target

Roll-over project.
Procurement process and
execution of the project

Evaluation to be done
and reports to be
written.
Bid document drafted
with specs

To receive all telephone calls &
transfer them to the relevant
SBU.
To ensure that all complaints are
attended by the relevant SBU.

All calls answered

Target achieved

Training of
personnel

All complaints were
handled and processed

Target achieved

Fast tracking of the
incoming calls and
improving on the response
handling of incoming calls

Programming of telephone
system and printing of accounts

New account system
installed and software
updated

Target not
achieved

To sensitise SBU
to report back
after complaints
were completed
Software updated
and
reprogrammed

Communication plan

To communicate with internal
Achieved
clients by email and sms mode
To inspect all security monitoring All systems were inspect
systems/ devices.

Upgrading security at all
Cluster Revenue offices R500
000.00
Communication Plan

To upgrade security at
Mankweng and other
clusters.
Risk Assessment at various
clusters

Reason for
Non
Achievement
Target not
achieved

Expediate the
process

Control Center
Complaints, Incidents and
Telephone activities
Communication plan

Security systems activities
Communication activities

To co-ordinate the two-way radio Target achieved
communication meeting for the
month.

Target achieved

Telephone
software
damaged after
power serge

Weekly
inspections of all
systems

Target achieved

Operational Activities
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Two-way radio Communication
R300 000,00

To co-ordinate all Mobile
Control Centre (M3) activities
Testing of all Call points

Target achieved

Target achieved

All call points were not
tested

Target not
achieved

Insufficient
transport

Monitoring of Street
surveillance cameras

Cameras and equipment
currently being installed
and in testing period
Bid submitted for approval
to specification committee
in October 2007

Target not
achieved

Project in
installation

Target achieved.

Bid submitted
for approval to
specification
committee

Ensuring that all system used
are compatible with each
other.

Co-ordinate with
community safety
to assist
Training of
personnel
Waiting for
specification
committee
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Directorate: Corporate Services
SBU: Human Resource Management
Programme: Staffing
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Recruitment and
Selection

Human Capital
planning and
forecasting
Age analysis

98 Positions
advertised.
Response
handling:
Capturing
Short listing
Provide Half
yearly reports
on forecasting
of possible
vacancies

Human Capital
planning and
forecasting.
Exit interviews

Provide report
of analysis of
exit interviews
conducted

Employment
Equity

Submission of
EE report to

Progress Against Target

Achievement of
Target

153 positions filled.

Achieved

Age Group
Incumbents
64 >
19
62 \ 63
31
60 \ 61
46
58 \ 59
61
55 \ 56 \ 57
86
53 \ 54
60
51 \ 52
67
50..
28
Total 50 & >
398
Retirements: 12
Resignation: 26
Deceased:
9
Dismissed:
3
Transfer:
5 (Dept
of
Health)
Incapacity:
2
Exit Interviews: 57 (JulyDecember 08).

Fully Achieved
(Report
generated
#421734)

Report submitted to DOL

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Fully Achieved
(Report
#421740
compiled for
cognizance by
management).

Achieved
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DOL.
Employment
Equity
Consultation

6 report
submitted to LLF

1 report submitted to LLF

Not achieved

Employment
Equity -Review
Communication
Plan

Revised Equity
plan
Target of
Communication
Plan
Applicants
External and
Internal.
Management

Equity plan revised and
submitted for comments.
Progress Made on
Communication Plan

Achieved

Print
Media( Adverts)
Intranet and
Internet
Notice Boards
Meetings

Adverts were placed on the
internet, intranet and notice
boards for positions.
Reports on human capital
were tabled at management
meetings and others to the
LLF

Achievement of Reason for
Communication Non
Plan
Achievement
Achieved

Programme: Policy, practice review and legislative reform
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Achievement of
Target
Target
Target
Review of
policies and
procedures

Consultation with
stake holders on
policies
Submission to
Mayoral
Committee.

The following
policies were
submitted to the
Mayoral
Committee.
 HRD
 Recruitment
 Cell phone
The following were

Organized
labour wanted
training on
collective
bargaining
issues before
holding any
LLF.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Submit reports on equity every
LLF

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Achieved
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Awareness of
policies and
procedures

4 information
session for the
half year.

Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Information
Organized
sessions
Labour and
Meetings
Employees

submitted for
consultation at the
LLF
 HRD
 Recruitmen
t
The following
policies were
submitted to the
HRT Committee.
 OHS Policy
 Business
Code of
Ethics.
No session held to
date.

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Policies submitted
to organized labour
through meetings
Information
sessions with
employees did not
take place

Not Achieved

Consultation with
organized labour
not finalized on
new policies as
well as old
policies submitted
for review.
Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Achieved
Policies can only
be communicated
to the targeted
group upon
Not Achieved
finalization by
stake holders

Fast track the consultation process
of the policies.

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Finalise the consultative process
with stake holders

Programme: Human Resource Development
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Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Skills
Development
Team Building
and
Management

466 employees
trained
1 Team Building
for Management

Achieved

Induction

9 Inductions half
yearly
100 employees
on Abet per
annum

690 employees
trained
1 team building
held for Top
Management.
1 team building
held for employees.
9 Inductions were
conducted.
100 employees on
Abet
 60 Internal
 20 Seta
 20 Dropped
out
Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Target group was
informed through
notice board,
intranet and
through meetings.

Abet

Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Notice Boards
Employees,
Intranet
Meetings

Programme: Human Resource Development
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Performance
Management
System

Quarterly
performance
appraisal

No performance
appraisals done for
the half year

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Training took
place as per
schedule

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Not achieved

The finalization of
the SDBIP plan
not yet complete,
SBU’s needed to
finalize the
communication

Facilitate the finalization of the
SDBIP

Achieved.

Achieved
Achieved
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plan

Mayoral
Excellence
Awards

Signed
Performance
agreements

3 contracts signed

Not achieved

Draft TOR ,
advertise,
evaluate ,
adjudicate and
appoint service
provider

Draft terms of
reference
developed and
forwarded to the
Acting Director
Corporate.

Not achieved

Review of the
Excellence
award

Benchmarking with
other institutions

Not achieved

80% of jobs
submitted for
evaluation
Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Sessions were
communicated to
Managers.
Employees
informed about
activities

Not achieved
.

Job Evaluation

Submission of
outstanding job
descriptions
Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Intranet
Section 57
Meetings
Managers
Media (Print)
Service providers
Employees

SBU needed to
finalise the
communication
plan for the
signing to be
finalized.
Consultation with
various potential
service providers
was not
completed; Only
DBSA and
Productivity SA
were consulted.
Organizational
Review section
was dealing with
the project,
20% await
signatures

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Achieved

Finalise the consultation with
various service providers

Collate the information available
and draw up a new policy.
Follow up with affected SBU’S.
Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Programme: Employee wellness
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Project:

Half Yearly
Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Employee
Assistance
Programme

Conduct 120
counseling
sessions half
yearly

144 sessions were
held with
employees

Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Budget not
sufficient to
appoint service
provider.

Request for money during budget
adjustments
Use internal capacity to run
program

Gender:
9Females
21 Males

Campaigns

Conduct 3
awareness
campaign on
Absenteeism and
Substance abuse

Problems:
3 Work
14 Health
2 Absenteeism
6 Financial
1 Marital
1 Family
2. Stress
1 Alcohol abuse.
Two campaigns

Not achieved
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HIV AND AIDS

Conduct 8
information
sessions per
quarter.

10 information
sessions were
conducted.

6 HIV/AIDS
committee
meetings

5 HIV and AIDS
Committee
meetings were
held.

Not Achieved

5 Peer Educators
meeting was held

Not achieved

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Notices posted and
Intranet used to
communicate.

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
Meetings held
for information
sessions.
Peer educators
meeting held.

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Programme: Occupational Health and Safety
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

OHS Training

4 training
sessions for
Managers

No COID ACT
Course for
managers

Not Achieved

Budget used for
team building

Schedule Training for the rest of
the financial year

OHS policies
and legislative
compliance

62 H/S
Committee
meetings

Ongoing. 41
Meetings held for
the two quarters

75%
Achievement

Admin &
Maintenance not
active

Admin & Maintenance SBU to
schedule meetings

6 Peer Educators
programme
meeting held
quarterly
Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Notice Boards
Employees
Intranet
HIV/AIDS
Information
Committee
Session
members , Peer
Educators

Achieved

Non attendance
by employees.
Poor attendance.

Use general meeting in SBU to
address employees on HIV/AIDS
Hold another session

Postponed due to
march by trade
Unions

Hold meetings as per schedule

Postponed due to
march by the
trade Union.
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1 emergency drill
at Main Building
1 Illumination
and 1 ergonomic
survey
Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Intranet
Employees
Notice Boards

H&S Committees

None

Not Achieved

Alarm need to be
services, not
working

SMS notification to all employees
in case of an emergency. To do a
drill at Traffic and Licenses

Conducted 18-19
Nov 2008

Achieved

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Scheduled training
took place.
Ongoing

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
90%
Most session were
not attended by all
85%
employees.

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

4 Meetings Held

50%
Achievement

Unions requested
training on various
issues , collective
bargaining, laws
before they could
commence with
the normal
meetings

Training has been provided and
meetings will be scheduled as per
program.

4 training sessions
held for Managers
and shop stewards
8 Dispute cases
were held.

Achieved
The employee
failed to attend.

Adhere to the time lines of 30
days for grievances, 60 days for

Improve on notification. Use the
HRD to enforce attendance after it
has been approved by Council.

Meetings
Programme: Labour Relations
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Collective
Bargaining

Facilitated
interventions
Disciplinary
cases and

8 meetings of the
following
committees
LLF,
Restructuring
Human
Resource
Employment
Equity
1 Managers and
Union meting
4 x training
sessions for
managers
Continuous

5 Finalized
2 Postponed
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grievance
handling

1withdrawn.

Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Meetings
Organized
Intranet
Labour
Reports
Employees

The employee has
.resigned

8 Grievances were
held.

2 Postponed
4 Finalized
1 Referred to
dispute a
resolution

The employee
failed to attend.

17 Disciplinary
Hearings

5 Postponed
7 Finalized
1 Suspended
4 Withdrawn
Achievement of
Communication
Plan
Negotiations
took place on
key policy issues
like HRD
Disputes were
resolved after
parties were
informed to
attend through
the intranet and
notices

Non attendance of
representative

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Meetings held.
Intranet used.
Reports generated

Reason for Non
Achievement

less serious cases and 90 days
for serious cases.

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

SBU: Information Services
New Projects:
Programme
Communication
strategy

Infrastructure and Information Management Solutions and Systems
Monthly meetings, E-mail, Monthly Reports/ Quarterly Reports / Annual reports
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Project

Half year target

GIS (Mobile)

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications.
Get quotes from
existing service
provider. Quotes for
hardware. SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation

Project Management
System

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications.
Get quotes from
existing service
provider. Quotes for
hardware. SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation
Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications.
Go out on tender and
evaluate. Appoint SP.
Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Go out
on tender and
evaluate. Appoint SP.
SLA

IT Infrastructure and
systems

Content Management
System

Progress against
target
Project approved.
Report to BAC to get
approval to use
current SP for
integration of
software.

Achievement of
Target
Not Achieved

Reason for non
achievement
Awaiting Bid
adjudication
committee to
approve.

Plan for Dealing with Deficiency

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents
Tender closed, to be
evaluated.

Not Achieved

Awaiting date for
evaluation from
procurement.

Fast track the process.

Project approved.
SLA signed - SP to
start implementation

Not Achieved

Negotiating the
SLA.

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents
Tender to
procurement for
advertising. Tender

Not Achieved

Poor tender
response.

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones.
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Project Plan
Start implementation

closed, to be
evaluated. Poor
tender response.

Council System

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Go out
on tender and
evaluate. Appoint SP.
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents. Tender
with DCORP for
inputs from the
Executive Mayor.
Re-summit tender to
EM for input.

Not Achieved

Awaiting inputs
from EM.

Fast track process to maintain
overarching milestones.

Museum System

Implementation of
comprehensive
museum
management system.
Go out on tender and
evaluate. Appoint SP.
SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents
Tender advertised
awaiting closing
date..

Not Achieved

Due to the
extensive
research needed
to compile the
technical
specification buy or build
solution

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones

DOCS

Get quotes from
current Service
provider. Project Plan
Start implementation
Internal participation

Project approved.
Currently busy
compiling detailed
deliverables on the
scope of work, meet
with SP to determine
scope.

Not Achieved

Awaiting gap
analysis from
service provider

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones
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Digital whiteboard

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Go out
on tender and
evaluate. Appoint SP.
SLA Project Plan
Start implementation

Servers/
Switches

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Get
quotes from HP for
servers. Start
implementation
Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Get
quotes and evaluate.
Appoint Service
provider. SLA Project
Plan Start
implementation

UPS/ Electrical
Infrastructure

Router/DMZ/ Firewall

Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and technical
specifications. Get
quotes and evaluate.
Appoint SP. SLA
Project Plan Start
implementation

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents
Tender to
procurement for
advertising. Tender
closed, to be
evaluated.
Project approved.
Currently busy to
sign contract with
HP.

Not Achieved

Had to wait for
technical specs
from main
distributors of the
equipment.

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones

Not Achieved

Negotiations with
HP to agree.

Project approved.
Tender to
procurement for
advertising. Tender
closed, to be
evaluated.

Not Achieved

Had to wait for
detailed technical
specs fro ups
companies.

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones

Project approved.
Compiling of
tender/quote
documents
Tender to
procurement for
advertising. Bid
adjudication to
resolve.

Not Achieved

Re-advertise due
to poor SP
response.

Fast track the process to still maintain
overarching milestones
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Programme:
Communication
strategy
Project

Infrastructure And Information Management Solutions And Systems
Monthly meetings, E-mail, Monthly Reports/ Quarterly Reports / Annual reports

Finance Finest
billing system and
phase II

Finalise phase 1
postimplementation
system:
Status of Votes
Report
General Ledger
Accounting
(Report)

Half year target

Finalise phase 1
postimplementation
system
Statements
Exporting to
Microsoft
Products?
Long-term Capital
/Opex
Budgeting

HR System

And submit a
report on the way
forward
Roll-out HR
system

Progress against
target
Postimplementation: 2
reports outstanding.

Achievement
of Target
Not achieved

Billing:
Awaiting approval for
implementation of
Billing system.

Reason for non
achievement
Service provider reluctant to
continue due to non payment
of license fees and
unavailability of the
comprehensive billing
system as determined during
site visit.
Report to be signed by CFO.

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Submitted report to CFO to
recommend way forward

Report to acting
CFO.

Core modules
implemented and
training done.
ESS will be
implemented in

Achieved
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Refurbish GIS
system

Cadastre data

Aerial
photography for
PM

Project
Management
System

Develop front end
applications for
various service
sbu’s. Link to
financial system
and other
systems
Capture town
planning cadastre

Digitising of
clusters, ortho
photos and tin
Fly rural areas.
Digitising of
clusters, ortho
photos and tin
Compile needs
analysis

October job analysis
in Nov/Dec after
grading. Sign off on
all work.
Administrator training
to be done.
Job grading, ESS
and training to be
implemented.
Service Provider to
continue developing
applications. Busy
with training.

Achieved

OSS captured
backlog data. Send
to them by applicable
SBU’s. Currently
busy signing of the
project.
Service Provider
submitted final
photos, Currently
busy with workshop
with managers to
sign off.

Achieved

PID document
submitted. Business
analysis completed.
Phase 1 of the
system implemented,
data captured on all
projects SDBIP, IDP

Achieved

Achieved
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Digital library

Re-advertise
Procure
equipment

and 3 year budget.
Develop/Customize
and finalise System.
Re-advertised and
procured equipment.
Busy with
implementation
following furniture
installation. Start
implementation.
Equipment partially
installed.
Configuration to be
finalized.

Achieved

IT Management
Systems
DRP/BC Plan

Develop/Customi
ze plan/strategy

ICT Policies

Needs analysis
and draft
compilation

SAN Disks
(Update storage
space)

Continue
implementation

BIA consolidation
and DRP strategy.
SP appointed and
busy with project
implementation.
Implemented.
Project completed.

Achieved
Achieved

Achieved

Project completed.
IT Helpdesk and
network Tools
IT Infrastructure
and systems
CRM

Procure software
and implemented.
SLA
Project Plan
Start
implementation

Achieved

Tender.

Not achieved

Poor response to tenders
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Hotspots

Continue
implementation

Programme
Communication
strategy
Project

2010 Projects
Monthly meetings, E-mail, Monthly Reports/ Quarterly Reports / Annual reports

Optic Fibre to
Stadium

VOIP-Switch
2010 Stadium

Quarter
One
Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and
technical
specifications. Go
out on tender and
evaluate. Appoint
SP. SLA Project
Plan Start
implementation
Project approval,
Compile needs
analysis and
technical
specifications. Go
out on tender and
evaluate. Appoint
SP. SLA Project
Plan Start
implementation

Busy with
implementation

Achieved

Progress against
target
Project approved.
Compiling of tender
document. Waiting
for approval from EM
to finalise the route.

Achievement
of Target
Not Achieved

Reason for non
achievement
Waiting for approval from
Telkom to use fibre ducting

Project approved.
Project cancelled.

Not Achieved

Access to stadium only in
February 09 and June 09.

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Fast track the process to still
maintain overarching
milestones
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SBU: Secretariat and Legal Services
Programme: Development and Maintenance Of System Of Delegation Of Powers
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Achievement of Reason for Non
Target
Target
Target
Achievement
Amendment and
review of system
of delegation of
powers in line
with legislation
and to ensure
administrative
efficiency.
Communication
Plan

To
have
a
reviewed
and
amended
delegation which
in
compliance
with
legislation
and
council
resolutions.
Target
of
Communication
Plan
Consultation
To
obtain
with directorates, relevant
report to council information,
to
and publication obtain approval
on website.
and to distribute
information.

Draft
report
on Achieved
amendment
and
revision
of
delegation to be
submitted to MC.

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan
Information
received
for
amendment
of
delegation. Report
ready
for
submission to MC.

Achievement of Reason for Non Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Communication Achievement
Plan
Achieved

Programme: Rationalization Of By-Laws And 2010 By-Laws
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against Target
Target
Amendment and
rationalization of
by-laws
and
prioritization of
2010
relevant
by-laws.

To
have
amended
bylaws
promulgated and
to have 2010
prioritized
bylaws ready for
approval.

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Electricity Supply,
Achieved
Water and Sanitation,
Debt Collection & Credit
Control
by-laws
promulgated and 2010
prioritized by-laws public
participation finalized.
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Communication Target
of
Plan
Communication
Plan
Consultation
To
obtain
with directorates, relevant
report to council, information,
to
public
obtain approval,
participation via to
have
media,
participation by
publication
in community,
to
Government
promulgate and
Gazette, official distribute
notice
boards information
and website.
regarding the bylaw and the bylaw itself.

Progress
Made
on Achievement of Reason for Non Plan of Dealing with
Communication Plan
Communication Achievement
Deficiency
Plan
Information obtained from Achieved.
directorates,
approval
received
for
public
participation and public
participation finalized.

Programme: Legal Support Service
Project:
Half Yearly Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Target
of Progress Made on Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Plan
Communication Plan Communication Achievement
Plan
Consultation with To obtain background Effective
Achieved
SBU in need of information as well as communication taking
legal advice or documentation needed place
between

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Effective
legal
support service:
Internal
legal
advice
and
representation.
Litigation: appoint
& consult with
legal counsel for
municipality
Communication
Plan

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Rendering of effective Effective legal support Achieved.
legal support service on service
being
a continuous basis.
rendered.
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where
litigation to formulate opinions relevant parties at all
originated from, and/or necessary for times.
including
litigation in court of law.
consultation with
legal counsel for
municipality.
Programme: Support Implementation Of Regulatory Framework (Illegal Land Uses & By-Laws)
Project:
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Achievement of Reason for Non
Target
Target
Achievement
Prosecute
transgressors
of
Town
Planning
Scheme
and
other municipal
by-laws.

Rendering clear and
accurate legal advice and
representation
so
ensuring
maximum
compliance
with
municipal legislation and
polices.

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Effective
Achieved
implementation
of
regulatory framework
and
continuous
engagement with town
planning officials on
opposed matters.
•

Communication
Plan
Consultation
with
SBU
Planning
including
LUM
Committee,
consultation with

Appeal
to
Township
Board
–
Amendment
Scheme 731
• Objection
to
DFA Tribunal –
Ivpark x49.
Target
of Progress Made on Achievement of Reason for
Communication Plan
Communication Plan Communication Achievement
Plan
To obtain background Effective
Achieved.
information as well as communication
documentation needed to between
relevant
formulate opinions and/or parties at all times.
necessary for litigation in
court of law.

Non Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency
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attorneys
and
advocates acting
for municipality.
Programme: Municipal Policy Framework
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Drafting,
Ensuring
legal
amendment
& compliance
of
rationalization of municipal
municipal
policies by way
policies.
of
drafting,
review,
amendment and
legal comment.

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Monitoring
of Achieved
policies
for
compliance
and
advise
on
regulation in terms
of policy.
Drafting
and
assisting in drafting
process of polices.
Framework
on
drafting of policies
have
been
formulated
and
circulated.

Project
for
establishing of a
database
for
municipal policies
has been initiated.
Communication Target
of Progress Made on
Plan
Communication Communication
Plan
Plan
Consultation
To
obtain Effective
with directorates, relevant
communication
reports
and/or information,
to between
relevant

Achievement of Reason for Non Plan of Dealing with Deficiency
Communication Achievement
Plan
Achieved
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comments
council
publication
website.

to obtain approval parties at all times.
and and/or
give
on informative
comment and to
distribute
information.

Programme: Contracts Management
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Re-alignment of Establishing
municipal
database
contracts.
containing
municipal
contracts.
Effective
registering
control
contracts
ensuring
compliance.

Achievement of
Target

a Part of relevant No
information
all gathered to date,
continue to collect
outstanding
agreements.
IS
& system
currently
of being developed to
assist this project.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with Deficiency

Not all municipal To collect
contracts received outstanding.
as requested.

agreements

still
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Directorate: Office of the Chief Financial Officer
SBU: Financial Services
Part One (2008/09 New Capital Projects)
PROGRAM: CUSTOMER CARE MANAGEMENT
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Meter reading
and meter audit

2.5% reduction
on consumption
loss
6 months billing
in Mankweng

Achievement
of Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

17% water loss.

Not achieved

Some water not
accounted for.

Meter readings taken in
all areas.

Meter reading done
also in Mankweng.

Achieved

Non-payment of debts

Implementation of credit
control measures.

Meter reading contract
Appoint service extended until 30 June
provider for
2009.
meter readings
Clearance
0.63%
Debts increased
certificate, Debt
reduction on
collection and
outstanding
arrears collection debt
Indigent support
To register
2594
has
been
3000
approved.
households.
Program: Expenditure Management
Project
Half Yearly
Progress
Against
Target
Target
Creditors and
Nil civil claims
Nil
salaries
payments
Bank
6 monthly bank 6
monthly
bank
reconciliation
reconciliation.
reconciliation
Assets
Perform 1
In process of updating
management
update
the moveable assets.

Partially
Achieved.
Not achieved

Achieved

Achievement
Of Target
Achieved

Reason For Nonachievement

Plan For dealing with
Deficiency

In process of
updating the

Movable assets to be barcoded in line with GRAP by

Achieved
Partially
achieved
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movable assets.
Program: Treasury Management
Project
Half Yearly
Target
MFMA
6 Monthly
implementation
reports
submitted to
stakeholders
Annual financial
Submit Annual
statements
financial
statement by
31 August
2008.

Preparation of
Multi Year Budget

Approval by 31
May 2008

Awareness on
Awareness in
payment of
Mankweng
services and rates
policy
Programme: Demand Management
Project
Half Yearly
Target
Establish Demand Appointment of
Management
personnel
Section

Progress
Against Achievement
Target.
Of Target
6
monthly
report Achieved
submitted.
Submit
annual
financial statement by
31 August 2008. In
process
of
being
audited by the auditor
general. Report for
2005/2006
already
issued.
Process
plan
submitted to Mayoral
committee. In process
of
reviewing
the
2008/2009 budget.
Mankweng residents
were consulted in
respect of rates policy
in November 2008

Achieved

Progress to date

Achievement
of Target
None

The position of
Assistant Manager:
Demand was
advertised twice.

Programme: Acquisition Management
Improve
Quotations (R0 –
• Obtain

Reason For Nonachievement

Partially
achieved

BAUD system.
Plan For Dealing With
deficiency

Process plan submitted to
council in October 2008

Partially
achieved

Reason for non
achievement
Non compliance of
applicants on the
first advertisement.

Plan for dealing with
Deficiency
Interviews are scheduled for
16 January 2009 to appoint
suitable candidate.

Achieved
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Quotation system

quotations
on rotational
basis from
service
providers on
the database
within three
days of the
requisition
and approval
within two
days

Improve Bidding
system

•

Advertise
bids in two
weeks,
evaluate in
two weeks
and
adjudicate in
one week.

R30 000)
2 658 purchasing
orders amounting to
R35 337 027.30
were processed.
Quotation (R30 000
– R200 000)
Total of 27
quotations were
advertised, 15
awarded to the value
of R1 435 139.22, 8
cancelled and 4 readvert.

Partial

Most of these bids
closed during the
month of December
2008

Award all outstanding bids

76 bids were
successfully
advertised, 50 bids
were awarded to the
value of R346 366
925.14, 31 bids
outstanding for
evaluation &
adjudication, 4 readvert.
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Promote
Preferential
Procurement in
terms of PPPF

HDI = 60%
Women = 10%
Youth = 10%
Disabled = 10%
Local = 10%

Total value of bids
and quotations
adjudicated and
awarded is R347 802
064.36

Update database
to list prospective
providers as
accredited
service providers

One database
invitation

HDI support

Offer one (1)
workshop
Target of
communication
plan
Publication of the
HDI
empowerment
report on the
website.
Publication of
database
invitation to all
prospective
suppliers
Consultation with
internal
stakeholders

HDI = 61%
Women =13%
Youth = 19%
Disabled =0%
Local =18%
Total of 1 530
database application
forms were
processed, 1 399
captured and 131 not
approved.
Workshop postponed

Communication
Plan
Promote
Preferential
Procurement
Database
invitation

Supply Chain
Management
Policy Review

Achieved

None

Progress made on
communication
plan
Report available on
the website.

Achievement
of the plan

All prospective
service providers
were invited via
newspapers to
register.
Draft policy review
developed & waiting
to be forwarded to

Achieved

Reason for non
achievement

Workshop planned for
04/02/2009
Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Draft policy was
forwarded to ACFO
for perusal and no

Draft Policy will be forwarded
to all stakeholders after ACFO
have perused it during quarter

Achieved.

Partial
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about SCM
all.
Policy review
HDI support
Invite service providers
Service providers not
to a SCM workshopyet invited.
Programme: Logistics Management
Project
Half-Yearly
Progress against
target
Half-Yearly target
Setting of
One stock level
Stock level review
inventory levels
review
conducted and stock
system updated
accordingly.
Stores and
Perform two (2)
1st stock count
warehousing
stock counts
conducted during the
management
month of November
2008
Receiving and
On line
The stock system is
issuing of stores
processing to
updated online and
materials
update the stock total of 10 302 stock
system
items issued to the
value of R16 768
950.87

feedback received
to date.
None

3.
Invitation to a workshop
arranged for 04/02/2009

Achievement
of target
Achieved.

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Partially

Logistics Section
did not adhere to
the planned
schedule.

2nd stock count will be
conducted on the 27th
February 2009.

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Achieved.

Total of 595 stock
items procured to the
value of R22 945
024.96.

Communication
Plan
Stock level
reviews

Target of
communication
plan
Consultation with
all SBUs about

Total value of the
available stock is
R47 137 868.17
Progress made on
communication
plan
All SBUs were
consulted during

Achievement
of the plan
Achieved
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stock level
25-28 November
review
2008.
Programme: Disposal Management
Project
Half-Yearly target
Progress
Achievement
Reason for nonagainst Halfof target
achievement
Yearly target
Disposal of
N/A
redundant/written
off assets
Programme: Regular Assessment Of Supply Chain Management Performance To
Ensure Value For Money
Project
Half-Yearly target
Progress
Achievement
Reason for nonagainst Halfof target
achievement
Yearly target
Reporting on the
1st quarter report
Report not yet
None
implementation of
finalized
the supply chain
management
system to the
Executive Mayor ,
Council and
National Treasury
Communication Target of
Progress made Achievement
Reason for nonPlan
communication plan on
of the plan
achievement
communication
plan
Reporting on the
Publication of report
Report not yet
implementation of after Council approval finalized
SCM system
Part Two (2007/08 Roll over Projects)

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Plan for dealing with
deficiency
Finalize and submit the report
to Council during the next
quarter

Plan for dealing with
deficiency

Programme
Project:

November
Target

Progress Against
November Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non Achievement
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Not
applicable
DIRECTORATE: 2010
Programme: Fulfilling Host City Obligations
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Complianc Report
100%
e
monitoring
FIFA
None
Office required
Venue
Offices

Communi
cation
Plan

Target of
Communicati
on Plan

Progress Made on
Communication
Plan

Achievement of target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

Partly achieved

Time line was thought to
have been end of 2009
but requirements were
brought to a closer date

Space provided in the
recreation centre and the
would be required in
2009 and would be made
available in the new
stadium

Achievement of
Communication Plan

Reason for nonachievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

2 Reports submitted

Programme: Coordination of Internal Stakeholders
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Achievement of target
Target
Quarterly Target
Developme Appointment of 0%
Not achieved
nt of 2010
service
Master
provider
Plan

Reason for nonachievement
Budget not adequate to
meet the chosen service
provider’s price

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency
Looking into an option of
using Operational Budget
Grant from Dept of Sport
& Recreation South
Africa. Also negotiating
with the appointed
service provider to
reduce price as well as
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Project
Steering
Committee
Meetings

4 meetings
and reports

2 meetings and
reports

LOC
Meetings

3 reports

3 reports submitted

Monitoring
implement
ation of
2010
Capital
Projects
Stakeholde
r
consultatio
n

3 meetings
with work
streams & 1
report

2 meetings with work
streams & 1 report

Establishment
of database,
holding of
initial 2 general
meetings & 1
meeting of the
2010 Advisory
Committee

No movement

Programme: Stadium & Stadium Precinct
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Constructio Project 50%
50%
n of
Stadium
Stadium
Appointment of Busy with planning of
Precinct
consultants
project
Training
Advertise bids Advertise bids
Venues
for contractors
Fan Park
Appointment of Consultants

Mostly achieved

2 meetings were not held

Mostly achieved

Only 3 Host Cities Forum
meetings were held in this
quarter
Was unable to meet all
managers due to the
unavailability of some
managers

scope of work
Recommit a schedule for
meetings and have work
stream convenors
commit to the meeting
dates in advance

With additional staff in
the directorate we would
be able to meet all
managers

Reworking the schedule
of meetings and liaising
with political office to
reschedule the meetings

Achievement of target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Partly achieved

Late appointment
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consultants

appointed

Programme: Integrated Infrastructure - Roads
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Taxi
Implementation 20%
Holding
phase at 40%
Area
Complete
Phase 4
Widening
Implementation 20%
of Marshall phase at 40 %.
Street
Phase 2
Widening
Implementation 40%
of Webster phase at 45 %.
Street
Suid street
Widening
Compensat
ie to
Webster
Magasyn
street Ext
Suid to
Burger
Dorp &
L/Mare
Intersection
Upgrading
N Mandela
Traffic
Circle

Achievement of Target
Construction has already
started

Reason for nonachievement
Late finish of the first 3
phases

20%

40%

Moving of existing
services i.e. water valve
box, street lights and
Telkom lines.

Implementation
phase at 15 %.

Site has been
handed over and
initial work has
begun

20%

Implementation
phase at 30%

Site has been
handed over and
initial work has
begun
Site has been
handed over and
initial work has
begun
Contractor appointed
and site handed over

20%

Late appointment of
contractors

20%

Late appointment of
contractors

Implementation
phase at 30%
Bid invitation
and
appointment of
contractor

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

10%
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N Mandela
& Rissik
intersection
upgrade
(Slip-way)
N Mandela
Drive –
Seshego
Circle to
New Era
Drive
Houtbosdor
p Road
Upgrading

Implementation
phase at 30%

Contractor appointed
and site handed over

0%

Late appointment of
contractors

Implementation
phase at 40%

Contractor
appointed, site
handed over and
initial work has
begun

20%

Moving of an over head
electrical line and
advertising boards

Implementation
phase at 20%

Contractor appointed
but work has not
begun

0%

Rabe street
link;
Joubert to
Kerk street
Stadium
Access
Routes
N Mandela
Link;
Marshall to
Kerk street

Implementation
phase at 40%

Consultants would still
have to finalise the
drawings for the project to
begin
Project removed. It has no
bearing on hosting 2010

Planning of
NMT
Facilities &
Implement
ation of
NMT
Infrastructu
re

Implementation
phase at 20%.

Meeting will be held with
consultants and
contractors to fast track
the project

Meeting will be held with
consultants and
contractors to fast track
the project

No scope identified.
Implementation
phase at 15%

Contractors
appointed, site
handed over and
initial work has
begun

20%

Planning Completed
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Signage
Improveme
nt
Public
Transport
Facilities

Assessment
and data
collection
Implementation
phase at 25%.

Done

Achieved

Sites for park and
rides have been
identified

Programme: Integrated Infrastructure – Electricity
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Achievement of Target
Target
Target
Upgrade
Material
Civil work about 20
On schedule. No
Beta sub
delivery and
% complete. Total
intervention required
for
civil work
project ± 5 %
2010
R0
progress
Cable
Invite bid to
Cables will be
On schedule
supply –
appoint building installed before end
Beta to
contractor
Dec ’08. Bids are
2010
switchgear
out for appointment
Stadium
delivery
of contractor to erect
R1 m
distribution station
building.
Stadium
Planning and
Mayoral committees On schedule
Precinct
design
to approve project
(2010)
R300 000
(delayed by
appointment of
stadium precinct
2010 master
planning)
Upgrade
Material
Mayoral committee
Slightly behind on
LV systems acquisition.
to approve project
schedule
in stadium
Construction
on 4 Dec ‘08
vicinity
work
commences

Reason for nonachievement
--

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

-

-

No intervention required
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R400 000
Programme: Transport Planning
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
2010
Finalization of
Final TOP
Transport
Travel
completed
Operationa estimates and
l Plan
modes
assignments for
SWC 2010 and
submission of
OP to DOT
Intelligent
Status quo
Consultants
Transport
analysis
appointed in
System
November 2008
(ITS)
Traffic counts
underway and traffic
signal timing plans
underway
2010
Draft transport
Draft operational
Transport
plans in terms
and management
operational of quarter 2
plans completed and
and
submitted to the
manageme
National Department
nt plans
of Transport
Operationa Initial
Consultants
l Plan for
refinement of
appointed in
BRT
the scoping
December 2008.
report in terms
of travel
Work would
demands
commence in
January 2009

Achievement of Target

Reason for nonachievement

Plan for Dealing with
Deficiency

Delay in the appointment
of the service provider

Fast tracking of the
procurement of hardware
to be streamlined

Delay in the appointment
of the service provider

The project is a six
month project and would
be completed in June
2009

Achieved

Not achieved

Achieved

Not achieved
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Programme: Legacy & Sustainability
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target
Volunteer
Programme

Redo needs
analysis within
the city as well
as opening
registration for
2009 FCC

Hawker
permits

One workshop

2010
readiness
programme

-Approval of
programme
-Capacity
building
workshop
-Develop
database and
profile of
informal sector
-facilitate
capacity
building
programmes
-facilitate
provision of
temporary
infrastructure
for trading.

Capacity
Building
(informal
sector)

Needs analysis
submitted.
4 portals created for
internet access and
4 temporary
employees
appointed for a
period of 3 months to
assist applicants
Workshop held,
included in the bylaws
-Programme
approved
-Workshop held

Achievement of Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved

Achieved
Achieved

Database done
Ongoing
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2010
Business
Opportunities
conference
2010
Greening

Host one
business
opportunity
conference
Implementation
of greening
plan

City
decorations
City
entrances
development
Waste
Management

Project design

Cultural
precinct
Stadium
Tourism

Business
opportunities
conference hosted

Achieved

-Consultant
Consultant appointed and
appointed to compile draft report circulated for
the City Greening comments
and Decoration plan
done

Waiting for final report

Project design
and approval

done

Develop a
detailed plan
on waste
management,
environmental
protection and
rehabilitation
Planning and
terms of
reference
Appointment of
stadium
operator
Thorough audit
on the capacity
of the
hospitality
industry

None

Not achieved

Capacity constraints

None

Not achieved

Capacity constraints

Assistance for cultural
services unit

Data change at a fast
pace and not captured
timeously

Create a mechanism for
capturing all
developments on time

Drafting of terms of Partly
reference for stadium
operator in progress
Directory done but Partly achieved
not fully updated

Programme: Marketing & Communications
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against
Target
Target

Achievement of Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
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Exhibitions
Events

Media
Relations

Newsletter
Magazine
Website

Participate in
the Soccerex
Host 3 events
to promote
2010 & the
City of
Polokwane
9 media
releases &
electronic
interviews

Done

Achieved

Not done

Target not achieved

Produce 2nd
2010
newsletter
Produce 1st
edition

Done – Newsletter
produced

2 copies issued

Not done

Bi-Weekly
updates

Partly done

Lack of funds

Make provision for this
in the adjustment
budget

Lack of dedicated person

Manager: 2010
Marketing &
Communications has
been appointed and
would deal with this

Not achieved

Lack of funds

Partly achieved

Lack of dedicated person

Make provision for this
in the adjustment
budget
Mahesh Srinivasan,
Simon Mokoatedi &
Manager: 2010
Marketing &
Communication

Electronic interviews
done

Programme: Safety and Security
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against Target
Target
Disaster
Working on the
Plan for the stadium and
Managemen plan
precinct available
t
Safety &
Plan made
Plan available
Security
available for input
Health,
1 meeting and
Meetings taken place with
Medical &
report
the provincial coordinators

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved
Achieved
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Emergency
Services
Programme: Finance and Legal
Project
Half Yearly
Progress Against Target
Target
Promulgati Public participation By-laws have gone out on
on of 2010 & resubmission to public participation & ready
By-Laws
Council
to go council

Achievement of
Target
Partly achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
Still have to pass
through council

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
Submit by-laws in the
next Council meeting

Programme: IT & T
Project

Half Yearly Target

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of Reason for Non
Target
Achievement

VOIP-Switch 2010
Stadium

SLA
Project Plan
Start implementation
30%

Done

Achieved.

Optic Fibre to
Stadium

SLA Project Plan Start
implementation
30%

Done

Achieved.

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
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Directorate: Office of Municipal Manager
SBU: Disaster Management
Program
Project
Disaster risk
Operational Capacity
team

Municipal internal
disaster management
committee
Municipal Disaster
Advisory Forum

Integrated Institutional Capacity
Half yearly Target
Progress against the
annual Target
Convene the 1st
14 Relief agencies
preparedness meeting have been identified
with the forces to audit and a meeting to
resource capacity
discuss working
relations has been
held.
To have discussion
The committee is not
meeting on incident
place
management and
response system
Convene 2nd quarterly
meeting of the forum

Two meetings were
held, one per quarter

Achievement of
Target
Achieved.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Not achieved

Lack of cooperation
from internal SBUs

Achieved.

Submission of report to
affected SBUs
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Program
Project
Disaster risk
management planning
2010 Disaster
Management Plan for
the Peter Mokaba
stadium

Hazards Identification And Risk Assessment
Half yearly Target
Progress against the annual
Target
Submission to the
The draft risk profile has been
Director for approval
developed and is waiting for
by Mayoral Committee comments
The draft risk has been developed
and inputs were made

Program

Disaster Risk Reduction And Preparedness

Project

Half yearly Target

Disaster risk events
management planning

Coordinate
safety
measures for festive
lights,
Year-end
function, Mapungubwe
festival
Moria
pilgrimage and other
targeted
events
through JOC meetings

School awareness
campaign

Conduct awareness
campaign at (3) three
schools in Maja/Chune
and Mankweng City
and Moletji cluster

Public information and

Conduct awareness

Progress against the annual
Target
Operational plans were developed
for: Limpopo Soccer Derby, Boxing
Match, Fire Indaba, Agriculture
Summit, Church Prayers, Baobab
Music Festival, SA Champion, 4X4
Rally, ANC Gala Dinner, Limpopo
Convoy Women Against Crime and
HIV Aids, opening of Moletji
Community Radio Station, Voters
registration, Mapungubwe, Jazz and
Kwaito Beach festival
Awareness campaigns were
conducted in seven schools
Ernest P. School
Mamabolo P. School
Mothiba P. School
Mogano P. School
Moefa P.School
Makata P. School
Maphuto P.School
Awareness campaigns were held in

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Achieved

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Achieved

Not achieved

Internal
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awareness campaigns

campaign at Moletjie
and Makotopong
Traditional Authority

two Traditional Authorities i.e
Moletjie and Dikgale

Emergency
preparedness and
planning

Visit tertiary sectors
such as banks

Presentation on Emergency
Planning was made during Security
meeting. The following institutions
were visited. Nedbank Building,
CANSA Office, Moshate Lodge,
ABSA Bank Schoeman, Standard
Bank, Form Scaff, Limpopo Mall
and Old Mutual building

Develop evacuation
plans for Molepo
Chuene Maja
municipal buildings
Program
Project
Emergency disaster
relief and response

Contingency plans

Response And Recovery
Half yearly Target
Progress against the annual
Target
To activate disaster
Total of 83 roofs were damaged and
resources and
11 sporadic shack and house
Implementation of plan burned. 93 food parcels were
Or Testing of the plan
distributed to family members. 91
during incidents
blankets were issued 91, 7 tents
were allocated to needy victims
To have discussions
IT SBU facilitated workshops on
with Corporate
Business Impact Analysis
Services on Disaster
Business Continuity
and recovery

Achieved.

Achievement of
Target
Achieved.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Not achieved

Delay in submission of
information.

SBU: Communications and Public Participation
Program: Internal Communications
Project:
Half Yearly
Target

Progress
Against Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
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Notice Boards

Internal
Newsletter

Communications
Plan

Maintenance and
updating of
information on
the municipal
notice boards
Development
printing and
distribution of 3
publications

Notice boards are
being maintained
and updated
weekly

Achieved

Articles and
pictures compiled
into final products
but could not be
printed

Not achieved

Target of
communication
plan

Progress made
on
communication
plan
Information is
distributed and
updated on a
continuous basis
via emails and
notice boards

Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan

Distribution and
updating of
information to
internal
stakeholders
through, emails,
notice boards
and newsletters

Program: External Communications
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Media Relations Compilation and
distribution of
48 media
statements and

Progress Against
Target
49 Media statements
have been issued
while a total of 100
articles have been

Production has
been put on hold
pending
finalization of the
framework model

The unit initiated discussions
with the office of the Executive
Mayor regarding the framework
model and establishment of
editorial team and publishing of
newsletters
Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Achieved

Achievement of
Target
Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
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facilitation of
2media
Briefings and
dedicated slots
on radio stations

featured in both local
and national print
media. Slots were
arranged with various
radio stations to
inform the public
about municipal
programs
3 media briefings
conducted

Communications Development of
Strategy
comprehensive
municipal wide
communications
strategy and
submission for
approval
2010 FIFA World
Cup

Development
and
implementation
of a
Communication
and Marketing
plan

29 slots arranged on
SABC and community
radio stations
A draft municipal wide
communications
strategy has been
developed and
circulated for
comments and inputs.
Report to council
compiled and
submitted
Plan has been
developed and
implemented.
Agency appointed,
Communication
marketing plan
adopted,
Roll out of the
strategy in progress
e.g exhibitions and
fairs (Mapungubwe
Arts Festival and

Not Achieved

Awaiting
comments and
inputs from
council

Follow up

Achieved
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Municipal
website

Soccerex).
Development of an
interactive website,
brochures, banners
etc
The Website is
currently being
revamped/constructe
d

updating of
municipal
information as
per legislative
requirements

Not achieved

Awaiting
finalization of
website
construction

Speedy up the process

Available information
that require posting
on the municipal
website has been
submitted to IT for
updating.








Advertisements

Packaging of
print and
electronic media
advertisements
for promotion of
council

Information compiled
and sent to IT for
updating. Some of the
info:
Tenders
Press releases
Newsletters
Vacancies
Events
Notices
Pictures
Developed adverts
and profiles of the
City of Polokwane as
an investment and
tourist destination in
the following national

Achieved
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programmes

External
Newsletter

Development
printing and
distribution of 2
publications

Communications Target of
Plan
communication
plan
Information
dissemination to
all stakeholders

and international
magazines: SA
Express Indwe,
ToGoTo Tourist
Guide, Airlink
Skyways, South
Africa Alive with
Possibilities, 2010
Year Book
Advertisements on
various campaigns
and notices on
Jacaranda, Capricorn
and SABC and
community radio
stations and local
print media
Articles and pictures
compiled into final
products but could not
be printed

Progress made on
communication plan
Municipal
programmes
information
disseminated on a
continuous basis
through
advertisements,
advertorials, notices,

Not achieved

Production has
been put on hold
pending
finalization of the
framework model

Achievement of Reason for non
Communication achievement
Plan
Achieved

The unit initiated discussions
with the office of the
Executive Mayor regarding
the framework model and
establishment of editorial
team and publishing of
newsletters
Plan of dealing with
deficiency
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news articles, radio
interviews, website
etc
Program: Corporate Image
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Promotional
material

Production and
distribution of
material to
relevant
stakeholders

Resource
Centre

Avail council
information to all
stakeholders.
Development and
transmission of
audiovisual
material
Development of
branding strategy
& branding of
municipal assets

Audiovisual

Branding

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Promotional and
publicity material have
been developed and
distributed to relevant
stakeholders and
during municipal
events e.g banners,
brochures,
advertorials in
national publications,
lanyards, key rings, tshirts, caps,
stationery, dvd,
diaries etc
Linkage created with
library

Achieved

Studio editing
equipment has been
purchased

Not achieved

Roll out of Branding
strategy in progress
Municipal assets eg
the Civic Centre and
vehicles have been
successfully branded

Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Video editor
required for
compilation and
editing of material

Consider outsourcing the
function of filming and editing
for transmission of material
on the existing infrastructure

Achieved
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IDP Document
Budget

Production and
distribution of 1
000 copies
Production and
distribution of 1
000 copies

Program: Municipal Events
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Municipal
Events

To co-ordinate
municipal events
and activities of
the municipality

Document designed,
printed and distributed
among stakeholders
Document designed,
printed and distributed
among stakeholders

Achieved
Achieved

Progress Against
Target

Achievement of
Target

Provided
assistance in
coordinating
various events as
per activities
relating to public
participation: The
following events
were coordinated:

Achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Safety and Security
Summit, Relocation
to Extension 76,
Polokwane Roots
Festival, Sector
Forum meetings,
Arbor week,
Tourism month,
Youth
environmental
Awareness, Ward
committee
reconstitution,
Eskom energy
saving campaign,
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2010 Media
workshop by
Executive Mayor,
2010 business
opportunity
conference, Festive
Lights & Polokwane
Youth Festival,
Councillors tour of
Peter Mokaba
complex, EXCO
visit to Peter
Mokaba Complex
Employee Year end
function
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Program: Ward Committee System
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Ward committee
establishment

Establish 37 ward
Committees
municipal wide

Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan
Facilitate at least
3 meetings per
ward/111
meetings
municipal wide

Ward Committee
meetings

Ward Committee
conference
Communication Plan

Ward Committee training

Facilitate 1
annual Ward
Committee
conference
Target of
Communication
Plan
Facilitate
capacity building
workshop

Progress Against Target

Achievement of
Target

37 ward committees were
Achieved
established:
-Molepo/Chuene/Maja:04
- mankweng :10
-Moletjie :08
-City/Seshego :11
- Sebayeng/Dikgale: 04
Progress
Made
on Achievement of
Communication Plan
Communication
Plan
80 Meetings were held:
Not achieved
- Molepo/Chuene/Maja
Cluster: 12
- Mankweng Cluster: 20
- Moletjie Cluster: 13
- City/Seshego Cluster:23
- Sebayeng/Dikgale:12
The annual conference will
Achieved
be held in the third quarter
Progress
Made
Communication Plan

on Achievement of
Communication
Plan

Pre-assessment for ward
committees was done.
Training will be held in the
third quarter

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

September and
October
meetings were
postponed due to
ward committee
establishment
program

Program of
meetings will be
adjusted in the
third quarter.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Achieved
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Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan
Program: Community Mobilization
Project:
Half Yearly
Target
Sector Forums

Communication Plan

Project Steering
Committees

Progress
Made
Communication Plan

on Achievement of
Communication
Plan

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Progress Against Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Facilitate 20
meetings per
sector in line with
Council Portfolios
Target of
Communication
Plan

18 meetings were
successfully held for all the
portfolios/sector forums

Not achieved

Poor
coordination

Adjust the
program in the
next quarter

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Facilitate the
establishment of
PSCs in all
projects that
requires public
participation

54 Project Steering
Committees were
established municipal wide :
Clusters :
Mankweng -13
Moletjie
-06
City /Seshego –28
Sebayeng /Dikgale -03
Molepo/Maja/Chuene -04
127 PSC meetings were
facilitated:
Mankweng – 24
Moletjie-20
Sebayeng/Dikgale – 18
City/Seshego – 45
Molepo/Chuene/Maja - 18
43 projects were handed
over for implementation:
Mankweng – 7
Sebayeng/Dikgale – 3

Facilitate and
coordinate
monthly PSC
meetings

Facilitate project
hand over for
newly approved
capital projects

Progress
Made
Communication Plan

on Achievement of
Communication
Plan
Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
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Facilitate hand
over on
completed
projects

Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan

Support to municipal
programs

Facilitate &
coordinate
stakeholder
meetings in line
with municipal
services,
programs and
policies
Target of
Communication
Plan
Facilitate
meetings with
communities and
submit reports to
all spheres of
government to
address the
backlogs in the
municipal area

Communication Plan
Community
Development Workers

City/Seshego – 16
Molepo/Chuene/Maja - 5
Moletjie - 12
11 projects were handed
Achieved
over to the community after
completion:
Mankweng – 0
Sebayeng/Dikgale –1
Moletjie – 4
City/Seshego – 5
Molepo/Chuene/Maja - 1
Progress
Made
on Achievement of
Communication Plan
Communication
Plan
37 stakeholder meetings
were successfully facilitated
municipal wide (street
vending by-law & disaster
Management workshops)

Progress
Made
Communication Plan

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

Achieved

on Achievement of
Communication
Plan
1187 cases were requiring
Achieved
government intervention
were recorded and
submitted to relevant
Departments.
Resolved - 661
Unresolved -526
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Communication Plan

Target of
Communication
Plan

Progress
Made
Communication Plan

on Achievement of
Communication
Plan

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing
with Deficiency

SBU: Internal Audit
Program: Internal Audit (Internal Controls)
Project:
Half Yearly Target
Progress Against
Target
Audit
Conduct audits as per
No plan for 08/09
Coverage
adopted Audit
financial year
Plan
Coverage Plan
Communicati
Target of
Progress Made on
on Plan
Communication Plan Communication Plan

Achievement of
Target
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement
Lack of Capacity

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
Plan for the last six
months will be developed

Achievement of
Communication
Plan
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of cooperation
between the
municipality and
Audit Committee
members

The charter will be
amended to address the
communication and
monitoring processes
between the Ac and the
Municipality.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Convene
Quarterly
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

1 meeting held in 1st
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter

Internal Audit
and Audit
Committee
Charters
Communicati
on Plan

Roll Out Charters to all
Directorates as per
adopted plan

Achieved

Target of
Communication Plan

2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
st
1 meeting held in 1 Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter

Achieved
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Follow Up
Audits

Communicati
on Plan

Conduct follow up
audits
( Communication,
Traffic, Community
Safety, Environment &
Waste, LED, Cultural
Services and
Community Health
Services) and issue
Audit Reports on the
progress of
implementation of
recommendations
Target of
Communication Plan

2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

Financial
Audits

Conduct 3 monthly
reconciliation
statements’ reviews
and issue monthly
reports

Communicati
on Plan

Target of
Communication Plan

2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

Performance
Audits

Conduct Audit of the
1st Quarter and issue a

No progress

Not achieved

Lack of capacity and
contract for the
service provider
ended

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.

Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
st
1 meeting held in 1 Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter
No progress
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Lack of capacity and
contract for the
service provider
ended

Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
1 meeting held in 1st Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter
No progress
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.
Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Lack of capacity and
contract for the

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
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Performance Audit
Report to the MM
Communicati
on Plan

Target of
Communication Plan

2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

Compliance
Audits

Submission of audit
reports on
a) Division of Revenue
Act and the MFMA
b) Disaster
Management Act
Target of
Communication Plan

Communicati
on Plan
2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

Fraud
Investigations

Submission of
Forensic Audit Report

Communicati
on Plan

Target of
Communication Plan

2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

1 Audit committee
meeting

service provider
ended
Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
1 meeting held in 1st Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter
No progress
Not achieved

Reason for Non
Achievement

Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
st
1 meeting held in 1 Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter
1
forensic Achieved
investigation done on
Mechanical workshop
Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
st
1 meeting held in 1 Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter

Reason for Non
Achievement

of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.
Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Lack of capacity and
contract for the
service provider
ended

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.
Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation
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Advisory
Management

Communicati
on Plan
2nd Quarter
Internal Audit
Committee

3 monthly reports
submitted to MM on
the efficiency and
effectiveness of
a) Internal Controls
b) Risk Mgt; and
c) Corporate
Governance
processes
Target of
Communication Plan
1 Audit committee
meeting

No progress

Not achieved

Progress Made on Achievement of
Communication Plan Communication
Plan
1 meeting held in 1st Not achieved
quarter. No meeting
was held during the
second quarter

Lack of capacity and
contract for the
service provider
ended

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Lack of capacity

Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation

Program: Corporate Governance (Audit Committee)
Project:
Half Yearly
Progress Against Target
Target

Achievement of
Target

Reason for Non
Achievement

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency

Audit Committee

Not achieved

Lack of capacity
and contract for the
service provider
ended

Extend the service
provider’s term in terms
of MFMA regulations on
supply chain
management and proper
re-sourcing of the unit.

Submission of
quarterly Internal
Audit Reports
and Progress
Report on issues
raised by the
Auditor-General
Communication Target of
Plan
Communication
Plan
nd
2 Quarter
1 Audit
Internal Audit
committee
Committee
meeting
SBU: Project Management Unit

No progress

Progress
Made
Communication Plan

on Achievement of Reason for Non
Communication Achievement
Plan
st
1 meeting held in 1 quarter. Not achieved
Lack of capacity
No meeting was held during
the second quarter

Plan of Dealing with
Deficiency
Manager Internal Audit is
appointed to effectively
manage the situation
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Project

Quarter Two Targets

Progress against Quarter Two Targets

Focus Areas for the
remaining part of the
Quarter

PROGRAM:
Monitoring &
Evaluation of
Internal Capital
Projects

Capital Project Management
Development of proper implementation
programme with target dates

A Project implementation programme with
target dates is in place.

Monitor Project
implementation according
to the programme.

A report which tracks the projects against
the project plan is updated and issued
every month.

Monitor project progress
according to the project
tracking report format

Submission of 2006/07 4th quarter project
progress report

4th quarter project progress report has
been submitted

Prepare 1st quarter report

Submission of 3 monthly Capital Projects
progress reports to Accounting officer

Capital Projects progress reports are
submitted every month to the Accounting
officer.
Consultants for management of 80% of
the capital projects have been appointed.

Update monthly report in
preparation for submission

Project progress meetings are held once
every month

Continue to arrange
monthly project progress
meetings with consultants

All projects that require EMP and EIA
have been issued with them

Continue to make sure that
all projects adhere to all
legislative requirements

DWAF Technical reports have been
issued for all projects that require them

Continue to make sure that
all projects meet DWAF
requirements as per
legislature

Occupational health and safety
specifications form part of all tender

Ensure that occupational
health and safety is

Projects
Consultants
Management

Development of project tracking report format
that will monitor and evaluate deviations of
projects from the project plan

Appointment of consultants for management
of capital projects is finalised
Organise 3 monthly projects progress
meetings with consultants

Legislative
compliance

Collect data of all projects that requires EMP
and EIA
Ensures that at least 20% of projects receive
DWAF technical reports approval

Ensures that occupational health and safety
specifications form part of tender

Appoint the remaining 20%
of the consultants
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Project

Quarter Two Targets

Progress against Quarter Two Targets

documentation.

documents

Project Impact Ensures that appointment and training of
local labour for operation, maintenance and
Assessment
implementation of projects, form part of the
Study.
terms of reference.
Program
Projects
registration.

Municipal Infrastructure Grant
50% of Registered Projects information is
updated on DPLG MIS

Monitoring &
Evaluation of
MIG Projects

3 monthly progress reports submitted to
DPLG/MIG Provincial office.

Submission of KPI report to DPLG/MIG
Provincial office.

Legislative
compliance

Ensures that 60% of MIG projects received
DWAF technical report approvals and
projects that require environmental
investigations received approval

Focus Areas for the
remaining part of the
Quarter
practiced in all our projects

Appointment and training of local labour
for operation, Maintenance and
implementation of projects is included in
the terms of reference.

Ensure that projects are
implemented as per terms
of reference

20% of registration forms for the
2008/2009 financial year have been
submitted.
Three MIG monthly progress reports for
quarter two (that is for October,
November and December 08), Have been
submitted to the Provincial MIG office.
The expenditure for the 08/09 MIG
allocation is currently at 63%.

Submit the remaining 80%
of project registrations

The KPI report for end of September 08
was submitted to DPLG/MIG Provincial
and the KPI for end December 08 will be
submitted end of January 09 together the
the monthly progress reports.
All RWS have their Technical Reports
approved. There are two outstanding
approvals for Technical Reports for a
water and a sanitation project, but their
Technical Reports have been submitted
to DWAF for approval.

To prepare and submit the
December 08 KPI report to
DPLG.

None

Follow up with DWAF
regarding the approval of
the two outstanding
Technical Reports.
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Project

Quarter Two Targets

Progress against Quarter Two Targets

Focus Areas for the
remaining part of the
Quarter

All the 14 RWS that require
environmental investigations, received
approval.
Project

Quarter Two Targets

Program
Monitoring &
Evaluation of
EPWP
Projects
Learnership
project

Expanded Public Works Program
3 monthly progress reports submitted to the
Department of Public Works

Training

Identifying and Acquiring of quotations for
training by consultants.

Projects awarded to learner contractors.
Physical progress of trial projects for learner
contractors at 10%.

Progress against Quarter Two Targets

Focus Areas for the
remaining part of the
Quarter

All the three monthly progress reports
were submitted to the Department of
Public Works.

None

The projects have not been awarded to the
learner contractors and therefore
construction has not yet started. The
tender documents have been priced and
learner contractors are ready and waiting
for appointment letters from the
Municipality.
Training needs have been identified and
training application forms have been
completed and submitted to the
Department of Public Works and to the
Department of Labour. The forms on
learner information have also been
submitted to the Department of Public
Works.
Internally, quotations were acquired for
training and training has taken place in
most of our EPWP Regional Water
Schemes. We have received training

Follow up with the Roads
and Storm Water SBU and
ensure that the appointment
letters are prepared as soon
as possible and issued to
the learner contractors.
Follow up with the
Department of Labour to
check if they will be able to
fund training this financial
year.
Follow up the outstanding
training reports from
consultants.
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Project

Quarter Two Targets

Progress against Quarter Two Targets

Focus Areas for the
remaining part of the
Quarter

reports so far from 7 projects and are still
expecting the outstanding reports to be
submitted by consultants.
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Conclusion
This report presents the mid-year performance of the municipality in relation to
the programs and projects as outlined in the SDBIP. It contains progress made
against five key performance areas as outlined in the five years integrated
development plan.
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